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Congratulations! 'This year we managed to stay cCassy. 
Aft hough my days at RThS are coming to a close, my 

Roy aC spirit wiCC Cive on forever. Ad of our experiences 
and Cessons at Ramstein have shaped us into the 

independent thinkers we are. 
for a fact, none ofVr. Roue's students wdC ever get 

"Love Romhed," as he prepared us to he canny in the 
reaCworCd. No student wdC he phased by Coud exuberant 

teachers after taking a chass with Mr. Tarnowski. No 
student widturn in any Cate w ork after suffering a zero 

in Ms. Marks' and Ms. ThiCCip's MP Language and 
Composition chass. No student wid he afraid to practice 
Tai Chi inpuhdc after Coach Sebastian's PR PMHchass. 

No student wiCC he afraid of a swinging howhing had 
after Mr. Rdwards' Cesson in the conservation of 

enerqy in physics. No student wihl he s hy when speed-
dating after Coach Nodenheck's enhightening activity 

in MP TVorhd Nistory. No student wid cower from using^ 
their pohiticah voice after Mr. Rrennan's and Ms. Norris's 
government class. No student wilfforget the wonderfu 

times they have had at Ramstein. 

% r 

RPhS has given us ad the confidence and preparation 
needed to have success, prosperity, and happiness. Thank 

you to everyone who has made this year great. 

Mith Roy ah Pride, 

Mmanda Da by 
'Student CouncdPresident 
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ROYAL KINGDOM! 



35 years and COUNTING! 

Can you guess what year these yearbooks are from? 
(Answers are located at the bottom of this page) 

Now Ramstein High School is known for its phenomenal students and staff, but where did it 
all begin? In 1983, the doors of our school opened and the world heard us ROAR! Since the 
opening of Ramstein High School, the Royals have been a force to be reckoned with. We've 

brought home numerous sports championships and excelled exponentially in 
academics. This year marks thirty-five years of excellence and the Royals plan to 

continue their incredible journey. Happy 35th Birthday to Ramstein High School! 

Did you know? In 1983, when Ramstein High School opened, 
Mrs. O'Donnell was a teacher at a private school in Fairfax, Virginia! 

(1) 1983 (2) 1994(3)2007(4)2010 



wHear us C€AP!" 
WHO HAS BEEN AT RAMSTEIN THE LONGEST? 

Mr. Goode (1990) Mr. Edwards (1990) Hehr Behr (1993) 

O 80s © Now O I cannot decide 

Mrs. Campbell retired from RHS last year. She was 
a teacher at Ramstein from 1984-2017! The 

Royal pride is not the same without her. We miss 
you Mrs. Campbell! 

SPECIAL EDITION! 
High school sweethearts, Tammy and Benjamin Janes, 
walked the halls of Ramstein High School and 
graduated with the Royal class of 1985. Mrs. Janes 
enrolled into RHS the very first day it opened as a 
sophomore. Mr. Janes played soccer and Mrs. Janes 
participated in AFJROTC and gymnastics. 
Coincidentally, they are back 
again with their twins, 
Benjamin and Gabrielle 
Janes, who are now 
graduating with the class 
of 2018. Talk about a 
Royal legacy! 

Do you think that you would have 

enjoyed going to RHS more in the 

'80s or now? 

jOURney 
p 
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Administration 
Behind every great school is a great administration. Being the largest high school 
in DoDEA, Ramstein holds a lot of responsibility, but nothing our Principal and 
Assistant Principals cannot take. This year, we were proud of our very own Ms. 
O'Donnell for being awarded Secondary Principal of the Year! Working beside her, 
our Assistant Principals Mr. Popielski and Ms. Jorgenson, are constantly found 
interacting with students throughout the day. It takes great leaders to guide each 

and every Royal onto the path of success, but our 
administration are always there for their students. 

turnsm 
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"Ms.  O'Donnel l  has  
created  a  support ive  
space for students, whose 
parents are frequently9 

deployed." 
- Thomas Brady, DoDEA Directorm 
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"People have to trust you. You have to 
build in trust for people." -Jack Welch, 
former GE chairman and CEO 

Leadership is all about serving others 
by saying what you are going to do and 
doing it. A big part of this process is 
being genuine, students know when you 

are faking it. 

David Popielski 

& 
Patricia Jorgenson 

"Don't goof off in High School. 
Do the very best you can in 
every subject because it really 
does make a difference in what 
you accomplish in your life." 
- Patricia Jorgenson 



Ramstein fall sports teams have successfully 
dominated this season. They've worn out all their 
strength to demolish opposing teams, and their spirit 
and cooperation have flourished into becoming the 
real MVP's. We are very proud of our fellow student 
athletes who have kept the Ramstein pride strong. As 
a Royal community, we wish our athletes the best in 
their future endeavors. 



FALL SPORTS 



Cross Country 
ROSTER 

Cross country is a serious sport that requires a ton of dedication. The 
runners often go to meets early in the morning in any weather that does 
not directly affect the course. Practice is tough, but it brings the team 

i together like one big happy family. Jose Serrano, a team captain and also 
i one of the team's strongest runners, placed second in championships this 
i year. McKenzie Perkes is considered to be one of the strongest female 
i runners and is talked about very highly by her coaches. The team has 
upheld the Ramstein tradition of excellence. 



What was your first Cross Country practice like? 
"It was like running head-first into a wall. It was hard and hurt a lot." 

-Jose Serrano, 12th 

Is this team better or worse then any previous teams you've been on? 
"This team is a lot larger than my old team, and it's also a lot stronger 
in competition." 

-Dashiell Rodgers, 11th 

Anything you would like to say to people who are thinking about 
joining Cross Country? 
"My main tip for people interested in joining Cross Country is to put 
the miles in. All your effort will pay off in the long run!" 

-Kate Spears, 11th 
What is your favorite part about Cross Country? 
"My favorite part about Cross Country is the people who are involved. 
There's so much bonding that goes on that you feel like a big family at the 
end of the season." 

-Brittany Cunningham, 12th 



VARSITY CHEER 
Coach: 

Monique Ray 

Captains: 
Clarke Miley 

Savannah Sparrow 

Coach Ray has been eagerly working with her 
varsity squad this fall season to help them prepare for 
competition in the winter. The squad agrees that keeping 
Royal pride alive through the crowd's spirit is the best part 
of the season. The squad is ready to take on this fall season 
disciplined while reaching perfection through progression. 

Roster: 
Yesenia Earth 

Keiana Gedeon 
Niki Goode 

Anna Jenkins 
Mindy Martinez 
Melissa Masur 
Grace Peterson 
Megan Short 

Samantha Sonka 
Chloe Williams 

"Discipline allows you 
to push harder and 

stronger past what your 
athletic ability gives 

you. 
-Coach Ray 



"JUST THROW IT!" 

Niki at the K-TOWN 
game was shocked by 

the Homecoming 
proposal that her team 

organized! 

"Hie Ramstein Royal 
Cheer seniors we're sad 
to see you go!" -Ram

stein Cheer Team 
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JUNIOR VARSITY CHEER 

Coach: 
Noelle Wolber 

Captains: 
Miko Cassidy 
Shelby Gomez 

Roster: 
Sophia Ashford 

Ziah Bracey 
Alexus Cobb 
Marie Foster 

Allison Leclair 
Olivia McBroom 
Caitlyn Parvizi 
Lydia Rothas 

Jordan Spencer 
Cameo Walker 
James Whitfield 

"I wanted to coach because 
I missed cheering and I feel 
like as an adult, coaching 
is the only way I can satisfy 
that." 

- Coach Noelle 

'We've had a great season!" 
- Miko, 11th 

Roy and the girls supporting 
breast cancer survivors under 

^ the Friday night lights! 

JV spreading 
cheer at the 
commissary! 

"Talking to 
strangers was 
awkward, but I 
had fun!" 

- Olivia, 10th 



Junior Varsity Cheer had a stunning season this fall. Due to J.V. usually being a young
er team, a lot of their time was spent learning techniques and bonding. Although the JV 
cheer squad only had three games, they worked as if they had one thousand. They put up 
many Varsity-level stunts and were continually complimented on their spirit. These Lady 

Royals were also thrilled to welcome a boy to the squad this year. The bubbly personality of 
the JV team kept them going strong. 
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Varsity and Junior Varsity 
VARSITY: Isaiah Allen, Joshua Boyd, Gevaughn Bracy, Marcus Bradley, Eddie Buelvas, Roy Chavez, Cameron Chester, Milo Clark, Nick Clinton, Connor 
Davey, Owen DeTingo, Naser Eaves, Sean Elliott, David Faust, Victor Foster, Jorden Garland, Dylan Grimes, Ivan Harned, Jackie Harris, Seth Harris, 
Stephen Hodges, Bailey Holland, Cj Jackson, DeTajee Johnson, Jalon Lewis, J.J. Little, Kyle Lloyd, Caleb Love, Nicholas Lowe, Christian Miley, Trevor 
Miller, Lorenzo Perkes, Matthew Reismann, Jakob Steinbeck, Solomon Udoaka 

JUNIOR VARSITY: Kaleb Bellew, Jaiden Culberson, Russell Bodily, Maurice Reed, Brian McKinley III, D.J. Vaughns, Klevon Spencer, Oliver Seelig, Liam 
McShea, Cameron Nails, Dominque Arizpe, Ryan Cronrath, Gabe Davis, Kaden Romleski, Cole Strom, Liam McVay, Matthew Meidlein, Connell Kreger, 
Thomas Bray, Quentin Warminski, Sean Hogan, Logan Ridenbaugh, Brandon Fernandez, Christopher May, Carl Wilcox, Nick Mooney, Zachary Nangauta, 
Dominic Marts, Austin Rodefer, Amir Bishop, Matthew Moses, Bryce Thomas, Jackson Stewart, Xayvion Harris, Logan Campbell, Katroy Wright 



°YAU' 

Alyssa <qlei<m- "We love receiving the couches, appreciation,." 
THE STRENGTH BEHIND THE TEAM 

Paige Powell- "it's fun, an-d I love f ootball. 

ootball 

"I t ook the leadership role 
In, beln,g captain, aiA,d I 
love beln,g able to lead my 
tea rw." 

- sean, Elliott, 12th 

u v. 

"i feel 11 fee I a H A. supposed 
to keep HA.Y t ea HA. 
together an,d hold then/, 
responsible for their 
Indlvldualjobs. " 

- Russell B-odlly, 12th 

Coaches 
Carter Hollenbeck, Andrew Short, Jason Scherden, 
George Bradley, Chad Home, LaMar Hall, Christian Elliot 



Varsity Football 
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"Forming a bond with everyone 
is the best part of Playing for Ramsfein." 

-Ivan Harned. 12th 
With this being Ramstein High School's 35th 

anniversary, the stakes were higher than ever to 
represent Ramsteins standards. Not only did our 
boys make Ramstein proud this fall, they completely 
surpassed everyone's expectations. They started as a 
team that realized they had a lot to improve this season 
and became an unstoppable force that tackled each 
obstacle head on. Our boys finished with an incredibly 
successful season. 



"Our success comes from us being 
more than a team, we are a brotherhood. 

Jaymeson Metcalf, 11th 

Being relatively new, the JV football team had a lot to accomplish this fall in 
terms of establishing a team with new players, and having everyone figure 
out what it meant to work together. Despite the trials in front of them, they 
conquered and destroyed the obstacles that arose, scoring a solid group of 
young men who have a good future as Ramstein Royals. 



ROSTER 
Christian Angeles 
Daylan Angeles 
Peyton Chandler 
Johnathan Cireo 
Isabel Craige 
Evan Ewing 
Brenden Harvey 
Jaiden Malone 
Hannah Nelson 
Andrew Porter 
Eli Rothas 
Phoebe Shin 
Corey Shiver 
Lauren Sutherland 
Grant Sweeney 
Benjamin Toman 
Eli Rothas 
Micah Webb 

What are three goals you have for 
next year? 

"Yes, it is hard to balance golf and school 
because we miss every Thursday for a 
tournament, but I just talk to my teachers 
when I get back." 

- I sabel Craige, 10th 

"1.1 want to win Europeans and be 
the best golfer in Europe. 

2.1 want to help my team improve 
because it will be my senior 
year so I want to contribute as 
much as I can and help the team 
improve. 

3.1 want to beat Brewster in a 
round of golf." 

- Lauren Southerland, 11th 



What have you learned from playing golf ? 

"I learned to play golf better and I've improved since 
sophomore year. I w orked a lot on on my putting and 
with my driver, increasing my strength and accuracy." 

- Andrew Porter, 12th 

What makes a great golf player? 

Do you think the team as a whole kept focused on you 
joals this year? Why or why not? 

"Our goal was to get as many people to Europeans as 
possible and we did it. We all played better. The factor that 
made us play better was good leadership." 

- P eyton Chandler, 10th 

Golf is an intricate sport and takes a lot of patience and focus. 
There are a lot of aspects to consider when playing golf such 
as stroke, aim, wind speed, etc. Ramstein has worked hard and 
put in time to master and conquer these aspects. Ramstein's 
Golf Team is like a family. They help make each other better by 
giving each other tips during practice and adding body count. 
Golf had a lot more participants who worked hard to bring 
their strengths to the team. Golf won European Championship 
for both men's and women's teams. The women's team is now a 
2-peat for Europeans! 

Well done ladies! 

"The off season makes a great golf 
player. They practice hard in the 
off season. They don't have time to 
learn something new in five weeks. 
So the off season is what matters." 

- Coach Brewster 

How would you describe the team captains and the 
leadership on this team? 

"John is our captain. I would describe him as 
outgoing and unique. He helps me improve. When we 
Tee off together he gives me tips." 

- Benjamin Todman, 9th 



Tennis 
ROSTER 

Colin Barlow, 9th 

Eunice Bernado, 12th 

Amy Bunn, 9th 

Cami Carswell, 12th 

Amanda Daly, 12th 

Ariana Easton, 12th 

Grady Gallagher, 11th 

Reed Gallagher, 9th 

Isabelle Guzaldo, 9th 

Colin Kent, 9th 

Joran Liebig, 11th 

Connor Markus, 10th 

Ashlynn O'Connor, 11th 

Alex Pinkham, 10th 

Aidan Pinkham, 9th 

Ane Rawcliff, 10th 

Nick Rojas, 11th 

Kate Sankey, 11th 

Daniel Shin, 12th 

Megan Stretch, 10th 

Kate Thompson, 12th 

Ellie Ward, 11th 

Lydia Workford, 10th 

"I have been playing 
tennis for about three 
years and love it. I love 
how the hard work 
and dedication truly 
pay off in matches." 

- Ellie Ward, 11th 

"I have been 
playing tennis for 
about eight months. I really like 
that this is a tough and vigorus 
sport to play. Although I like to 
play tennis, I am not a fan of 
watching it." 

- Amy Bunn, 



"We're the mighty, mighty Royals!!" 

1. Megan is about to make a strategic 
play for the ball. 

2. Kate has just found a way to keep the 
ball in play. 

3. Jordan is ready to save the ball like 
a falling baby. 

This was an eventful season for the Ramstein Tennis Team. With a 
long winning streak and a good team behind them, it is safe to say 
that the tennis team is on a good track to Europeans. Each team 
member has contributed their own set of skills and the time 
needed to perfect them. They have shown amazing improvement 
throughout the season and those who return each year lead the 
way with strong continuity for all. As they head into Europeans, 
their adversaries will have to step up their game. 
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JV Volleyball 
This season, our JV Volleyball Team had an outstanding 
performance and represented our school with spirit and pride. Our 
Lady Royals played hard and showed no sympathy for any opponent 
they faced. Our JV team consisted of many new freshman who 
proved that they could play just as well as the older girls. With the 
help of our beloved coaches and the determination and dedication of 
the team, our Lady Royals took home many medals and dominated 
the court. The JV team really represented Ramstein High School 
well. 

Alexis 
Acheampong 

Analise Garcia 

Nala Marshall 

Jaclyn Reyes 

Courtney Bell 

Rachel Kent 

Erin Hollenbeck 

Abigail Hollenbeck 

Janiah Jones 

Jaya Worthington 

Rebecca Mackey 

Madeline Bryan 

Faith Redden 

Alexis Achleampong 



Can't Kill Our Vibe 

1) Jaya is about to make a kill. 

2) Rebecca and Analise are diving 
to keep the play going smoothly. 

3) Alexis and Rebecca block the 
ball to keep it on the other side. 



VARSITY VOLLEYBALL 

COACH: 
Erin Markus 

Ashley Henriques 

CAPTAINS: 

fl(D Cristeana Reyes 
® Kaela Gallagher 

MANAGER: 

MilaWeikel 

'hie Ramstein High School Varsity Volleyball Team is formed 
with a variety of different players with many talents and 
techniques. When playing volleyball, it is crucial to have a strong 
mindset going into any match. Things like: staying positive and 
remembering good sportsmanship is the key to success. Also 
being physically fit and having the ability to try their hardest is 
the most important part of being a part of the team. Many of 
the Lady Royals are involved in activities and clubs or have jobs 
outside of school. Years of practice have been dedicated to this 
sport and the determination of our varsity volleyball team makes 
them unstoppable. 

ROSTER: 
HQ Masaya Archbold 
7 Adelina Bonilla 

Q§ Elizabeth Connoly 
il Morgan Gabriel 

41 Sydney Gabriel 
9 Kaela Gallagher 

114] Mia Johnson 
15 Samara-Jade Mok 
$ Kindra Nangauta 
10 Cristeana Reyes 
(B Ariana Rivera 
13 Caroline Sobczak 
1KB Regan Sweeney 
2 Avary Tennant 



"I'm most excited to learn 
and grow and keep my 
spirit up this season." 
-Shemilia Johnson, 11th 

"Whatever you aren't good 
at, you focus on that one 
skill until you get better." 

-Adenlina Bonilla, 11th 

"A lot of the game is mental. 
Staying calm and being able to 

lift spirits is a big part 
of the game. 
-Ariana Rivera, 12th 

Seniors of the Varsity Volleyball Team 
2017-2018 

"My past experiences with 
playing the game of volleyball 
has pushed me to better myself 
whether it's on or off the court. 
I push my teammates and we 
encourage each other, because 
in order for each play to run 

smoothly we all have to work 
together and keep our heads up. 

Go Royals!" 
-Cristeana Reyes, 12th 



Fall European 

Amanda Daily and Megan Stretch won 1st 
women's doubles 

Jordan Lieby and Grady Gallagher won 3rd in 
men's doubles 

Camryn Carswell won 4th in women's singles. 
Pictured to the left is Amanda daily, 12th 

Pictured to the left is Gevaughn Bracy, 12th 

RO YA LS 

Ramstein Royals 2017-2018 Football ended their 
season with a 6-2 record falling a touchdown 

short to the Stuttgart Panthers 26-21. 



Championships 
Both boys and girls of trhe RHS Golf Teams 
went undefeated and won first in Europeans. 
This is the second consecutive year that the 

girls have won Europeans. 

Pictured to the right is Pheobe Shin, 10th 

» 

Volleyball season ended with an 8-2 victory. 
Pictured to the right is Shemilia Johnson tip
ping the ball against the Stuttgart Panthers in 

their semi-finals. 

Cross Country boy's had a two-peat 
this year. The girl's cross country 
fought and won 4th overall in the 

European Championship. 



A Year in the Making 
The school year starts of with many new faces and some old gathered 
in a room to create the same product: the school yearbook. Hard work is 
put into the book with the looming words in the back of student' minds , 
"Deadline means dead." The class is not as easy at it may seem with 
members breaking their comfort zones, having to make interactions, and 
learning new skills they might not always be good at or feel comfortable 
doing. Students must write body copies, interviews, and captions, learn how 
to take pictures, adjust white balance, and learn how to use Photoshop and 
Indesign. Those are just a few of the many crucial necessities a yearbook 
student must know when working on the book. If it weren't for students 
breaking comfort zones and throwing themselves into the ring, this year's 
book wouldn't be the product that it is. Yearbook staff and students will be 
able to look back years from now on rigorous courses, intense games, school 
trips and friendships and remember the memories shared in high school. 

| 
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Different Perspective ... 

Serena Sells (11th) is one to take on 
a challenge when presented with one. 
"I joined yearbook thinking it would 
be a fun, easy class", Sells says. "It 
definitely is fun but I have never worked 
harder." This is Sells' first year taking 
yearbook and she has gotten much out 
of it. "This class is important to take 
for everyone. I've learned skills like 
photography and using programs like 
Indesign." Yearbook may not have been 
the easy class Sells signed up for but it is 
a c lass she is glad of which to be a part. 

Routine... Mentoring Minds... 

Cidney Custer (12th) stares into her 
loading screen waiting for all her 
programs to start. "At first programs 
like Indesign and Photoshop scared 
me but now it's relaxing to know the 
routine process of how they work" 
Custer said. Cropping pictures, white 
balance, exposure, contrast are words 
and terms your average student at 
Ramstein High School doesn't normally 
know. "I'm glad to have learned these 
skills in yearbook class", Custer said. 

While new members of the yearbook 
class freak out over deadlines and 
computers not making sense, head 
editor Kacey Diaz (12th) knows what 
to do. "I'm glad to be a mentor to all 
students in class but even I need help 
sometimes!" Diaz says. "That's the 
greatest part about this class, you're 
always learning. As stressful as that 
may seem, after doing it so many 
years you start to get the hang of it." 







"Pajamas are the most 
comfortable way to fall 
asleep in class." 
- Aaron Valentine 12th 

"Lederhosen are the best to 
wear." - Zachary Evan, 12th 

Here at Ramstein High School we believe in showing our school spirit and with 
Homecoming's "All Around the World." It's been a very diverse and fun week. 
The first day was Tacky Tourist and it wasn't short of tacky with the numerous 
tropical shirts, fanny packs, and sandals. The next day was World Culture which 
was absolutely phenomenal with people sporting kimonos, lederhosen and 
Mantillas. Third day, Pajama Day, was hands down the most comfortable part 
of spirit week. Sometimes it was a little too cozy causing students to doze off in 
class. The final day. Spirit Colors Day, paid a big shout to our home country the 
good ol' U S of A with seniors wearing Greek togas showing off their deity-like 
superiority. In the end students who participated not only got to show their school 
spirit, but they got to express themselves and show more about who they are. 
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jaMMMili 

The cancanning 
senior dance team. 

Pep Rallies are a t une for the whole school to get together and cheer for 
their team. During the rally, the classes have competitions to see which 
class has the most school spirit. The class who wins the spirit week 
competition earns bragging rights and the opportunity to show their 
pride. Pep rallies have different activities throughout the whole hour 
and a half that give students the opportunity to laugh, have fun, and 
interact with classmates. A few activities that take place are a Powder 
Puff cheer competition, a dance competition, and a charades compe
tition. Juniors won first in the whole spirit week battle for points and 
their Powder Puff cheer team blew the others away. Seniors won some 
o^dieii^wn^vinnin^h^danc^^fDinc^harade^ompetitions^^^^^^ 



Powder Puff is a high energy event 
during Spirit Week where classes can 

compete head to head to show who is the 
best. Juniors started off strong with a win 
and competed against the Seniors in the 
finals with the Sophomores and Fresh 
man competing against each other. The 
Juniors are the 2017 Powder Puff 

champions! 



ground the \\Pot\A 

Homecoming starts weeks, even months in advance with students and clubs 
racing to meet deadlines to make the week as memorable as possible. After an 

exhausting week of parading around the school, big proposals, and a huge 
game, students end it all with a booming dance. Weeks of coordinating meetings, 

making decorations, furiously searching the web for a last minute dress, and 
scrambling to come up with a good pun for a proposal while balancing classes 

and activities builds up loads of stress. The dance pays off and definitely is a way 
to let loose and release stress by dancing it off and having a good time. This years 

theme being "Around the World was a fun way to bring students together who 
have all literally been around the world. 

Is going to the dance dependent on being asked? 
Mahala Bogeman, 12th Kayla Friend, 11th Nathan Kranz, 11th V ^U|k Julia Martinez, 10th 

Definitely Not () Being asked is J Yes J " d°eSn * 
always nice » j 

Rovals Light the Fire 
First Time for Everything 
This year's Spirit Week was filled 
with many fun events from Tacky 
Tourist Day, to Pajama Day. This 
year for the first time, spirit week 
included a bonfire filled with food, 
fun, and flames. Finally, being able 
to have a bonfire, students were 
thrilled. 
"It was definitely a nice change to 
have a bonfire this school year. 
Senior year is a special time and 
I'm glad I get to celebrate it by 
doing something new and 
excitina." -Annika Nozaki,12* 
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Htm High are Your Heels? 
Mel Masur, 11th Cami Carswell, 12th 

5 inches HV / 8 inches 

r, ' c 
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Anna Jenkins, 12th 

Too tall 

Mercedez Shelton, 11th 

4 inches 
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The Ramstein football team has been working hard 
to make sure they would take their win at this years 
Homecoming Game. The team has been diligent on 
and off the field, ensuring that their chemistry allows 
them to have fun and be victorious. The JV team took 
down the Wiesbaden Warriors at 36-0, and Varsity 
followed suit with a close win at 25-14. This fall season 
has come to an end with another successful season for 
the Royal football team. 

The JV team took down the 
and Varsity followed suit with 

Wiesbaden Warriors at 36-0, 
o s e  w in  a t  25 - 14 .  

"You need to have 
chemistry going to have 
guys working well 
together and focusing on 
one single goal, not 
individual 
accomplishments." 

-Coach Hollenbeck 



4 1  

The great anticipation of Homecoming included 
the elections of our 2017 Homecoming Court. For 
the freshmen, Grant Sweeney and Cameo Walker* 
won Squire & Maid. John Odom and Sydney Smith* 
were our Duke & Duchess winners for sophomore* 
class. For our juniors, our winners of Prince &• 
Princess were Marcus Bradley and Kate Spears.# 

Finally, for our king and queen, our seniors Nicholas# 

Blake and Ariela Hernandez took the crown. After 
crowning, our Royal Homecoming Court danced the 
night away as we put a close to our magical week* 

• Seniors, 
Nicholas 
Blake and 
Ariela 
Hernandez 
took the 
crowns. 

Parents proudly ^ 
join their teenagers ^H| 

on the Homecoming 
held as they are naB 
awarded their Royal HH 
Court positions for 
the 2017 HOCO Festivities. 



% 4 
Cast 8c Crew: 

Ryan Black 
Regan Ridling 
Valeria Perez 
Mason Williams 
Sean Hogan 

psSbr ie i l e  F io re l l a  J  

Makayla McVay 
ibniot L c^MHyH 
fCathryn Parks P 
Emily Leibl 
Dylan Kreager 

on Phomas •  
Jaclyn Reyes 
Aurora Powell , „ 
Jadg^SSB 1 
Myles Lavis 
Alyssa Junkins 



r 
During the fall play, "Almost, Maine", there were eight 

different skits that all tied into the main theme of the 
play. The theme of the play was about couples 

falling in love or already in love. 
They had to figure out how to overcome 
struggles and talk about some of their 
grievances. Most of the couples got a 
happy ending, while a few ended up less 
happy after a long time apart. By working 
through their problems, love could be found 
by the end of an act. Several of the 
actors who participated in "Almost, Maine" 

have been in other plays and have years of 
experience on the Royal stage. 
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WINTER IS HERE! 
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The competition was fierce. The cheering raised the roof, the Juniors 
fought the good fight and the Seniors scootered their way to victory. 

We played in all the reindeer games at the pep rally. 
Basketball was played with random and awkward 
objects, through an obstacle course, and of course we 
had our dance-off. The pep rally consisted of Seniors 
through Freshmen competing against each other but 
there was a twisted surprise... the 
teachers joined in too! 

The winter pep rally was one for the books. Christian 
Miley hosted this holiday ruckus like a pro with Clarke 
Miley and Savannah Sparrow setting the tone for Royal 
Spirit and great Holiday Cheer. 

Do you wish we had a winter 
formal? Why or why not? 

"Yes, I think that a winter formal 
is important because it promotes 
school spirit. It will encourage 
people to form new relationships, 
it will also be incredibly fun". 

-Ryan King, 11th 

Do you like snow? Why or why 
not? 

"Of course I do; it brightens 
winter up. It is the main reason 
why winter is so loved and 
cared for." 

- Eunice Bernardo, 12th 

Aquarius 
31.2% 

If yo u could build anything out of snow what would it be? 

other 
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Kaiserslautern 
Roster 

Swimmers: 

Nicholas Blake 
Gabrielle D'Ippolito 

Owen Dube' 
Kori Fay 

Lynsey Geray 
Jacob Golden 
Henry Harper 
Jeffrey La Dine 

Kaitlin Lyon 
Owen Mendenhall 

Olivia O'Brien 
Alexander Osborne 

Jayda Roberts 
Maddi Shumate 

Emily Stuart 
Ashlee Tonks 

Catherine Waibel 
Haleigh Walthall 

Coaches: 

"One of my least favorite parts about 
swimming is the overcrowded 
practices and meets but the best part 
is reaching a goal 1 have been 
working towards." 

-Kori Fay, 11th 

"I love mentoring the younger kids 
and helping them get better." 

-Nick Blake, 12th (Captain) 

Kent "Chip" Bassett 
Christopher Markus 

Megan O'Dell 
Tyler Patterson 

Lauren McGuire 
CJ Thompson 
Marilyn Cole 

Courtney Walinski 
Jennifer Devanna 

Sheri Beeker 



This season has been an eventful one for the 
Kaiserslautern Kingfish Swim Team. Each 
swimmer has different strengths that bring 
amazing assets to the team. This team is part 
of the Ramstein community and the swim
mers give their all in every competition. 
Each race, the swimmers beat their time 
and qualify for more events. All of this leads 
up to Championships which will be held in 
London this year. 

1. Gabrielle is dolphin 
kicking her way to the end of 
the pool. 
2. Catherine flies through the 
pool to win the race. 
3. Alexander breaks through 
the surface of the water as he 
dominates his record. 

What is your favorite stroke and race 
during the meets? 

• Butterfly 
0 Back Stroke 
0 Breast Stroke 
0 Freestyle 
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(girCs 'Varsity Basket6aCC 

"The best part about playing basketball 

are the moments in a game when all 

you've been working on comes 

together perfectly and the gym is filled 

with cheering." 

-Haley Deome, 11th 

"My dad and my friends give me the 

motivation to play the game." 

-Reinha Williams, 9th 

"The most memorable moment from 

this season was when we were down 

the whole game against Stuttgart and in 

the last minute, we caught up, went into 

overtime, and won 39-37." 

-Brielle Waite, 11th 

"I decided to play basketball because I 

fell in love with it at a young age." 

-Mari Shannon, 11th 

"The best part about being a part of the 
team is building positive relationships 

with your teammates and helping each 
other on and off of the court." 

-Shemilia Johnson, 11th 

"My inspiration comes from my 

parents who are always pushing me to 

do my best and my brothers who taught 

me how to compete while having fun." 

-Elizabeth Noel, 12th 
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dke HoyaCs fiacCa wonderfuCseason fud of 
dedication and Hard work. 



Girls JV Basketball 
Captains 

Christierra Williams 
Trinity Edwards 

Members 
Emma Edens 

Mackensie Newman 
Sydney Smith 

Christierra Williams 
Tatiara Russell 
Faith Redden 

Thais Medine Perez 
Leisel Mendenhall 
Trinity Edwards 
Linda Naglack 

Managers 
Makayla Taylor 

Shannon McCray 

GO! FIGHT! WIN! 

2017-2018s Girls Junior Varsity Team started off the season with a bang! 

Winning their first two games against Wiesbaden and Kaiserslautem led 

to a great start for the season. The girls came ready to play and determined 

to win. JV's post and captain, Trinity Edwards says, "The hardest thing 

about basketball is messing up and being open to criticism. Messing up in 

front of the coach and trying to take the critique constructively has always 

been a challenge." The team has risen to the challenge of playing as one 

cohesive unit and growing as sisters regardless of their backgrounds. 

Coach Alisa Settles says her goal as a coach is to "make sure everyone has 

learned something new, the girls have successfully learned how to play 

together as a team, and that we end the season undefeated." This time next 

year, they will be ready to bring the heat! 



"A person who has never made a 
mistake has never tried anything 
new!" 

^ -Makayla Taylor 

"JUST PLAY. 
HAVE FUN. 
E N J O Y  T H E  

GAME." " I F  Y O U  T H I N K  
S M A L L  T H I N G S  
D O N ' T  M A T T E R ,  
T H I N K  A B O U T  

T H E  L A S T  G A M E  
Y O U  L O ST  B Y  1  

P O I N T . "  

i % [i m\ 

/ 
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Boy's Varsity Basketball 

Roster: 

Joshua Gedeon 
Gabe Fraley 
Jerod Little 
Naser Eaves 

Sincere Dudley 
Alexander Cameron 

Jason Jones Jr. 
Ryan Collins 

Temi Alumanah 
Evan Sonka 

Dametrique Vaughns 
Luis 

Figueroa-Santiago 

Manager: 

Katroy Wright 
Paige Dowell 

Megan Jimenez 
Cheyenne Karr 

Coaches: 

Andrew O'Connor 
Andrew Short 

Throughout the Boy's glorious season, tneseextraor^Tnary 
players have made the most outstanding victories. Their 
victory against the Kaiserslautern Raiders was hard earned 
by a two point lead, winning the game with a final score ot 
67-65. Even though they had a couple of losses along the 
way, they have pulled through to meet their goals. With all 
their blood, sweat and tears, the team made the effort to 
show that Ramstein High School is a Royal Nation! 



GO ROYALS! 
mmsms 

13 1 2 

Haas 

"PLAY THE GAME FOR THE 
N*ME THAT IS ON YOUR 
JERSEY"' 

- EVAN SONKA, 12th 

WE A®E THE MiFs 
I I I I I I I I I I I M I I M I I U l M A i l l l l l l M I M I I I I I M J U  

"Whatever happens, make sure that you 
leave the court knowing you worked 
harder than the other team." 

^ -GABEFRALEY, 11th 



Boys fV "Basket 6 aCC 

Dynamic Duo: 
Cameron Nails 

and 
Carl Norman 

Ramstein's Jaiden 
Culberson drives 
by Stuttgart's 
#20 for the easy 
bucket. 

The Ramstein Royals JV had a tremendous season, finishing with a 11-3 record. 
jV's main focus was to improve the team and rise to the next level,. With great 
coaching and management, the boys were capable of accomplishing a great 
deal in their high school experience. Basketball isn't just something they do, it's 
something they love! 



Ahmir Bishop 
Andrew Boggs 

Christion Breton-Hall 
Kamal Cox 

Jaiden Culberson 
Sebastian Driskell 

Cameron Nails 
Carl Norman 

Klevon Spencer 
Benjamin Todman 

Dametrique Vaughns 

Coach and 
Managers 

Coach Short 
Megan Jimenez 
Cheyenne Karr 

ROSTER 

Demetrique Vaughn Euro-steps into the 
lane for the fast break clutch two points. 

Carl Norman goes right past Stuttgart s 
defender for the reverse layup. 

Every game is an intense one with 
our Royal JV basketball players. 



VARSITY WINTER CHEER 



(3fieerful 
dedicated 

"I love being able to cheer with my 
girls. They make it enjoyable!" 

- A lexus Cobb, 10th 

ROSTER 
SAVANNAH S PARROW 

like how it's not just one 
independent person. Everyone is 
involved and there's so much 

Tit." 
- Niki Goode, 10th 

"There's always belief that 
we'll succeed as RHS cheer
leaders." 

- Mindy Martinez, 12th 

Throughout the years, our Ramstein Cheerleading Team's performances 
have been outstanding. Our varsity team has focused on becoming a 
top notch competitive squad. As a team, our girls have raised funds 
by participating in community service projects i.e. inini-cheer clinics, 
and holiday gift wrapping at the KMCC. While there are many other 
activities that our cheer team helps with throughout the school they 
continue to focus on: physical 
conditioning, running 
and of course... practice, 
practice, practice. Victory 

MELISSA MASUR 

ALEXUS COBB 

MINDY MARTINEZ 

NLKI G OODE 

CHLOE WILLIAMS 

GRACE P ETERSON 

SAMANTHA SONKA 

CLARKE MILEY 

YESENIA EARTH 

JAMES WHITFIELD 

COACH RAY 

COACH C OLBERT 

C O A C H  P O W E R S  J R .  



JV Winter Cheer 
Roster 

Megan Short 

Lorenza Waldron 

Ziah Bracy 

Sophia Ashford 

Alison Leclair 

Keiana Gedeon 

Patience Williams 

Tess Vaughters 

Marie Foster 

Kayla Smith 

Lydia Rothas 

Ajia Bocage 

The JV Winter Cheerleaders worked hard this season 
supporting our Royal basketball teams. They are an integral 
part of the winter sports season, dhey chant school spirit and 
perform dynamic routines with their tlyers reaching new 
heights, leaving the crowd yelling for more. The ladies spent 
the season building their routines through hard work and 
determination. They will compete in Europeans against other 
DoDDS schools putting fear in their competition, setting the 
bar high and their spirits higher. 

" I would do 
anything for the 
team." 

- Alison LeClair 

"Cheer is a lot of 
dedication. It eats 
up most of my free 
time but it's worth 
it." 

- Tess Vaughters 



fwf 
»*A*» 
, \ 

• a V 

fffll 
Os - . • sm̂ MS2&#ea\ i Go RoyalsliiJi. 

To the left we have Alison LeClair 
flying at a boys basketball game. 
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Wrestling 
Captains 
Dante Lapitan 
Joshua Garcia 
Caleb Love 
Members 
Steven Anthes 
Russell Bodily 
Marcus Bradley 
Trysten Blakemen 
Eduardo Buelvas 
Spencer Bullen 
Madeline Bryan 
Logan Cambell 
Dominick Cherre 
Milo Clark 
Seth Crisp 
Ryan Cronrath 
Rob Cullison 
Alex Davison 
Gabe Davis 
Alex Davis 
Owen Detingo 
Sean Elliot 
Brandon Fernandez 
Kayla Friend 
Joshua Garcia 
Daniel Gresham 
Christian Griffith 
Austin Grimes 
Ethan Gumabon 
Jermy Hall 
Michela Harrison 
Andres Hart 
Jordan Hodson 
Sean Hogan 
Bailey Holland 
Abigail Hollenbeck 
Ty Hoopes 
Clifford Jackson 
Ayden Kemp 
Connell Kreger 
Cameron Lebrun 
Jeremy Leclair 

"Be Humble. Be Hungry. And always be 
the hardest worker in the room." 

~ Dwayne Johnson~ 



I LOVE RAMSTEIN 
WRESTLING 

Isaiah Maez 
Kevin Martin 

Christopher May 
Liam McShea 
Liam McVay 

Joseph Medin 
Janis Mikits 
John Odom 

Patrick Odom 
Mathhew Oreskovich 

Benjamin Paddock 
Owen Peterson 

Logan Ridenbaugh 
Jeremiah Robinson 

Nick Rojas 
Eli Rothas 

Alex Salcido 
Oliver Seelig 

Cole Strom 
Bryce Thomas 
Gabe Tedrick 

Solomon Udoka 
Aron Valentine 

Ethan Valentine 
Aurello Varela 

Theodore Ward 
Carl Wilcox 

Xavier Woodard 
Tayler Worley 

Ramstein's 2017-2018 Wrestling Team still stands as the largest and most 
diverse team in all of DoDDS Europe. This year's wrestling team consists 
of seventy wrestlers spanning from 9th to 12th grade and 12 weight class
es. Wrestling is one of the toughest sports due to maintaining or gaining 
weight at the end of every practice. Coach Thomas Wright and Coach Chad 
Home work closely with the boys to teach good technique and to encourage 
them to perform at their best while on and off the mat. Josh Garcia, one of 
the team's captains, states that his favorite part about being a part of 
Ramstein's Wrestling Team is that wrestling is "the family bond we have 
with each other. Nobody is left out, everyone is included. In the end, we all 
share the same goal." 

"THE FAMILY 
BOND WE HAVE 

WITH EACH 
OTHER. NOBODY 

IS LEFT OUT, 
EVERYONE IS 
INCLUDED." 

O - i " i 

Managers 
Sheyanne Peynado 
Lauren Sutherland 

Jessica McCullough 
Lauren Sutherland 

V Cheyenne McCullough 

Photos of Joe Madena, 
Xaiver Woodard, and 

Ty Hoopes taken by 
Michael B. Keller/Stars 

and Stripes. 



Jv VV 
WINTER 



Placers 
#138 1st Russell 

Bodily 
#106 1st Andres 

Hart •iropean Wrestling Championships 9 

* -^an Wrestling _ m • • *0 • # 

EUROPEANS 
The winter season is always a joyful time. It is one of the most 
celebrated seasons with winter sports events such as wrestling, 
swim, basketball, and cheerleading. At Ramstein basketball and 
wrestling are the primary sports to watch during the cold season. 
Our wrestling team competed tor two days and had 27 placers. In 
total, the blue team had 267 points and red team had 130 points. 
Overall. Ramstein won 2nd and 3rd place with two 1st place 
winners, Russell Bodily and Andres Hart. Finishing the last week of 
Europeans, the Varsity boys went up against Kasierslautern in the 
Wiesbaden D1 Championships. Following up with their #1 fans, the 
Varsity Royal Cheerleaders in the Cheer Competition, placed 3rd. 
Boys won with a score of 46-45 against Ktown High. Naser Eaves 
and Sincere Dudley won All-Tournament. Ramstein's left, Joshua 
Gideon, shot a 3 pointer in the last second of the game. Lastly, 
swim won all around. It was truly a night to remem^aad another 
great story to tell for the coming 2018-2019 sc 



Academics 
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Drama 



3.141592653^97932384636433832 
795oMathematics9749 
445923078164062862089986280348 

What is the cutest angle?... 
Acute angle! 

- Allyson Brokaw 

You can't ignore math, we need it. 
- Samuel Nipper 

Math & Science are two of the main cores 
of education that are advancing human 
society. Here at Ramstein High School, 
we want to excel in these subjects. Even 
though many people say they will never 
use math or science after high school, 
they do not realize it's everywhere. 
For example, cooking involves some 
chemistry or multiplying percents for 
diets. Don't forget about adding taxes as 
well. Even though it's basic, life always 
revolves around numbers. 
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Science 

Physics is a math but is more 
applicable to life. 

- Conner Bloomer 

Science is a 
challenge... 
challenge 
accepted! 
- Ashton Price 

Junior Science Humanity Symposium 
Royal Participants 2018 

Ebony Givens, Logan Ridenbaugh, Elizabeth Bickel 



Language Arts 
Ramstein's Language 
Arts departments 
accommodates the 
brightest students and 
staff. Ranging from 
foundational Language 
Arts, to Honors and 
AP, every student has 
a great opportunity to 
expand their knowledge 
of literature and increase 
their fluency in writing. 
No matter what grade 
or at what level, every 
Royal is sure to expand 
their language skills, 
and this year was 
no exception. Eight 
Language Arts teachers 
lead the way, Ramstein 
continues to strive for 
excellence, reaching new 
SRI scores and proving 
the potential of our 
student body. 

r a Arts 9-12, Honors Litcratrire, AX 
a ge, AJf English 
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I 

Social Studies 
j 

Social Studies is one of the most diverse departments 
at Ramstein High School. With 22 different classes, 
each and every Royal is sure to find a course that fits 
their interests and needs. For those seeking a future 
in politics and governing, historical research and 
analysis, the humanities, economics or statistics; we 
offer the broadest range of classes to meet the present 
and future academic goals of our students. 

XJaoLi/fctscl. Sociology, JPsyolxoloĝ y"r !ES«s<j>: 
History, 

noxnics. Humanities, 



Home Coach Sebastian Coach Porter 

P.E. is a time for students to fief active. People can use all their energy 
to work out and have fun. Ramstein High School has a variety of d iffer
ent P.E. classes. Each class benefits a student and even a teacher's life. 
Besides the Physical side in h ealth kids can (earn more about the human 
body and what we should do to stay healthy. Health allows people to 
learn about how we should care for our bodies. 

"Teaching T.T. has enhanced my own 
lifestyle in allowing me to continue 
being active as I age, open doors to 
constantly challenge myself as I do my 
students and continue to learn to eat 
right with nutrition playing a 'BIQ part 
for my longevity anahcpefully that of 
my students!" 

-Coach Sebastian 



Coach Markus Dr. Boue 

57.1% of students 43-2% of students 
aaree that T.T. heCieve that dodgehatt 
shoufdhe a shouCdhe taught in 
required chass. ctass.  
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Foreign Language 
Bonjour! Qa va? 

"French is such an under
valued language. Everyone 

speaks Spanish and 
everyone here knows 

German, but not many 
people know French." 

-Mercedez Shelton, 11th 

ESPAWOls! 

Stefon Palmer, 11th, 

reading a book 

written in Spanish. 

"I took French because 
it is the only language 

that changes its 
grammar to sound 

pretty." 
-Rebekah Blatchley, 

12th 

Sra. Robillard 
explaining a 
worksheet to 

-Alexus Cobb, 10th. 



"Jo Leatn a language ib to have one mote window 
ftom which to Look at the wotld." 

- "Chinebe Jtoveth 

SPR£CB£N SIE DEUTSCH? 
(DO YOU SPEAK GERMAN?) 

O la (Yes) • Nein (N°) ° Ein Bisschen (A little bit) O Can I have a t ranslator? 

WE SPEAK JAPANESE! 
Did you know that 11% of the 

school says that if they could speak 

any language, it would be Japanese? 

# WE ARE BILINGUAL! 
Ys military children living overseas, world culture is a very prevalent part ot our everyday 

lives. Without even realizing it, we learn bits and pieces of the German language by going to 

restaurants and driving on the Autobahn. For this reason, foreign language is an essential 

course for all students. It allows us, as Americans, to connect 

to our neighbors and communicate with people from other 

countries. Although DoDDS only requires two years ot the 

same language to graduate, many students find themselves 

continuing their studies and even joining the languages 

Honor Societies. 



This year, Ramstein High School is 
proud to continue their participation 
in Creative Connections, a cultural 
education program that reaches all 
corners of the globe giving students 
an experience of a lifetime. Over 
10,000 students from twenty-three 
different countries come together to 
learn about and embrace the art of 
diversity. Representing Ramstein this 
year were 26 talented students who 
dance, sing, draw, play instruments, 
act, and more. 

"I t  was  a  great  
exper ience  and 

exposure  to  new 
th ings .  I  got  to  

meet  o ther  ar t i s ts  
and learn about  
what  they  did ."  

-Lydia Woodfork, 10th 

Year after year, Ramsteins art department 

is happy to be represented by talented 
individuals. Whether it be photography, 

drawing, painting, ceramics, or whatever 

other medium that peaks your interest, 

our students are sure to impress. Some 

take classes with talent and skill in hand, 
but every student is sure to show some 

improvement no matter how much 

skill they begin with. Ramstein is proud 
of our talented art student, and all the 

things they do. 

F 
^ Did you know 
Z3 ...only around 

12% of students 
plan on studying 

art in college? 

What is your favorite 
art doss? 

43% of students 
say Photography! 
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"Art is always art. No 
matter what it is or what 
it looks like, someone will 
always enjoy it." 
- Heather Bogeman, 10 

In classes like Digital 
Photography, students 
not only learn how to 

master their skills with a 
camera, but how to edit 

the photos they take. 
Ramstein's Mr. Goode 

instructs his students on 
skills like creating multiple 
exposures and many more 

eye catching effects. 

"I like that with Studio Art, I actually 
have time to do art stuff, because 
I u sually don't have time between 

school, home, and work. And with this 
I have time to do things 1 want to do." 

- Chai-Mecca, 12 

"7 like being around 
other people who enjoy 

art as much as I do." 
- Anais Won, 12 

"My favorite part about 
teaching art is that I get to 
see every student's potential; 
where they are and getting 
them to where they can be." 

- Mrs. Bloomer 

In all of the ceramics classes, students are 
introduced to techniques that push their 
individual creative uniqueness -t$ th e limit. 

Whether it be a pen, 
pencil, or paintbrush 
in hand, students 
in Mrs. Bloomer's 
Drawing and Studio Art 
classes work with new 
mediums and improve 
their techniques. With 
an eye for detail and 
great imagination, each 
student leaves these 
classes a better artist. 



Career Practicum 

Career Practicum is a program coordinated by 
Mr.Sanchez and Ms. Lightle to help students gain 
real work experience and prepare them for the 
future. Students go to work sites on base such as 
the med clinic, legal office and the engineering 

bay where they can observe how the professionals 
perform their job and understand what it's like 
to work in their held. With this, they can work in 
a controlled environment and learn the proper 
workplace ethics required to do well and excel in 
their desired field. 

^Whats the best part of working at your job site? j 

"Preparing food and baking 
desserts." 
-James Escalante, 12th, 

Club Officer 

"I like to play with the 
children, even though they 
usually scream." *shrugs* 
- Jonas Rivera, 12th, 

Elementary School 

"I enjoy working with different 
specimens and preparing the 
slides." 
-Mila Wiekel, 12th, LMRC Lab 

"Working with the attorneys and 
the paralegals." 
- Kacey Diaz, 12th, (Legal Office) 



A majority of the students in the CP 
program work with jobs at or related 
to the clinic on base. 

»ĵ . ygS* m 
Meet the CP Coordinators 

Bryan 
Sanchez 

Marilyn 
Lightle 

M 

What made you interested in being a CP Coordinator? 
-I wanted to make a difference in students' lives and have a 
positive impact on their future. 

What's your favorite part about being a CP Coordinator? 
-Knowing that they have taken steps to being more suc
cessful, then hearing their stories years later about how the 
program helped them in their careers. 

What made you interested in being a CP Coordinator? 
I wanted students to have a chance to be happy in 
life and I personally wanted to have a positive effect on the 
younger generation. 

What's your favorite part about being a CP Coordinator? 
Knowing that I equipped children to be prepared for the 
future and helping them create a solid understanding of their 
value in society. 

What's the program like for you? 

"I work at the middle school with a history 
teacher where 1 hav e two classes that I ge t to 
help out and interact with. Every day is 
usually very different front the last. I've 
graded papers, organized the classroom, 
and helped kids on their projects, lite 
opportunity to help out in the classroom is 
great because I w ant to be a history teacher 
when 1 am older, and this gives me pointers 
on what to do to be a successful teacher." 

- Alejandra 1 lores, 12th, Middle School 
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Business Finance 

"The fair gave me the 
opportunity to try and 
balance a budget and 
deal with money 
realistically". 
-Alexander Cameron, 

12th 

"This experience gave 
me insight to the 
future and how to 
better be prepared 
financially." 

-Isaac Magana, 
12th 

In Business Finance, students gain and learn skills to help them in money management to become a 
functional and successful member of society. The Business Fair gave students the opportunity to practice having 
a budget and to try to balance a lifestyle that their budget supports. Even for those who already are proficient in 

money management, the fair was a fun and challenging experience. Buying a car and affording food, 
entertainment, and housing were all factors that those in the fair had to consider when picking their options 

and comparing it to their budget. This event cumulated all of the knowledge they learned and had them use it in 
a real life application setting, getting rid of all surprises for their future in terms of budgeting and finance. 

These students are also familiar with Microsoft Office Small Business Management. 



Computer Programming 

"Our first computers were born 
not out of greed or ego, but in the 
revolutionary spirit of helping 
common people rise above the 
most powerful institutions." 

-Steve Wozniak 

"If you ever talk to a great 
programmer, you'll find t hey 
know their tools like an artist 
knows their paintbrushes." 

-Bill Gates 

"Everyone should know how to 
program a computer, because it 

teaches you how to think!" 

-Steve Jobs 

. Andrew Blaisdell, Joshua Bradley, 
Roy Chavez, Austin Couch, 
Joshua Driskell, Isabella Guzaldo, 
Ethan Leibl, Maddie Lubinski, 
Robert Lysinger, Clair Orskog, 
Aiden Preston, Jordyn Redd, 
Steven Redd, Kaden Romleski, ( 

Joe Smith ( 

Computer Programming is a 
class that requires a patient, 
creative person. You need to 
be willing to put time into 
your projects outside of the 
actual class period. Although 
computer programming will 
bring stress into your life, the 
end result is worth it. It is a 
great pathway to future jobs 
dealing with computers. 



Jazz Band! 
If you have a passion for jazz, 
the Ramstein Jazz Band is the 

band to join! The band provides 
the creative support and fun that 
gives musically inclined students 
the best learning environment. 

Students not only receive 
suggestions in technique and 

taking note of challenging riffs; 
they also simultaneously 

developing an appreciation for 
various jazz genres like Dixie, 

Cool, Latin, and Swing. Students 
benefit by studying jazz 

vocabulary, theory, dictation, 
improvisation, and the basics of 
great jazz ensemble playing. As 

well as learning from this 
program, they also have the 
opportunity to perform in 

recitals and jam sessions 
throughout the year. 

1 • .ii !\ 



Intermediate and 
Advance Band 

Intermediate Band! 
Intermediate band is a program for all students continuing from beginning band. Students will progress and 
refine the concepts and skills taught in their previous course. An emphasis is placed on repertoire and the 
students' reading skills in music. Ihey also have the opportunity to showcase their talent and hard work 
in many winter and spring concerts. 

Advance Band! 
The rigor of the course covers the advanced topics in ensemble performance and expands upon previously 
learned skills/concepts. Its repertoire represents different genres, periods, and cultures. Delving into a wide 
variety of music benefits the development of aesthetic judgment, independence, and a greater musical 
understanding in students. Numerous concerts and public performances are done throughout the year. 
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Orchestra 

'I like Orchestra 
because 1 get to 
perform with 
people who share 
my love of music." 

-Gabby Ascano, 
11th 

Stringed instruments have 
been popular since nearly the 
beginning of time. It is the 
elevation of complexity and 
innovation that has truly left 
a defining mark in music 
culture today. In this 
program Ramstein High 
School students will learn 
everything from the basics 
of how to play an instrument, 
and fundamental concepts 
such as tempo, pitch, and 
rhythm. y7 



Guitar 

'I really like 
learning to play the 
guitar its the best!" 
-Gage Lloyd, 11th 

"I love playing 
guitar I play all the 
time" 
-Chris Rodriguez, 

10th 

The Ramstein Guitar Program 
covers the basic of the instrument 
and an application of essential music 
fundamentals. Students will learn the 
techniques of playing guitar at a be
ginning level through studying music 
notation, chord symbols and peer 
modeling. Guitar instructors will teach 
students the skills they will need to 
become 
successful musicians in their 
individual ways. The Guitar 
Program is one of the few areas of the 
school day that 
supports expression as well as 
impression. Come by and strum up 
interest in the program. 

—5 (r 



CHOIR 
BEGINNING, 

ADVANCED, & 
SEICW CBCIC 

(L-R) Elliot Lavis 10th, Grady Gallagher 11th, 
Lydia Woodfork 10th, Violet Bender (Vilsek HS) 

Grady Gallagher, 11th 
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SHOWTIME 
The end only means the beginning when it comes to the Ramstein's choir. Once an event ends a new 

one begins, creating a loop of voice, music, and vision. Many kids make music a creative release. 
Some audition for advanced and show choir, others have a fresh start in Beginning Choir. Student's 

learn different songs from around the world and perform them. This school year had a great start with 
many students being accepted into Jazz Seminar, Creative Connections, and Honors Choir. Events like 
these are life changing. Students meet and work with fellow musicians for a week-long training to learn 

new music and skills. Choir is a place of fun and breaking out of your comfort zones through singing 
with a group or performing a solo! Students learn that sometimes the best way to get over stage fright 

is to just sing. 

CREATIVE 
CONNECTIONS 

2017 

n >s 
"The piano has helped in choir as the ultimate tool. 
You can give yourself a starting note, tune your 
voice, play a part if you're not sure how to sing, 
and so much more." 

-Leslie Allred, 10th, Show Choir 

CHANGE 
"I walk up to the stage singing the song I love, the 
song that I feel inside, "Pinball Wizard." The song is 
about change and faith and magic. I relate to that. 
Creative Connections was an experience that has 
changed me." 

-Lydia Woodfork, 10th, Show Choir 
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"I look towards Meryl Streep as a 
role model, she is an amazing actress 
who has had many diverse rolls. She 

has had parts in musicals, movies, 
and TV shows. She's definitely my 

favorite actress, and my inspiration." 
-Marley Monahan, 10th 



The Drama Department of Ramstein High School is made up 
of various students with years of experience in drama as well 

as new additions. The students in drama have been involved in 
Dramafest and plays, and participated in the development of 

drama incorporated activities. 

" I did some acting in 
Philadelphia and New 

York, but it was on-screen 
acting and taking drama 
class for the first time, I 

realize it is very different." 
- Kara McKenzie, 12 



My favorite part of Video Comm 
has to be the people that you get to 
work with. Everyone is really fun and 
different, and so it leads to diversity 
of ideas and techniques which helps 
us to create better videos. 

-Brody Hasslinger 

Video Comm is really interesting 
and fun. We all have a great time, 
filming and editing videos and its 
a great opportunity to learn a new 
skill. 

-Seth Crisp 

Garai Torrence, Jerimiah Allen, Star Groves, 

Students find that the 
best part of taking Video 
Comm is the ability to 
express themselves and 
to work with cameras. 
Not only that but they are 
able to work on projects 
with friends and learn 
how to edit and shoot 
videos. 



Video Communications 

"I love it. It's 
great to learn 
these skills 
and I love 
shooting and 
editing." 
-Jaela Goss 

"Coach Wright 
is super fun 
and the people 
in there make 
it more 
enjoyable." 
-Dylan Grimes 

"I like that I 
can create 
entertaining 
videos." 
-Sabrina Bullen 

"I enjoy taking 
videos." 
-Connor Barton 

"It's very fun 
and helpful." 
-Justin Doyle 

"It's very fun 
and helpful." 
-Justin Doyle 

"I can express 
myself and 
explore 
different artistic 
fields." 
-Camryn 
Carswell 

"I like working 
with friends 
and creating 
videos." 
-Preston 
Gessel 

Tell us about Video Comm. 

Video Communications is an 
interactive class where 
students learn to record and 
edit videos. They record 
events such as the pep rally 
and musical and dramatic 
performances and even learn 
to broadcast the live feed 
from graduation at the FCK 
Stadion. These skills can 
be used on everything from 
class projects to televised 
broadcasting. There is 
something for everyone. 

-Garai Torrence 
-Dominique 

Azripe 
-Greg Mcmillin 
-Alexandra 

Savage 
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PHOTOGRAPHY 

Magic 
"Through this class I have gotten a lot 
more use with regular cameras and 
have learned how to use them." 
Kevin Pendergrass (12th) says. 
Pendergrass joined the class not 
knowing much about camera work 
but quickly learned and applied his 
new editing skills. "I'm pretty big on 
the visual effects and the photo 
trickery. When you take a photo of an 
object and put it on a stool, then take 
another picture of its background, 
you can make the object look like it's 
floating. It's cool to make magic hap
pen in my pictures." 

What's Your Photography Focus? 

People 60% 

Landscape 30% 

Creating an Image 
Mahala Bogeman (12th) enjoys 
sharing her photography with 
the world. "I like taking scenic 
and landscape pictures because 
there's so much to take in. I want 
people to be happy and at peace 
when they look at my photogra
phy." The class has helped her 
improve her skills and continue 
doing what she loves to do: take 
pictures. 

Abstract 10% 



lnaninstantamomentisrecorded;asmiling 
girl, a rainy day, a blurry image of the floor. 
In photography class students do more than 
just photography. They learn how to use a 
camera and edit pictures, makingsomething 
ordinary look unreal. One thing you learn 
in the class is that the more work you put 
in the better the product. In photography 
class knowing how to use programs like 
Photoshop is essential. Students rely on 
using its tools to enhance their pictures. 
Learning how to edit professionally can be 
hard but once you know how to use these 
skills editing pictures and adding effects is 
really fun. Photography students learn what 
you can really do behind the camera. It's 
not just a photograph. 

I t ' s  a  m e m o r y .  



Cooking up a storm 

I Our culinary program here at 
Ramstein High School not only 
prepares the students for living 
on their own, but also introduces 
a whole new culture. For years 
culinary arts has been an evolving 
art full of flavor and spices. 
While taking these courses or 
similar ones you learn everything 
from the big "stuff" like putting 
ingredients together to make a 
masterpiece to the minor details 
such as decorating a g ingerbread 
house. Chef really helps you 
understand the tools and 
ingredients and the way to use 
them correctly. For example there 
is a correct way to hold a knife so 
that you won't cut yourself. You 
also learn kitchen vocabulary and 
terms like barding, blanching, 
deglaze, escabeche, ect. 
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Student Feature! 
Hannah Greshman, 12th, is a Culinary II 

student here at Ramstein. While most 
students would take the class solely for 
experiencing new foods, culinary arts is a 
passion of hers and she plans on attending 
a culinary arts school in Switzerland for 
its good program and baking. Although 
Hannah enjoys the high school program, she 
suggests it offer more challenges and more 
opportunities to learn how to bake. At home 
she practices her skills by cooking for her six 
siblings from time to time. Her inspiration 
stems from institutes such as "Le Cordon 
Bleu" and knowing about "success stories" 
in regards to cooking and baking. Hannah 
is looking forward to the rest of this school 
year and what chef has planned for them. 
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Nursing 

• • 

"No one is perfect but making 
mistakes when people's health 
is in your hands is very scary. 
I think it is super challenging 
to not only try to be perfect all 
the time but then swallow your 

pride when you mess up." 
-Leisel Mendenhall, 12th 

"This class has already taught me 
more than I ever thought it would. 
I've learned how important what 
we do is. I haven't been able to 

truly experience what it is to be a 
nurse yet, but I know there's a lot 

to come." 
-Seth Harris, 12th 

"I like how we're able to learn 
certain things that other classes 

don't have to offer. We are able to 
go to the hospital and actually work 
hands-on with the patients, while 
there are college students that still 

don't have that exposure." 
-Cristeana Reyes, 12th 

"It's fun sometimes 
and a lot of work, WWJUT feftK 

PUK." \ Wr#" »T '5*'WS 
it's a lot different 
than I thought it 1 

would be." 
-Aaron Valentine, 

12 th 



Nursing students from both 
Ramstein and Kaiserslautern 
Schools participating in their 

clinicals. 

"I've always loved 
connecting with 

people and nursing 
allows me to make 

sure people are 
well feel cared for 
and comfortable." 

Lisania Perryman, 
12th 
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"I've loved every 
minute of Health 
Science l and 2. 
The friendships 

made in that class 
are very deep and 

meaningful." 
-Anna Jenkins, 12th 

"Being in Health Science has been 
fantastic. It is my favorite high 
school class of all t ime. Being in 
this class makes me super happy 
because it is just so much fun. I 
am super excited for clinicals. 

I feel they will be extremely 
awesome and quite inspirational." 

-Alexander McCrady, 12th 



A5&J 

Yes 
No 

The program teaches 
basic information about 
the military. 
-Heather Bogeman, 10th 

Stay Positive 
Stay Fighting 
Stay Brave 
Stay Ambitious 
Stay Focused 
Stay STRONG 

The class teaches 
leadership and prepares 
you for the military. 

-Katherine Ruffing, 9th 

More than half ot JROTC said 
that the class is beneficial for 
learning life skills and discipline. 
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JUNIOR ROTC 

J ROTC cadets walk with pride in the halls 
of Ramstein High School. They feel a 
sense of honor while displaying their ranks 
and receiving compliments on their looks 
while in uniform. The cadets learn essential 
skills such as leadership, character, and 
communication; and the class encourages 
students to be better 
citizens. They collaborate 
as a flight to promote 
teamwork and gain real-life 
experience while working 
together. 

Many individuals join together to 
become an unshakable team that 

is ready to support and 
defend our nation's values. 
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A1 Bernascon 

Nathan Brewster j 

Shirlene Adams Terry Arbuckle Ginger Ashford Lisa Arcement Cipriana Barone Edna Bates 

Mario Bertoluzzi 

Michael Brust 

Paul Brennan 

Lysti Cannon 

Kandel Baxter Spencer Bean Andreas Behr 

Julian Buckner John Cameron Katina Cambell Patty Carden 

Lynn 
Cepada- Anyanwu 

Hao-Lan Chai Sandra Chicowas Alan Correa 

Eugene Behrends Megan Bergman 

Gary Boue George Bradley 
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LaTonya Deloatch Lisa Edgett Dennis Edwards Betina Erickson Steve Falkenbury 

Mavolyn Hurt 

Thomas Goode 
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Carter Hollenbeck Rachel Harris 

Cynthia Forwalder 

Stephanie Hodgson 

Pamela George 

Jules Hoehn 

Stacie Graves 

Chelse Hollis 

Michelle Harrington 

Dennis Home 

Sandra Lemaire Brian Leonhardi Roselynn Leyva Marilyn Lightle Thomas Manning 
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A good Teacher 
is like a candle 

it consumes itself 
to light the way 

for others. 

Sheryi Marks Erin Markus Christpher Markus Dru Martin 

Penny Masur Hope Matthews Lynn Mattingly Andy Mendoza Vicki Nicholson Jayme Norris 

Cathy Phillips Anne Porcelli Glenn Porter Beth Rader Ivonne 
Ramirez-Cintron 

Shaw Rast 
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James Scarborough 

Robin Roche 

Cynthia Sebastian 

Debra Roberts 

Bryan Sanchez 

Raquel Robillard 



World Culture Day - We've got spirit, how 'bout you? 

Betty Slusny Karen Smith Alisa Settles 

Sandra Stewart Sherilyn Soloman 

Karen Timko LaShea Udoaka Suzanne Volke Michelle Weston Joel Tilley Len Tarnowski 

Substitutes: 
Mercedez Powell 

Frank Revak. 
David Roberts 

Greg Moon Catherine Bahn Noelle Wolber Thomas Wright Gary Young 



Most likely' to win 
- 'jeapardy 

Most Likely to be mis
taken as a student 

Best 
Wardrobe 

Most likely to 
cheer you up Most Artistic 

M<5st quotable 

Mrs.Bergman & 
Mr.Kennedy 

Mrs.Morales & 
Mr.Brennan 

Mrs.Deloatch & 
Mr.Boue 

Mrs.Udoaka & 
Mr.Bean 

Ms.Edgett & 
Mr. Brewster 

Mrs.Bloomer & 
Mr. Floyd 

Mrs.Bates & 
Mr. Faulkenber ry 

Mrs.Graves & 
Mr.Tarnowski Mr.Brust 
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The Spanish Club, serving virgin 
Strawberry Daquiris, Pina Coladas, 

"Pinacadaquiris," and much more, was 
voted as the club with the best drinks 

and the best food. 

The Magazine Club ran a photo booth 
and did pictures with Santa. 

The culinary classes ran 
a competition to see 

who could build the best 
gingerbread house. Hannah 
Gresham won first place in 

the advanced course. 

Q 
Teachers competed 
in a door decorating 

competition, Mr. Brewster's 
fireplace with "stockings 

hung by the chimney with 
took first place. care 
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At the end of the week, 
Mrs. Mattingly ran the 
Naughty or Nice stand. 
Students on the Nice 
List received treats. 
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51% of students 
said that 

dressing up was 
their favorite 

part of Holiday 
Spirit Week. 

Polar Express Day, or Pajama Day, was 
voted as the best day by the students. 

"I really like pajama day because it is 
a day where everything is very chill." 

-Jamesha Clark, 9th 

Many clubs sold food and drinks at the 
Christmas Market during lunch in order to 

raise club funds for trips and supplies. 
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Information 
••• 

Research, Reading 
and Recreation 

••I 



Center 

Andrew Jensen, Aaron Paulson, 
Matthew Butler, and Will Brink 

Ms.Nicholson Ms.Forwalder BOOK MEDIA POPULARITY 
Yearbook 

E-books:19 % 

Audio : 22 % Physical : 59 % 

I Physical • Audio • E-books 
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"I think STUCO is important because it really helps teach 
students how to lead. You make mistakes, but you always have 
a teacher there to guide you through it." -Russell Bodily, 10th 

•  • • • • • • • • • • •  
As the voice of the students, Ramstein 
High School's Student Council 
(STUCO) works diligently to make 
every year an ideal one. We had five 
officers and many hard working clubs 
who dedicated their time to make 
2017-2018 a great year. These students 
bridge communication between 
student and faculty by representing 
the interests and concerns of the 
students, and by making a change. 
Each member demonstrates 
leadership and organization skills no 
matter what role they take on. It is 
because of these dedicated students 
that our school was able to enjoy 
activities like Homecoming and 
Prom, Spirit Weeks, and Ramstein 
High Schools very first bonfire! 

"Being a Royal is something 
I'm really proud of, and I'm 
passionate about making our 
school a better place. I figured 
if I really care about something, 
I should get involved!" 

-Lauren Sutherland, 11th 



(g ® m m (g fi H 
"Not on/y do we enhance 
the school academically, 
but we also make the school 
year more fun." 

-Amanda Daly, 12th 

President: 

Amanda Daly 

Treasurer 
Vice President: 

Christian Miley 

Secretary: 

Ariela 
Hernandez 

Publicist: 

Regan 
Sweeney 

sophomore senior 

freshman junior 

John Odom 
Russell Bodily 
Jaclyn Reyes 
Anna Abell 
Emily Stuart 

Nicholas Blake 
Sabrina Brooks 
Jonathan Ciero 

Alexander Osborne 
Conner Looney 

Rebekah Blatchley Haley Deome 
Lauren Sutherland 

Kayla Friend 
Kate Spears 

Sheyanne Peynado 
Marcus Bradley 

Sophia Ashford 
Tyler Holz 

Aurora Powell 
Kiera Charles 

Grant Sweeney 



BT lub 

The LGBT+ club is comprised of like 
minded people who work toward 
creating a safe space for others who may 
not always feel welcomed. They also 
offer education and understanding. 
Sponsered by Mr. Brust this club was 
created to aid the LGBT+ population 
at Ramstein. 

"My favorite part is hearing 
such meaningful comments 
and seeing the effect it has 
on some people, friends, 
acquaintances, etc...it's 
magical." 

-Ryn Dees, 12th 

"Being accepted without 
question by everyone in this 
room is my favorite thing 
about LGBT+ Club." 

-Marley Monahan, 10th 

"LGBT+ Club has helped me be 
comfortable being myself. It helps 
so many people in so many ways. 

-Lizabeth Watts, 9th 
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"I enjoy the sense of responsibility 
I get from this club." 

-Hannah Steinberg, 12th 

"Our club is important because a lot of students have 
amazing talents and they are not always mentioned in the 
announcements." 

- Yasmin Woodard, 12th 

President 
Yasmin Woodard 
Vice President 
Rynelle Acasio 

Secretary 
Hannah Steinberg 

Members 
Gabrielle Fiorella 

Arielle Moon 
Sabrina Bullen 

Zac Evans 
Lydia Woodfork 

Imani Young 
Mahala Bogeman 

•  • • • • • • • • •  

Dedicated to keeping the student body up to 
date and involved in their community, the 
Magazine Club is a place where students can be 
creative. They support and utilize the talent of 
writers, photographers, and artists. Most would 
describe the club as diverse and multi-talented, 
with plenty of opportunities to express yourself. 
You will find a dedicated staff full of Royal pride. 

"Magazine club is ambitious 
and involved. We're there with 
you and we're there for you." 

-Rynelle Acasio, 12th 



Freshmen: Aiden Pinkham, Alyssa Junkins, Branden Settle, Grayson Rast, Lizabeth Watts, 
MacKenzie McCurdy, Margaret Thatcher, Nala Marshall, Nathan Davis, Navia Duran, Reed Gallagher, 
Simo Williams, Tashayla Aleem, Xavier Varela 
Sophomores: Katiya Srey, Kelsey Mashburn, Linda Naglaek, Lydia Woodfork, Megan Stretch, 
Michael Brink, Michela Harrison, Myles Lavis, Oleksandra Nelson, Oliver Seelig, Patience Williams, 
Rachel Kent, Ramay Al Jandali, Sage Victoria, Spencer Bullen, Tamarea Abdullah, Tiara Tucker, 
Zachary Cirello 
Juniors: Aaron Paulson, Ally Brokaw, Ashlynn Lobrech, Ashton Craycraft, Aurora Davis, Brielle 
Waite, Claire Orskag, Dashell Rogers, Denver Dalpsas, Elizabeth Connolly, Emi Yamasaki, Emma 
Lewis, Gabby Deutsch, Gabrielle Ascano, Gabrielle Fiorella, Garrett Erickson, Grace Pearson, Grady 
Gallagher, Haley Deome, Hannah Nelson, Hannah Sarinana, Haylie Scott, Isabelle Ley, JaDaya Easter, 
Janiah Jones, Jannah Alexis, Jared Fischer, Jeremiah Allen, Jerod Junkins, Jon Austin Skidmore, Jordyn 
Smiley, Kayla, Friend, Leah Bunn, Lordess Signil, Marcus Bradley, Mercedez Shelton, Mercedes 
Hawkins, Natalia Varela, Natasha Harris, Nathan Kranz, Nicole Stout, Owen Peterson, Paige Dowell, 
Sameza Rose, Sarah Ruffing, Sheyenne Peynado, Taniya Aleem, Victoria White, Kate Spears, Lauren 
Sutherland 
Seniors: Alejandra Flores, Anna Postma, Ariana Rivera, Aspyn Marts, Hannah Gresham, Jazlyn 
Robinson, Jay Jernigan Cruz, Josephine Szworz, Kaitlyn Lombera, KeiTein Reeve, Larissa Cardoso, 
Lucia Tarro, Victor Foster, Kaela Gallagher, Jonathan Ciero, Rebecca Jacobson, Alexander Osborne, 
Diamond Levi 

"My favorite S2S event is the Back to School 
Bash that happens each year. It's a great way to 
end the summer." 

-Michela Harrison, 11th 

S2S is a club focused on helping new students 
adjust to their new school. This club is 
made up of student ambassadors who take 
about three days to help students around 
the school and make sure they know their 
surroundings. S2S has a Back to School 
Bash for new students offering a chance for 
them to make new friends before the year 
starts. The students in this club truly make a 
positive impact on the lives of newly arrived 
peers. The tours taken around the school are 
a helpful introduction leaving them free to 
explore and acclimate to being a Royal. 

"The bathrooms are the best place to show new 
students. Nothing is worse than finding your new 
student in a bathroom on the other side of the school 
because they didn't know there was one closer to 
class." 

-Marcus Bradley, 11th 
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"You should definitely be patient with the kids and 
you need to have fun. They're all about having fun." 

-Ashlyn Lobrecht, 11th 

Deployment Buddies is a club set up 
for the benefit of elementary schoolers 
with deployed parents. Our high school 
has a group of volunteers who spend 
half of their lunch and seminar at 
the elementary school monthly. They 
describe their time there as a fun and 
a great experience. As a child, a first 
time deployment can be very scary 
and stressful at home. Although most 
military kids know what it is like when a 
parent is deployed, Deployment Buddies 
are willing to give advice and support to 
make this time go by more easily. They 
are all about helping out, and some are 
in the club to gain experience working 
with children. 

"Treat them like you're their friend, be nice to 
them, and get to know them then it'll all just 
work out." 

-Kelsey Mashburn, 10th 

"Knowing we have the same struggles helps them and 
it's a good opportunity for high schoolers to work with 
kids." 

-Emma Lewis, 11th 
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BEn^i rionmentgfllSSTe nee CIW61 
Members: 

Brittany Cunningham 
Vivian Havelka 
Lydia Porter 
Kemi Orimoloye 
Jayda Roberts 
Emmalee Rose 
Meagan Runner 
Urua Shiozawa 
Kathe Nelson 
Heather Bogeman 
Katelyn Kimball 
Ally Priest 
Jacob Rose 
Anja Scudder 
Leah Bunn 
Sierrah Linza 
Ashlynn Lobrecht 
Aaron Paulson 
Grace Pearson 
Victoria White 
Emi Yamazaki 
Rebecca Jacobson 
Diamond Levi 
Sun Hee MSxfield 
McKenzie Perkes 
Isabella Priest 
Kaileigh Reeve 
Abigail Walker 
Andrew Porter 
Maddie Lubinski 
Coach Porter 

"We're just trying to 
make the world a 
better place" 
-Diamond Levi, 11th 

Ramstein High School enrolled in the Green Boot program in October 
2015 and chose energy, reduction and awareness as its primary focus. 
Ramstein High Schools efforts have been very impressive over the years 
and we have made a drastic difference. By the end of 2017, RHS reduced 
energy consumption by 5% saving thousands of dollars. The Environmental 
Club has learned valuable earth lessons. We are bringing new awarenesses 
about the harmful effects that people may be causing on our planet. 
Over time, our environment will'Secome a better place. Until then, < 
Environmental Club is going to work hard to make that happen, 

Reduce, Re-use, Recycle! 
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William Nettles- "Find your inspiration. Find 
your style. Free your mind" 

As the Art Club progresses in their arts, the work gets 
better and better. They've done a variety of different 
activities from painting pumpkins during the month of 
Halloween, to selling Rice Krispy Treats and cupcakes 
at the school Kris Kringlemarkt during the month of 
December. Not only are they a club, they are all friends. 
They get together every Tuesday and eat lunch together. 
Our Art Club is our future artists. 

Members: 

William Nettles 
Jennifer Shoup 
Alex Lynch 
Anais Won 
Chloe Wapelhorst 
Leo Cortez 
Lily Rath 
Kaiya Hernandez 
Kemi Orimoloux 
Olivia O'Brien 

Ms. Bloomer 

The Art Club brings a 
new mural to the D Hallway! 

Sra. Ramirez-Cintron will now 
look upon Salvador Dali s 
Persistence of Memory. 



Color Guard & Drill Team 

In the JROTC Drill Team and Color Guard, the cadets learn how to march, use 
sabers, post the colors, and spin rifles. They are trained to peform their highest potential 

and do not peform anthing less. The team learn from ranks to listing the chain of 
command. No one can be out of line, their shoes must have a glossy shine, and their 
uniforms displays a sharp crease. These are the cadets that show pride of Ramstein 
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Who Runs It... 
Members... 

-Mr. Wright 
A passion for video production leads students 
to join Video Club. Students come together to 
collaborate with others, plan future projects, and 
discuss their shared interest in videography. The 
club involves students in the process of recreating 
new trends, filming informative and news worthy 
programming, and challenge eachother to film 
widely acclaimed videos that are known to place 
high marks at competitions. They focus on inhouse 
projects, as well as , travel to off-site shoots. Video 
Club also produces Ramsteins digital yearbook to 

Azure Agricula-McCormick, Hans 
Bareihs, Connor Barton, Sabrina 
Bullen, Alexander Cameron, 
Camryn Carswell, Ryan Collins, 
Aneesa Coomer, Sybella Crespo, 
Seth Crisp, Owen DeTingo, Kobe 
Dodd, Justin Doyle, Sean Elliott, 
Ivan Garcia, Star Groves, Brodie 
Hasslinger, Rosa Henderson, 
Nathan Kranz, Bethany Longmuir, 
Delaney Longmuir, Caleb Love, 
KevinPendergrass, Charles 
Reismann, JaclynReyes, Bryce 
Romleski, Eli Rothas, Alexandria 
Savage, Megan Short, Willie 
Signil, Colleen Simpson, Kimball 
Smith, Samantha Sonka,Savannah 

"Video Club is a fun class where you let 
your creative side take over when filming, 
interviewing, and editing." 

-Justin Doyle, 10th 

K 
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FBL^ 
Future Business Leaders of America 

Elevate Your Future 

MKrn 
WESTLli 

Future Business Leaders 
of America (FBLA) is 
a great club that helps 
prepare our students at 
Ramstein High School 
for the real world by 

teaching them how to 
lead 

"Leadership is not 
the ability to lead 

others. Leadership 
is the ability to 

get others to lead 
themselves." 

Chukwuemeka Alumanah, Eunice Bernardo, 
Aneesa Coomer, Kacey Diaz, Yhari Dupree, 

Kori Fay, Gabriel Fraley, Joshua Gedeon, Maria 
Grant-Villacorta, Christina Gregory, Mikaela 
Knudson, Kaitlyn Lombera, Conner Markus, 

Christian Miley, Andrew Porter, Brandon 
Price, Aaliyah Reed, Alexandria Savage, Cody 

Savchenko, Evan Sonka, Samantha Sonka, Kate 
Yoshida 
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Model United Nations 
A Model United Nations (MUN) Conference is a reenacted session of the United Nations in which the 
participants take on the role of delegates to the UN. These students interact and demonstrate the ac
tions of the Security Council or the General Assembly the delegates debate international issues, reach 
compromise solutions and then pass resolutions. 
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Regan Sweeney, Captain 
Amanda Daly, Captain 

Nick Blake 
Marcus Bradley 
Ashton Craycraft 
Gabby D'Ippolito 
Garrett Erickson 
Jacob Golden 
Kayla Lopez 
Alyssa Junkins 
jerod Junkins 
Sun Hee Maxlield 
Connor Markus 
Annika Nozaki 
Meagan Runner 
Kate Spears 
Grant Sweeney 
Livia Van Humbeek 
Emi Yamazaki 



Model United States Senate 
The Model United States Senate is a conference held in Wiesbaden, Germany every March for 4-5 days. High 
school students from all over DODDS Europe participate to reproduce the United States Senate, lobby, pass bills, 
and generally learn about the legislative process that takes place in the United States Senate. MUSS is organized 
cooperatively by six teachers from a teacher board and with them students from six different schools. 
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Amanda Daily -
Student Board of Directors 
Regan Sweeney -
Student Board of Directors 

Nicholas Blake 
Gabrielle D'Ippolito 
Amanda Daly 
Haley Deome 
Joshua Driskell 
Ayden Kemp 
Hannah Nelson 
Alexander Osborne 
Justin Parvisi 
Regan Ridling 
Lauren Sutherland 
Grant Sweeney 
Regan Sweeney 
Livia Van Humbeeck 



LANGUAGE CLUBS 
French Club German Club 

Multicultural Club 

The German Club takes a deeper look 
into the German culture, history, and 
traditions. Its members meet every week 
to discuss important news in Germany 

with their sponsor, Mrs. Erikson, or 
partake in fun activities, such as enjoying 
German food and learning new phrases! 

ROSTER 
Aidan Pinkham 
Alex Pinkham 
Amanda Daly 
Anja Scrudder 

Bryce Romeleski 
Connor Markus 
Denver Dalpias 

Faith Hu 
Garrett Erikson 

Hannah Gresham 
Jeremy Hall 

Kaden Romeleski 
Katherine Ruffing 

Katie Hickman 
Keina Gedeon 

Kelsey Marshburn 
Lorenea Waldron 
Lydia Woodfork 
Maddie Rayburn 
Mason Conrath 
Megan Stretch 
Natalia Crane 
Oliver Seelig 

Owen Peerson 
Reed Gallagher 
Sophia Fiore 
Noah Yancy 

ROSTER: 
Temi A 11th 

Kaylee Austria 10th 
Marcus Bradley 

Heather Bogerman 10th 
Molly Underwood 11th 

Our Multicultural Club 
started the year off by 

learning about different 
cultures and traditions. 
The club has celebrated 
Dia De Los Muertos, the 
Chinese New Year, they 
hosted an African dance 
seminar, and celebrated 
Asian Pacific American 
Heritage. Many of its 
members are looking 

forward to the end of the 
year when they may be 

able to take an 
exciting trip to some of 

the places they have only 
been able to explore in 

class. 

Every Friday, the French Club 
meets to learn about French 
culture. They make French 
delicacies and may even get to 
travel to France soon! 

ROSTER 
Christene Merrill 

Gabriella Ascano 
Hannah Nelson 

Ashton Craycraft 
Logan Campbell 

Sarah Ruffing 
Alex Mourges 
Rachel Kent 

Jaedyn Kaufman 
Ian Galbraith 
Pheobe Shin 



The Spanish Club has had an exciting, busy schedule. This year, they have 
dedicated themselves to learning the Spanish culture and traditions. At the end of 
the year, all of their hard work pays oft with a luxurious trip to three different cities 
in Spain. As a club, the members of Ramstein's Spanish Club will be able to 
experience and take in the beauty of azure oceans, historic sites, amazing cuisine 
and even some dancing lessons. 
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Christain Breton-Hall 
Spencer Bullen 
Jenna Cheesman 
Diego Colon 
Gabriel Delanoy 
Lila Floyd 
Brian Gatica 
Austin Grimes 
Michela Harrison 
Elliot Lavis 
Myles Lavis 
Kelsey Mashburn 
Cole McReynolds 
John Odom 
Natalya Richardson 
Alexandria Savage 
Jessica Sellers 
Samantha Sonka 
Katiya Srey 
Aerriane Tomas 
Aurelio Varela 
Christopher Vaughters 
Maeghyn Armstrong 
Theresa Boulos 
Joe Feliciano 
Marie Foster 
Ryzun Hansen 
Bethany Longmir 
Idis Quintero 
Xavier Varela 
Sabrina Brooks 
Brittany Cunningham 
Victor Foster 
Dylan Grimes 
Ariela Hernandez 
Kaitlyn Lombera 
Kate Thompson 
Jann Tomas 

Kalee Austria 
Ryan Black 
Heather Bogeman 
Brandon Price 
Jessica Rogers 
Jose Shough 
Molly Underwood 
Natalia Varela 
Rosa Henderson 
Isaac Letz 
Delaney Longmuir 
Annika Nozaki 
Anthony Riosmata 
Anthony Slacido 
Evan Sonka 

Julio Delanoy 
Kori Fay 
Kayla Friend 
Chloe Gilland 
Maria Grant-Villacorta 
Christina Gregory 
Paul Heli 
Jordan Hodson 
Nathan Kranz 
Mel Masur 
Syrena Morgan 
Sheyanne Peynado 
Trinity Rasmussen 
Hannah Sarinana 
Cody Savchenko 
Audrey Ward 
Anna Abell 
Juan Batista 

Where in Spain is the Spanish 
Club most excited to go? 

O Sevilla • Granada O Malaga 

Amos Alsvig 
Marcus Bradley 
Miko Cassidy 
Elizabeth Connely 
Alex Davis 



National Honor Society 

Jannah Alexis 
Eunice Bernardo 
Elizabeth Bickel 
Nicholas Blake 
Sabrina Brooks 

Leah Bunn 
Camryn Carswell 
Jonathan Ciero 

Elizabeth Connolly 
Augustyn Crane 
Ashton Craycraft 

Amanda Daly 
Denver Dalplas 
Haley Deome 

Gabby Deutsch 
Garrett Erickson 
Brian Eschleman 

Kori Fay 
Alejandra Flores 

Victor Foster 
Kayla Friend 

Morgan Gabriel 
Kaela Gallagher 
Grady Gallagher 

Ian Galbraith 
Shelby Gomez 

Christina Gregory 
Dylan Grimes 

Paul Heli 
Rebecca Jacobson 

Madison Jarvis 
Janiah Jones 

Jerod Junkins 
Ayden Kemp 

Jeffrey La Dine 
Isabelle Ley 
Sierra Linza 

Nicholas Lowe 

National Honor Society is an organization that showcases 
some of the best high school students, and Ramstein High 
School has plenty to offer. NHS members must demonstrate 
scholarship, service, leadership, and character. Millions of 
outstanding students are or have been inducted into NHS, 
including many celebrities like Tina Fey, Meryl Streep, 
and Jon Stewart. This year, Ramstein proudly recognized 
it's own 70+ members and is happy to induct even more 
dedicated and hard-working students next year. 

"NHS members should have the willingness to work hard and 
support others' achievements." 
-Emi Yamazaki, 11th 



Maddie Lubinski 
Mindy Martinez 
Melissa Masur 
Sun Maxfield 

Baileigh McFall 
Leisel Mendenhall 

Clarke Miley 
Hannah Nelson 
David Newland 
Micah O'Malley 

Ashton Parks 
Aaron Paulson 
Owen Peterson 

Sheyanne Peynado 
Adam Porter 

Andrew Porter 
Anna Postma 
Isabella Priest 

Christeana Reyes 
Dashiell Rogers 
Nicolas Rojas 

Jacob Rose 
Eli Rothas 

Sarah Ruffing 
Kate Sankey 

Hannah Sarinana 
Mercedez Shelton 

Evan Sonka 
Kathryn Spears 

Lauren Sutherland 
Regan Sweeney 

Jovianne Tabraham 
Livia Van Humbeck 

Brielle Waite 
Audrey Ward 

Victoria White 
Emi Yamazaki 

*  f t  « i *  

"NHS has allowed me to be an 
active member in my community 
and become a role model for the 
younger generations." 

-Gabby Deutsch, 11th 

"I didn't want to go through high 
school and just get graded on 
assignments. I w anted to make 
a difference in my community." 

-Dylan Grimes, 12th 

I 
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Members: 
Delaney Longmuir 

Anika Nozaki 
Terry Wright 

Joseph Medina 
Rosa Henderson 
Sybella Crespo 
Nicholas Blake 
Ariana Rivera 
Myles Lavis 
Elliot Lavis 

Eric Re 

Fashion allows people to express themselves in a way that is creative / 
and unique. In our generation we tend to follow the trends which 
makes for a very boring and repetitive look, these kids in the fashion U 
club change that with their one of a kind style. Most of these students 
make their own clothes or change them through accessorizing. 
Wearing whatever you want may seem like an easy task but in h igh 
school you are faced with peer pressure and the kids in fashion club 
conquer their unease by wearing their bold and daring outfits without ^ 
a care of what anyone has to say about it. 

get to go to different 
places, like Paris, to see 
Fashion Week because 
we are striving to be in 
this industry and can 
experience the latest 

inspirations." 
-Elliot Lavis, 10th 

"Style is a way 
to say who you 

are without 
having to 
speak." 

-Joe Medina, 12th 
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Markus, Connor, Romleski, Bryce, Bell, Courtney, Stretch, Megan, Evie Bickel, 
Rachel Kent, Sean Hogan, Renee Randall, Catherine Hickman, Oleksandra Nelson, 

Cole Shiver, Karla Robillard, Marcus Bradley 
^ U Rojas, Nicolas Selected as Regent for 2019 

Yamazaki, Emi —Regent for 2018. Returning Senior Regent for 2019 

International Student Leadership Institute 
Our effective leadership provides: 

SUPPORT 
give it and get it 
AWARENESS 

of yourself, others, and circumstances 
SELF-CONFIDENCE 

get it, keep it, and give it to others 
POSITIVE THINKING 
about yourself and others 

VALUES 
your own, others, and potential 

• will 
« I. 

4 
& 
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I love being able to be 
around people who enjoy 
the theatre as much as I do. 

- Ryn Dees 

Ramstien's Thespian Society and 
Preforming Arts Club are both 

organizations dedicated to their craft 
and entertainment. From plays to dance 

they have it all, including this years 
spring musical Bye Bye Birdie. 

Thespian Society is a place 
where I can perfect my craft. 

- Emily Leibl 

President: Mason Williams 
Vice President: Rebecca Jacobson 

Secretary: Amanda Daly 
Treasurer: Anna Postma 
Sponsor: Stacie Graves 

Dynamic 

Members: 
Ryn Dees 

Emily Leibl 
Isabelle Ley 

Isabella Priest 
Bryce Romleski 



Founder 
Hannah Gresham 

Sponsor 
Mrs. Lisa Arcement 

Members 
Ashley Ward 

Caitlyn Onigkeit 
Cathryn Parks 
Chloe Gresham 
Devon Arruda 
Ellese Green 

Hannah Carlson 
James Whitfield 

Jee Soo Daugherty 
Leann Miller 
Mystery Kerr 
Naomi Zahn 

Natalya Richardson 
Sarah Ward 

Tashayla Aleem 
Tesa Taylor 
Valeria Prise 

Hannah Gresham 
Hannah Risko 

Girl talk was created to give girls a place to connect 
and express their feelings. This club gives girls the 
opportunity to participate in activities that build 

friendship and help others. In 2018 they participated 
in Firefighter cookie appreciation, Cutie Cards, team 
building games, makeovers, new friendships and girls 

daily topics. The club is welcome to any girls who 
want to have fun and help out. 



I'm the 

Favorite 

Many of our Ramstein Royals have sisters and brothers who have stood 
by them through the many experiences that come with being a military 
family. We have siblings who have lived in more than four countries, 
spoken multiple languages, flown thousands, upon thousands of miles, 
have family and friends reaching every hemisphere; and through it 
all, they always have each other to share these experiences. Ramstein 
is fortunate in having many sets of siblings to highlight this year and 
share some of their stories. 

A year apart in age, Reed, Grady and Kaela 
Gallagher have a real talent. A family band was 
created, and they play music for people back in 

the United States. 

Don't ask Kaiya Wilson 
for directions. Kaiya, 
her twin Maika and 

brother Sir Malcc 
panicked when th< 

couldn't find their wa) 
out of a forest. Luckily 
all of them made it out 

alive to tell the tale. 

Do these faces look 
familiar? They should. 

They are the Porter 
siblings. Lydia and 

Andrew supports 
their dad-by'Being in\ 

,^-Enviromental Club. 

cer? No problem. 
Grant and Regan 
Sweeney are 
skilled af spccer. 
They play it aS-a 
sport and for fun 

— 
Mystery and Cheyenne Karr are a year a part. There's as much-

love as there is rivalry between the two. 

Spencer and Sabrina Bullen 
(Both were in a 

crazy experience on a safari, 
were chased by a wild ostrich.) 
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alriok and John Cdoni I isania and \ei eio Perrvman 

C hloe and 4 ainille Wanlehoi Eenjamin and Josenh Paddock 

ntha and Even Sonka Emma Edens and Chloe Wolf 



Asia Morales, Chai-Mecca Morales-Franks 
and Yesenia Earth have a great relationship 
with each other beyond the fact that they 

fight. 

Abraham and 
Ariana Rivera 

don't have 
disagreements 
between each 
other. Ariana 

says, "We don't 
have bad times, 
iust good vibes." 

Joshua and Keiana Gedeon both 
love basketball as a sport and play 

the game together, 

Yasmin and Xavier Woodard 
are close siblings and like to 

play Minecraft with each other. 

is very loyal to her 5 
older sister, Mahala. 

True Bogeman | 
siblings. 

Myles and Elliot 
Lavis are twins. 
'Elliot nearly drowned Myles in a Jacuzzi. 
Safe to say Elliot is the evil one. 

I did this just to bother my brother," said Margaret 
Rose. Her brother Noah doesn't look very happy. 



T iudi «i < ni<l Zachary Nanuauta l\ate yc^hida 

Isabella and /achary Cirellc 

Jazlyn and Jahlan Ccbim.cn 

blis Cuinterc 

Jere 

Cram 

d Aliscn LeClair 

Aaliyah and Maurice Reed 
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Freshman Pages 136-147 
Sophomore Pages 148-157 

4 Junior Pages 158-165 



Jacobie 
Bartlett 

Emma 
Battles 

Kimball 
Bean 

Leland 
Barrett 

Hopemarie 
Barrios 

Serenity 
Bates 

Alexis 
Acheampong 

Anthes 

• M A 
Tashayla Aiden 

Aleem Allen 
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Maeghyn 
Armstrong 

Sophia 
Ashford 
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Douglas 
Allison 

Matthew 
Allman 
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Jordan 
| Alsvig 
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Erin Deshun Connor 
Bailey Baptiste Barlow 

Ahmir 
Bishop 

Lillian 
Bickel 

Kaleb 
Bellew 

Oliver 
Beheler 

Brynne 
Beauchan Black 

Robert 
Bowers 

Theresa 
Boulos 

Andrew 
Boeas 

Trysten 
Blakeman 

-

Jaden 
Buelvas 

Amy 
Bunn 

Madeline 
Bryan 
v; m 

Luke 
Brooks 

Christopher 
Brooks 

Hadiyah 
Broady 



Hannah 
Carlson 

Kierra 
Charles 

Paige 
Butler 

Trevon 
Butler 

Urim 
Cakolli 

Lamar 
Butler 

Christian 
Coley 

Alexander 
Coley 

Jamesha 
Clark 

Dominick 
Cherrey 

Shannon 
Chronister 

Jenna 
Cheesman 

Kamal 
Cox 

Daniel 
Cortez 

Carlos 
Cortes 

Jared 
Comeau 

Samera 
Coomer 

Annyssa 
Cordero 

Gabriele 
Davis 

Joseph 
Cullison 

Canaan 
Daigle 

Jee Soo 
Daugherty 

Jaiden 
Culberson 

Ryan 
Cronrath 

Julio 
Delano-

Joseph 
Demalis 

Sebastian 
D risked 

Allana 
Dehart 

Ashley Jhaneane 
Deblois 

Nathan 
Davis 

Jonah 
Easter 

Cammie 
Edwards 

Emma 
Edens 

Navia 
Duran 

Ariana 
Duque-Lopez 



Sydney 
Gabriel 

Marie 
Foster 

Esteban 
Flores 

Brandon 
Fernandez 

Jenson 
Fainsan 

Josian 
Feliciano 

Aidan 
Glickler 

Trevor 
Goad 

Isaiah 
Gassmann 

Reed 
Gallagher 

Brian 
Gatica 

Bronwyn 
Galbraith 

Christopher 
Guzaldo 

Christian 
Griffith 

Daniel 
Gresham 

Chelsea 
Granger 

Pierce 
Gregor 

Ryzun 
Hazen 

Vivian 
Havelka 

Xayvion 
Harris 

Michael 
Haines 

Jayson 
Hansen 

Isabella 
Guzaldo 

Abigail 
Hollenbeck 

Kayla 
Hewitt 

Elise 
Hensle-

Tina 
Henderson 

Logan 
Jensen 

Barakat 
Ibrahim 

Hunter 
larvis 

Daniel 
Huertas 



Rebecca 
Mackey 

Jocely Aisaiah Joseph Jaiden 
Malone Maez uado Ma 

David 
Martinez 

Joseph 
Martin 

Dominic 
Marts 

MacKenzie 
McCurdy 

Alison 
LeClair 
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Morgan 
Johnson 

David 
Jones 

r Hannah 
Jones 
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Colin 
Kent 

Mikaela 
Knudsen 

Qua' Niya 
Jones 

Connell 
Kreger 

Jordan 
Jumr 

Matthew 
Kryvenia 

Alyssa 
Junkins 

Cameron 
Lebrun 

Bethany 
Longmuir 

Robert 
Lvsineer 

Kaylee 
Macaras 

Cristina 
Marquardt 

Nala 
Marshall 

Malia 
Lobrecht 

Natalea 
Long 

Tsveta 
Lutz 

Brandon 
Lyle 

Jeremy 
LeClair 

Devin 
Lloyd 

Kristin 
Lucero 



Samuel 
Nipper 

Zachary Orion 
Nangauta 

Oluwakemisola 
Orimoloye 

Rachel 
McDonald 

Jordan 
Miller 

Jordan 
Moore 

Liam 
McShea 

Makayla 
McVay 

Matthew 
Meidlein 

Madison 
Morris 

Nathaniel 
Munoz 

David 
Miller 

Jayder 
McMackin 

Sierra 
Mok 

Joshua 
Mol 

Rylee 
Moon 

James 
McDonald 

Janis 
Mikits 

Audrey 
Parish 

Elijah 
Morris 

Conner 
Orskog 

Daniel 
O Brien 

Diether 
Messner Mickel 

Benjamin 
Paddock 

Kennedy 
Palmer 

Matthew 
Moses 

Ochoa 

Joshua 
Nealev 

Joseph 
Mosley 

Alexis 
Mourgues 

Skyler 
McGregor 

Kayden 
McGuire 

Mya 
McKinle\ 

Kathe 
Nelson 



Caitlin 
Parvizi 

Maylene 
Pena 

Chloe 
Perrow 

Maximilian 
Penczar 

Sergio 
Perryman 

Owen 
Peters 

Aidan 
Pinkham 

Holly 
Porter 

Isaiah 
Portillo 

Lydia 
Porter 

mmaSt. 
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Megan 
Poulin 

Sebastian 
Pratt 

Aiden 
Preston 

Aurora 
Powell 

Idis 
Quintero 

Angela 
Rakas 

Joseph 
Randel 

Isabella 
Rath 

Devin 
Raszinski 

Anij 
Raymer 

Faith 
Redden 

Steven 
Redd 

Chloe 
Redgwell 

Olivia 
Reichwald 

Maurice 
Reed 

Isabel 
Reyes 

Aubree 
Richardson 

Jayda 
Roberts 

Gavin 
Robertson 

Tevin 
Robertson 



Jeremiah 
Robinson 

Lillian 
Robinson 

Brooke 
Rogers 

Tessa 
Rojas 

Brianah 
Rosado 

Meagan 
Runner 

Alexander 
Salcido 

Katherine 
Ruffing 

Lydia 
Rothas 

Alyssa 
Rosensteel 

Emmalee 
Rose 

JaZir 
Simon 

Urua 
Shiozawa 

Kianna 
iampson 

Braden 
Settle 

James 
Schalla 

Klevon 
Spencer 

Austyn 
StaJce 

Kayla 
Smith 

Joe 
Smith 

Hunter 
Smith 

Ethan 
Smith 

Anna 
Tackett 

Grant 
Sweene-

Benjamin Jackson 
Stewart 

Makani 
Stenger 

Malachi 
Thome 

Darien 
Thornton 

Jonathan 
Tellez 

Margaret 
Thatcher 

Makayla 
Taylor 

Kylon 
Thomas 



Skipper 
Valentin Lopez 

Ashlee 
Tonks 

Baillie 
Todd Schmidt) 

Christa 
Tipton 

Benjamin 
Todman 

Claudia 
Tisdale 

Michael 
Vela 

Adianna 
Velez 

Tess 
Vaughters 

Kamron 
Vaughn 

Ethan 
Valentine 

Xavier 
Varela 

Haleigh 
Walthall 

Catherine 
Waibel 

Ammon 
Waite 

Cameo 
Walker 

Amanda 
Von Wilier Vincent 

Lizabeth 
Watts 

James 
Whitfield 

Quentin 
Warminsky 

Micah 
Webb 

Camille 
Wapelhorst 

Theodore 
Ward 

Reinha 
Williams 

Simon 
Williams 

Donald 
Wilkes 

Emma 
Williams 

Chloe 
Wilde 

Damin 
Wilkerson 

Katroy 
Wright 

Naomi 
Zahn 

David 
Young 

Daniel 
Worthington 

Akina 
Yamazaki 



wadduu 

Christopher 
Cenvo 

Jamya 
Alderman 

Adam 
Hanks 

Gianna 
Hernandez 

Yassine 
Imras 

Bradley 
Johnson 

Mckayla 
Tribble 

Calvin 
Thomas 

Savannah 
Halpin 

Christina Cassandra 
Pierson 

Jerimiah 
Bradley 

~^n 
/ 

Emilee 
Bencivenga 

Lydia 
Coddington 



Most Likely To Be Late 
To Their 

Wp'dding • . 

Life of the 
Party-

Most Likely to Win a 
. Rap Battle 

Most 
Athletic 

Jackson Stewart & 
Gabriel Davis 

Cannon Daigle & 
Sarah Stout 

Quentin Warminsky & 
Makayla Taylor 

Jaiden Culberson & 
Aija Bocage 

Ahmir Bishop & 
Reinha Williams 

Jason Brandy & 
Kianna Sampson 

Sebastian Driskell & 
Cameo Walker 

Grant Sweeney & 
Aurora Powell 

Ben Todman & 
Angela Rakas 



Thomas 
Bray 

Tamarea 
Abdullah 

Anna 
Abell 

Jacob 
Adams 

Ramzy 
Aljandali 

Les ie 
All red 

Drew 
Anderson 
H 

Chris 
Angeles 

Kai-Logan 
Arabe 

Dominique 
Arizpe 

Devon 
Arruda 

Chandler 
Baker 

Tyler 
Ballard 

Colton 
Barrier 

Rosemary 
Bashaw 

Juan-Manuel 
Batista 

William 
Baxter 

Jack 
Beheler 

Courtney 
Bell 

Abygail 
Bennett 

Adam 
Bergman 

Ryan 
Black 

Sophia 
Boatman-Webb 

Russell 
Bodily 

Heather 
Bogeman 

Christion 
Breton-Hall 

Jerrell 
Brevard 

Michael 
Brink 

Sofia 
Buitrago 

Spencer 
Bullen 

Hayden 
Buxton 

Noah 
Alusha 

Kalee 
Austria 

Alyana 
Bautista 



I 

Cody 
Choate 

Aailani 
Cedeno 

Payton 
Chandler 

Estes 
Cantarero-George 

Michael 
Calderwood 

Logan 
Campbell 

Alexus 
Cobb 

Diego 
Colon 

Zachary 
Cirello 

Isabella 
Cirello 

Mackenzie 
Choate 

Natalia 
Crane 

Michael 
Cooper 

Vernal 
Crosley 

Madison 
Cone 

Austin 
Couch 

Gabrielle 
D'Ippolito 

Kiley 
Culver 

Kasey 
Dallara 

Samuel 
Davis 

Sierra 
Culberson 

Christina 
Dallara 

Gabriel 
Delanoy 

Amber 
Diaz 

Hannah 
Dickinson 

McKenna 
Drickell 

Jonathan 
Durr 

Owen 
Dube 

Trinity 
Edwards 

Patience 
Faddis 

Rocio 
Fernandez 





Rachel 
Kent 

Maddison 
Kennedy 

Jaedyn 
Kaufman 

Cheyenne 
Karr 

Megan-Elizabeth 
Jimenez 

Thomas 
Kisch 

Katelyn 
Kimball Kreager 

Joseph 
Linza 

Sean 
Lingens 

Thomas Myles 
Lavis 

Abigail 
Martin 

Isaiah 
Maez 

Connor 
Markus 

Kaitlin 
Lyon 

Christian 
Lowe 

Olivia 
McBroom 

Darion 
McConagha-

Christopher 
May 

Kelsey 
Mashburn 

Julia 
Martinez 

Kevin 
Martin 

Korbin 
McKinney 

Gavin 
McMillan 

Brian 
McKinley 

Shannon 
McCray 

Kiernan 
McGuire 

Elizabeth 
McCrady 



Savannah 
Messer 

Elijah 
Morris 

Samuel 
Newberry 

r-* 

John 
Qdom 

Isabella 
Carmella Paz 

Cameron 
Phillips 

Blake 
Peterson 

Grace 
Peterson 

Syrena 
Morgan 

Michael 
Peacock 

Valeria 
I Perez-Vilianueva 

Hunter 
Murphy 

Cameron 
Nails 

Cole 
McReynolds 

Liam Thais 
Medina Perez 

Noah 
Mendenhall 

Matthew 
Miller 

Marley 
Monahan 

Nicholas 
Mooney 

Asia 
Morales 

Makayla 
Munis 

Linda 
Naglack 

Mackensie 
Newman 

Jai la 
Novotnv 

Justin 
Nofzinger Norman 

Caitlyn 
Oniskeit 

Justice 
Olson 

Matthew 
I Oreskovich 

— 

Cathryn 
Parks 

Aliyah 
Meridith 

Oleksandra 
Nelson 

Zachary 
Ochoa 

Issac 
Patton 



Kathryn 
Raper 

Alexandra 
Pinkham 

Brandon 
Price 

Alesandra 
Priest 

Renee 
Randall 

Natalya 
Richardson 

Alanis 
Raymer 

Matthew 
Reismann 

Carter 
Rausch 

Jane 
Rawcliffe 

Christopher 
Ritter 

Abraham 
Rivera 

Logan 
Ridenbaugh 

Jahlan 
Robinson 

Emma 
Rietz 

Antonio 
Rivera 

Christopher 
Rodriguez 

Joangelis 
Rodriguez 

Austin 
Rodefer 

Jessica 
Rodgers 

Bryce 
Romleski 

Kaden 
Romleski 

Jahrike 
Roney 

Alexandria 
Savage 

Tatiara 
Russell 

Robert 
Schofield 

Sydney 
Schori 

Anja 
Scrudder 

Oliver 
Seelig 

Asiah 
Shannon 

Jessica 
Sellers 

Caroline 
Shelley 

Phoebe 
Shin 



Danyel 
Sloan 

Sydney 
Smith 

Samantha 
Sonka 

Corey 
Shiver 

Jourdan 
Spencer 

Aidan 
StCyr 

Elijah 
Stombaugh 

Donato 
Stephens 

Megan 
Stretch Stankiewicz 

Cole 
Strom 

Emily 
Stuart 

Jacob 
Szczygiel 

Alicia 
Surran 

Saydie 
Temple 

Avary 
Tennant 

Bryce 
Thomas 

Jayson 
Thomas 

David 
Thompson 

Aerriane Trisha 
Thomas 

Tiara 
Tucker 

Aurelio 
Varela 

Dametrique 
Vaughns 

Daniel 
Veloz 

Anthony 
Villella 

Sage 
Victoria 

Abdielomar 
Villanueva-Cruz 

Lorenza 
Waldron 

Dakota 
Watson 

Nadia 
Watt 

Suzanna 
Werner 

Juliana 
Wildgoose 



k 

Adrianna 
Williams 

Christierra 
Williams 

Patience 
Williams 

Samuel 
Williams 

Samuel 
Williams 

Xavier 
Woodard 

Isaiah 
Wright 

Lydia 
Woodfork 

Cross 
Workcuff 

Tayler 
Worle 

Late but not forgotten 

Gabriel 
Aguilar 

Isabella 
Coddington 

Caitlin 
Foster 

Adam 
Hamilton 

Gary 
Hindoien 

Jackson 
Howard 

Annabel 
Johnson 

Gabrielle 
Redden 

Tamar 
Lassiter 

Nathan 
Smith 

Heaven 
Thomas 

Christopher 
Vaughters 

Jaeden 
Trueheart 



Most likely to win an 
Olympic Medal 

Best Bromance " • Best Hair 
» i * • 1 

sa\AA.a\AtV\a sorted a^d tcadeu. 
Romfestel 

jtrod Little av id Bryce 
Thom.as 

Boti/di/uc[u.e Arlzpe fli/td 
Ac\ilc\vit CedgiA,0 

Teachers Pet Best Smile 

Kelsey M ashbum at/vd[JohiA, 
Odom. 

Jacob <qolo(eiA, ai/vd M ega^v 
tfu.ll 





Jeremiah Denzel 
Acheampoag 

Jannah 
Alexis 

Taniya 
Aleem 

Kaylin 
Armbrust 

Chukwuemeka 
Alumanah 

Maliik 
Andrus 

Masaya' 
Archbolc 

Amos 
Alsvig 

Azure 
Ameen 

Gabriella 
Ascano 

A'Jay 
Baptiste 

Drew 
Barlow 

Dominic 
Barrus 

Lindsay 
Bean 

Elizabeth 
Bickel 

Andrew 
Blaisdell 

Landon 
Blakeman 

Conner 
Bloomer 

Maxine 
Boehne 

Marcus 
Bradley 

Joshua 
Boyd 

William 
Brink 

Adelina 
Bonilla 

Hannah 
Brown 

Miko 
Cassidy 

Matthi 
Butle 

Sheyenne 
Brooks 

Brianna 
Cadle 



^ameron 
Chester 

Audra 
Cote 

Leo 
tortez 

John 
Christensen 

Elizabeth 
Connolly 

Kaleb 
Cook 

Christion 
Clay 

Enrius 
Collazo 

Aneesa 
Coomer 

Ashton 
Craycraft 

Brooklynn Sophia 
Davis Demalis 

Mason Denver Alexander Aurora 
Cronrath Dalpias Davis Davis 

Danyelle 
Denton 

Paige Jadaya 
Dowell Easter 

Gina 
Dobbins 

Kyle 
Edwards 

Naythan 
Elisondo 

Naser 
Eaves 

Brianna 
Eckart 

Garrett 
Erickson 

David 
Faust 

Gabrielle 
Fiorella 

Presten 
Filcek 

Jared 
Fischer 

Kayla 
Friend 



Shelby 
Gomez 

Chloe 
Gilliland 

Jorden 
Garland 

Preston 
Gessel 

Grady 
Gallagher 

Morgan 
Gabriel 

Kaitlyn 
Harris 

Star 
Groves 

Christina 
Gregory 

Aaliyah 
Greene 

Maria 
Grant-Villacorta 

Jackson 
Hills 

Jordanne 
Hill 

Mercedes 
Hawkins 

Andres 
Hart 

Natasha 
Harris 

' £S& 
Jordan 
Hodson 

Daron 
Houtman-Smith 

Bailey 
Holland 

' Lara 
Hoppstadter 

Stephen 
I lodges 

Donovan 
Hittle 

Madison 
Johnson 

Shemilia 
Johnson 

Andrew 
Jensen 

Graysen 
Hunter 

Gabriela 
Junkers 

Jerod 
Junkins 

Abigale 
Knepper 

Bryason 
Korver 



Nathan 
Kranz 

Ashley 
Lawrence 

Payton 
Latiolais 

Darren 
Lawrence 

Jalon 
Lewis 

Enyna 
Lwis 

Isabelle 
Ley 

Morgan 
Lewis 

Jordan 
Liebig 

Ethan 
hinder 

Kimberly 
Lindsey 

Sierrah 
Linza 

Ellora 
Lizarraga 

Ashlynn 
Lobrecht 

Patricia 
Louis 

Joshua 
Manalo 

Victoria 
Malone 

Emily 
Martin 

Mindy 
Martinez 

Melissa 
Masur 

Gavin 
Mathewson 

Aram 
Matos 

Mia 
McKeller 

Loren 
Medina Perez 

Christene 
Merrill 

Jaymeson 
*#t^fcalt 

Leann 
Miller 

Darien 
Mitchell 

Shelby 
Mitchell 

Danielle 
Monroe 



Olivia 
O'Brien 

David 
Newland 

Hannah 
Nelson 

Samantha 
Morgan 

Damon 
Mosby 

Arielle 
Moon 

Conner 
Osborne 

Micah 
O'Malley 

Nathan 
O'Daniel 

Ashlyn 
O'Connor 

Grace 
Pearson 

Hunter 
Pederson 

Stefon 
Palmer 

Aaron 
Paulson 

Brionna 
Page 

Sheyanne 
Peynado 

Izayah 
Peterson 

Owen 
Peterson 

Sean 
Peters 

Iain 
Peters 

Lorenzo 
Perkes 

Trinity 
Rasmussen 

Jalen 
Rahter 

Ashton 
Price 

Alexis 
Price 

Nicholas 
Pratt 

Michael 
Polloni 

Madeline 
Rayburn 

Reagan 
Ritzade 

Kaden 
Rippy 

Charles 
Reismann 

Jenna 
Risko 

Bryant 
Raymundo 



°id listen to 

• J*CKSQH 

mfflri U 
Ahkel 

Robinson 
Nicolas 
Rojas 

Dashiell 
Rogers 

Karla 
Robillard 

Carter 
Robison Roach 

Sarah 
Ruffing 

Julien 
Rueffel 

Eli 
Rothas 

Margaret 
Rose 

Kalysta 
Santos 

Katherine 
Sankey 

Khalil 
Sample 

Tessa 
Sandlin 

AJ Daniel 
Sales 

Cecelia 
Sagun 

W:tf' 
Cody 

Savchenko 
Noe 

Senen 
Serena 

Sells 
Hannah 
Sarinana 

Mercedez 
Shelton 

Tieran 
Shoffne: 

Jose 
Shough 

Tevin 
Sewer 

Colleen 
Simpson 

Alexander 
Sims 

Lordess 
Signil 

Willie 
Signil 

Maddi 
Shumate 

Jon 
Skidmore 



Dylan 
Spurrell 

Andre 
Soares 

Miquel 
Smith 

irisfopher 
Slover 

•>olomon 
Udoaka 

Caleb 
Thorne 

Lauren 
Sutherland 

Bryan 
Stewart 

Jakob 
Steinbeck 

dison-C 
Velasco 

Luciano 
Vazquez 

Natalia 
Varela 

Molly 
Underwood Waite 

Victoria 
White 

Carl 
Wilcox 

Robert 
Wendt 

Sarah 
Warren 

Levi 
Weldon 

hmi 
Yamazaki 

Taya 
Worthington 

Chloe 
Wolfe 

Maria 
Wilson 

Kaiya 
Wilson Williams 



'ashaun 
Lewis 

Jamar 
Alderman Lester Hoopes 

Ivan 
Winkle 

ives 

Best Dressed Prettiest Eyes: 
Marcus Bradley 

Gabrielle Deutsch 
Nathan Kranr 

Aaliyah Greene 
Naser Eaves 

1 \ Haley Deome 
Enrius Collazo 
Gina Dobbins 

BOYAUS 

FOOTBALL 

Best Bromance: Most Likely to Succeei 
Nicolas Rojas 

Kathryn Spears 

Cutest Couple that Never Was: 

Alexander Davis Solomon Udoaka 
Melissa Masur 

Graysen Hunter 
Michael Polloni Kayla Friend 







"After the musical was over I 
gained new friends." 

- Valeria Perez 

Dedicated thespians, stage 
hands and tech crews worked 
to produce this year's spring 

musical "Bye Bye Birdie". 
They stunned the audience with 

vibrant vocals and dazzling 
dance moves. This year's musical 
told the story of Conrad Birdie, 
a rock star selected for the draft 

and struggling songwriter Albert 
Peterson. 
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"I recommend to put yourself out 
there, don't hesitate." 

- Naomi Zahn 

Cast & Crew 
Sean Hogan 
Kayla Lopez 

Grady Gallagher 
Emily Leibl 
Ryan Bali 

Connor Bloomer 
Valeria Perez 
Kimball Bean 
Isabelle Ley 
Naomi Zahn 

Gabrielle Fiorella 
Jaclyn Reyes 
Lindsay Bean 

Hannah Carlson 
Anli Raymer 
Abi Martin 

Camille Wapelhorst 
Mason Williams 

Ashton Parks 
Leisle Allred 

Kennedy Palmer 
Claudia Tisdale 
Cathryn Parks 

Sophia Ashford 
Andrew Sulhoff 
Samera Coomer 
Hannah Gresham 

Marley Monahan 
Justice Olson 

Chloe Wapelhorst 
Andrew Sulhoff 

Ethan Leibl 
Jacob Wolgast 

Ester Bean 
Jackie Fiorella 



Track and Field 
ROSTER 

As a year-round athlete, how does competing in 
track improve your abilities in other sports? 

"It helps me increase my agility and speed." 
-Ziah Bracy, 10th 

"100/400 Dash is essential in maintaining my 
training for cheer leading." 

-Alexis Cobb. 10th 



Track and field is a sport which includes athletic contests established on the skills 
of running, jumping, and throwing. Track and field is one of the oldest collections 
sports, and Ramstein remains at the top by working together like a family. As one, 
they are victorious. In past years, we have had a strong team and there is no doubt 
this year is any different. 

IRDiYrA'H nroinw 

Pictured to the left Jason Jones 
clearing a high jump. 

Pictured to the right Bryce Thomas and JJ 
Little competing in hurdles. 



SOFTBALL 
Managers: 

Coaches: 

Roster: 



rfOYRff ; ROYRU, jovflLs qflVRU, flOYHLSj 

"What I love most about this team is the 
friendships and bonding that comes from it. 

Someone will come in new one season and at 
the end have 17 more sisters in her life always 

supporting her." 
-Gabrielle Deutsch, 11th 

& "My most memorable moment of the 
B season was winning our first game of the 

W season knowing there was legacy that we 
fp ^ needed to continue." 

-Megan Short, 10th 

These Lady Royals have a lot of team spirit and dedication. They 
do not let the fear of striking out keep them from 

playing the game. These ladies really give it their all on and off 
the field. The team always gives 100 percent and it shows with the 

end of an unbelievable season. 
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The baseball team this year is aimed at growing and training young 
athletes with great coaching and managing. Baseball is not something 

these boys just do, but it's something they love, iand they have formed a 
brotherhood. That is what makes Ramstein Baseball the best. 

Roster 

Coach 



Varsity Girls Soccer 

•n i -i i • 

The girl's varsity soccer team took a trip to Wiesbaden, 
Germany to compete in their first game of the season. The 
varsity Royals ended up winning the game with a score 
of 1-0 . However, these games took a lot of hard work 
and perseverance. Tying with Stuttgart gave them the 
competative edge to go on and continue to dominate the 
season as they took on Shape at the K-Town stadium (win) 
and their other advesaries of BFA, Lakenheath and Vilsek. 



I 
I 

" I don't know if there was a specific reason or time I just remember starting to 
play the sport and then instantly falling in love with it. Can 1 answer Ramstein. 
We aren't professionals YET, but this is definitely by far my most favorite team 
ever. Being part of the team means having a second family, people who love you 
and people you know you can always talk to. it's so much more than just who 
you play with on the field it's like knowing someone's always got your back. 

-Aurora Davis, 11th 

" Soccer has been the main sport in my family so I w as pushed into the soccer life and then it 
has always been apart of me. I myself do not have a favored professional team, I follow players. 
My avorite one being Tim Howard, the goalie of the U.S. men's team. A team's success is built 
on the team's chemistry. A team has been able to work together and bond and support each 
other in order to succeed on the field. A team is a family. For those 3 to 4 months of the sea
son, those girls you play with are your sisters and we all need each other in order to meet our 
shared end goal which of course is European Championships. " 

-Christene Merrill, 11th 

" I've played since I w as little it's really a part of the culture I grew up in. I don t 
have a favorite team hut i lo ve to watch soccer games when they're on. 'Ihe key 
to team success is communication and collaboration as well as being humble. 
Everyone might be a great individual player but if they don't work well with 
others then the team can really suffer. Being a part of the team means so much 
to me because we're like a family, I've never been on a team thats as fun and 
tight as this one. " 

-Ariela Hernandez, 12th 
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Coach Robert Gomez 

ROSTER 
Emma Battles 

Hannah Dickinson 
Navia Duran 
Emma Edens 
Shelby Gomez 
Natasha Harris 
Abby Knepper 

Kelsey Mashburn 
Serena Morgan 

Ashlyn Oconner 
Alexandra Pinkham 

Jane Rawcliffe 
Karla Robillard 
Brooke Rogers 

Nicole Stout 
Natalia Valera 
Sage Victoria 

Coach Katina Campbell 



* J 
"We have a lot of room to grow, still we are proud of what we have accomplished." 

-Natasha Harris, 11th 
\ J 

"Having a new group and getting to know how to work together is always a challenge." 
-Karla Robillard, 11th 

JV Girls Soccer, as always, is a great prelude to 
making the varsity team. Honing their skills 
and technique on the field; sharpening their 
teeth on opponents from all over Europe; these 
ladies are out to make their mark. Many of 
them have aspirations to have soccer as the 
ticket to scholarships and be able to play in the 
college leagues. Kick it, Ladies! 

"Success in soccer cannot be 
attributed to LUCK. Teamwork, 
tenacity, training and talent 
creates champions!" 

-Coach Katina Campbell 



BOYS VARSITY SOCCEll 
Roster 

Jerrell Brevard 

Jaden Buelvas 

Spencer Bullen 

Marcelo Buitrago 

Diego Colon 

Garrett Erikson 

Dylan Grimes 

Paul Heli 

Tamar Holmes 

Dante Lapitan 

Gavin McMillan 

Gregory McMillan 

Carter Robison 

Daniel Shin 

Jayson Thomas 

Kyle Vargas 

Anthony Vi 

Noah Yanc 

Ramstein fights for the ball, 
pushing to get 

another victory, with 
everyone on the field ready 

to help, it will happen. 

Garrett Erikson sends 
the ball flying through 

the air to the other 
goal, getting it back to 
varsity's midfielders 

and forwards. 



A successful team 
plays with one 

heart! 

Gregory McMillan 
shoots the ball across 

the field with 
amazing strength, 

sending it back up the 
field, toward the goal. 

Perpetual muscular endurance and aggression shapes the 
Ramstein boys' Varsity soccer team. As a team, they're 
constantly working towards one goal (pun intended): 

European championships. The team puts their blood, sweat, and 
tears into their passion and stand united as a team. No matter 

the circumstances, the RHS soccer program is ready to 
overcome any obstacles put ahead of them and take on a season 
full of excitement. With focus and determination, the Ramstein 

Royals are on their way to having an unforgettable season. 
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BOYS J.V. SOCCER 

Coach: 
Michael Erickson 

Captains: 
Michael Calderwood 

Justin Scott 

Roster: 
Urim Cakolli 
Gabe Delanoy 
Julio Delanoy 
Austin Grimes 
Ryzun Hazen 
Yassine Imras 
Diego Lopez 

Diether Messner 
Matt Oreskovich 
Matt Reismann 

Jose Shough 
Hunter Smith 
Cole Strom 

Jacob Szczygiel 
Simon Williams 

J 
Justin Scott 

protecting the 
ball from four 

defenders! 

WE ARE FAMILY! 



Shoot for your GOALS! 

The Junior Varsity soccer team is not holding anything back this season! 
Perseverance is the name of the game. The sliding, sweaty group hugs, and 
hard hits are all a part of the process. They're better than ever and are only 

improving their skills.  F illing the shoes of the Varsity players will not be 
problem with the Royals'  hard work and dedication. 

Did you know? For the 2018 World 
Cup, approximately 67% of our JV 

Soccer Team is cheering on Germany! 
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What will 
you do? 

Who will 
YOU 

BECOME? 

E m i l y  L  e  i  b  1  
h e m i s t /  s i n g e r /  a c t o  

A d e l i n a  B o n i l l a  
O w n  a  no n - p r o f i t  

B u s i n e s s  

N i c h o l a s  G r o j e a r  
E g i n e e r  a t  N A S A  I s a b e l l e  L e y  

J j j ^ ^ S  e i s m o l o g i s t  

| S h a m i l i a  J o h n s o n |  
B a s k e t b a l l  c o a c h  



• t 

At Ramstein we have 
an extremely unique 
group of students so 

we decided to make a 
page in the Yearbook 
that showed just how 
unique all the kids in 
our High School are... 

That peaceful moment, that time of 
being completely focused, when you 
think that there is no one watching... 

yearbook staff are there to save it 
forever. 
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Steven 

J4n th . e s  I I I  
'Unhessyou continuaf-

fy work, evofve, and 
innovate, you'(((earn 
a quicksand painfu( 
Cessonfrom someone 

who has." - 4y'NCA 
'Wrestdng Champion, 

Cae( Sanderson 

< 
n 

(Rynelle 

JA casio 

"(Do wfiat you 
love and love 

ivfiat you do." 

Loren 

JAshley 

., ""Unicorns are 
amazing!!!!!!!!'" 

Azure 
AgricuCa-

McCormicf 

""Where's the 
plug? She's on 

the 
Is hands." 
-1Migos 

(Day [an 

JAngefes 
Ladies, guys are sick,( 
of hearing you ask, 

where aCC of the "nice 
guys" are. They 're in 

the friend zone, where 
you (eft them." 

-(Barney Stinson 

MfUfiBOVS!!!" 
- (DashieXd 

(Ryan 

(Baih 
""He who controls 
the past controls 

the future, he who 
controls the presen 
controls the past." 
- George Orweds 

"1984" 
< ft 

dCans 

(Bareifis 
"<Dreams so hig t hat 
1 don't even think/, 
they make sense (of \ 
but we gonna do em 
anyway tmst me." 

-Stormzy 



(Michaef CPhefps 

7 wz/Tdo great 
things." 

Connor 

<Barton 

"I can't hear you, 
its too darkjn 

here." 

fiCeyna 

CBeCter 
"fi. goaf is not 

afways meant to he 
reached. It often 
serves simpfy as 

something to aim 
at." 

- (Bruce Lee 

'Eunice 
Dominique 
<Bernardo 

(( r I am 
actuaffy going to 

do something with 
my [iff 

Tliey say it's happy ] 
here. (Happiness is 

figurative. 1 in happy 
'cause of me, doesn 

matter where I'm 
hiving." 

-The Neighbourhood^ 
West Coast 

"(My name's 

w 

Setfi 

<Be rat^ 

"The onfy true 
wisdom is in 

[flowing you [now 
nothing." 
-Socrates 

ficfioCas i,; 

(Bfa^e 

"If you want to he 
the 6est, you have 
to do things thatt 

other peopfe aren't 
wiffing to do" 1 

fe6ekafi 

CBCatcfiCey 



"It's 6etter to 
Burn out, than to 

fade away." 

(fevaugfin 

(Bracy 

"I'mgonna hurdfe 
you." 

-(Jevaughn (Bracy 

Jk yfESW 
Anastasia 

<Broom 

nth, Tmst and 
(Piyie-dust." 

[Matthew 

(Brown 

"ifpCan "JL" 
didn't wort^ the 
ahphaBet has 25 

more betters." 

(Marcefo 
' v  M 

(Buitrago 

"I couhdn't raise 
my grades so I put 

them up for 
adoption." 

Sa6rina 

(Buffeti 

Sabrina 

JBrookg 

"It's a hong ro ad 
to wisdom, But a 
short one to Being 

ignored." 
- The Lumineers 

"I 'm here for a 
good time, not a 

Bong tim e." 
- Big Sean 

When the hate 
doesn't wof 

they start telling 
hies..." 

- OdeIIBecffiam 
Jr. 

5Mafiafa 

CBogeman 



JAfexander 
Cameron Chavez 

"(Dream (Big" 
-jAndre Cameron 

'Startedfrom the, 
6order now we 1 

here." f 
- Chingo (Bfing J 

Jonathan 
Ciero 

(Dominic 
Cara6a[[o 

"The Stone JAge die 
not end because wi 
ran out of stones. 
It is because we 
found something 

better." 

7 ain't never had 
nobody put that 
on my mommy." 

ffichofas 
Chinton 

Larissa 
Cardoso 

"We accept the 
hove we thinfwe 

deserve." 
• Stephen Chbosfy 

RHS BABY! 
-Mr. T 

Camryn 
Carsweff 

(Ryan 

Coffins 

l don t wanna 
breaijur heart, I 

just wanna breaf 
urcufew." 

-Jacob Sartorius 

Ijyou re ajrau 
to fad,you 're 

pro6abfy going 
to fad." 

-%obe (Bryant 



JAugustyn 
Crane 

"'You'11miss the 
6est things if you 

keep your eyes 
shut." 

- (Dr. Seuss 

N? 

if . , 
m ' W'.:1 

% m 

Sy6eCCa 
Crespo 

"Nay the flowers 
remind us why the 
rain is so necessary, 
and this is the part 
where you find out 

who you are." 

l.Erin 
Cruz 

"No one is you 
and that is your 

power." 

(Robert 
Cu [bison 

"Stay hydrated." 

1 1 (Brittany 
Cunningham 

" I n  t h e  h o n g  r u n ,  
the sharpest 

weapon of ad is. 
a hind and gentle 

spirit." 
-JAnne Erank^ 

Cicftiey 
Custer 

"'Yeah, I said that,, 
6ut it was a fie." 

Jdmancfa 
(Da by 

"WouldI rather 
6e feared or loved? 
'Easy, 6oth. I want 
people to he afraid 
of how much they 

love me. r 
NichaefScott 

Connor 
(Davey 1 

"Chicken and 
(Rice" 

ii >.<5* 



Isa6eC 
<Diffon 

"Corning out of the 
closet helps you as 

much as everyone else, 
because who wants 
to he stuchfn a tiny 

closet with that many 
people?" 

"'When fife hands,: 
you free nachos\I 

you don't question' 
it?" 

-(Drake (Bed \ 

hMario 
(DeCos Santos 

""Manners 'Maheth 
:Man" 

- (Pofiteness and 
CjoodiManners J4re 

^Essential to 
'Humanity 

f 
Joshua 

(Drisheff 
Owen 

(DeTingo 

"I've hived the 
greatest hife of 

)) anyone. 
- 'MarhyCarhtori 

Sincere 
(DucfCey 

"Laughter is 
time Cess, 

imagination has no 
age and dreams are 

forever." 
-Waft Disney 

"Don't het the hyp) 
get to you, just sta 
humhhe, andhungr 
and do what you df 

6est: HOOD!" 



Sean 

Effiot 

"Wimrwg is 
not everything-but 

making the 
<E(FcFO(RT to win is." 

- Vvnce Lombardi 

jAm6er 

'Enos 

"Once in awhife 
someone amazing 
comes afong and 

here I am." 
-CDisney (Keyore) 

• , :-—m m jsm a 

jAtexancter 

Etter 

"Memento Mori." 

Zacfiary 

1Evans 
"(Do you th inh.it sf 
possibhe that some 
peopfe are born to. 

give more than they 
wiff ever get bach.ni 

return?" 
- -Tyler Knott 

(jtegson 

Yfiari 

<Dupree 

"I tried to ma he 
this the hestyear, 
andy'ad ruined 

it!" 

James 

EscaCante 

"TfintmiWKKs 
mmmmgg-

ggggg 
-Chewhacca 

"(Better an oops 
than a what if." 

(Brian 

Es fife man 

"Whateveryou are, 
be a good one." 

- Abraham LincoCn 

JAriana 

Easton 



enigma. 
(Pat tic f(,Star 

CejancCra 
fCo res 

"Hardships often 
prepare ordinary 

peopfefor 
extraordinary 

destinies." 
- C-S• Lewis 

XesCey 
fCucCjfjer 

"I'm not great at 
advice, can I 

interest you in a 
sarcastic 

comment? " 
-Chandfer (Bing 

Victor 
foster 

"The goaf in fife is 
to die with 

memories, not 
dreams." 

CjaC6ra.it ft 
"... and I heard, as 
it were the noise of 
thunder, one of the 
four beasts saying, 

Come and see." 
-'Hofy Bibfe, 
pevel'a lions, 

Chapter 6, Verse 1 

"We re afffaced with | 
series of great 

opportunities hridiantf 
disguised as impossibfi 

situations." 
- Charfes % 
Swindod 

Savanna 
CjaCCo 3  ̂

"'\Whatever.;" 

Ivan 
Cjarcia 

"The inner 
machinations of mA 

mind are an 

Joshua 
Cjarcia 

"Love me or hate 
me. (picffone. I 

don't fife peopfe 
who can't decide.$ 
- Thomas (fifmar 



Joshua 

(Jecfeon 

"I thinfevery group 
of 6hick guys should 

have at [east one 
white guy in it." 
-(Dave Chappeffe 

(Brandon 

Cjihe 

"(Bananas are a 
great source of 

potassium." 
- dComer 

"The most importanty 
thing in fife is to 

s t o p  s a y i n g  7  w i s h ,  
and to start saying 

7 wiCC." 
- Charfes 'Dickens 

f fannah • 
(J re sham 

"Love's a choice, | 
rumors are fake, 

you 're unstoppable, 
and food is [fe. Keep 

your head up high 
b e c a u s e  h a t e r s  w i f f  

6e working in (Burger 
Xing." 

"If you hang with 
rocky, you are a 

rock," 
-hMr.f 

"findon the 8th 
fay, (jof created 

America." 
#Q of bless 

(Erif{ 

(jreen 

"The greatest thing 
I've [earnedin [fe 
is, I stif have a [ot 

to [earn." 

'Kay fa 

Cj rooms 

"(peanut 6utter 
jetty with a 

basebattbat." 



Ivan 
Ha rued 

"'Father." 

Jackie 
Harris 

"I'drather 6e a 
nobody than a 

somebody who tries 
to be fihe 

everybody." 

Seth 
"Harris 

"If you run into a 
wad, don't turn 

around andgive up. 
Figure out bow to 

cfimh it, go through 
it, or workaround it." 

-IMichaetJordan 

(Rosa 

'Henderson 
Re6ecca 

Jaco6son 

"cYou have to go 
whoheheartedhy 

anything in order 
to achieve 

worth having." 
'Franhfdoyd Wrig 

"I want to 
a 
a hot. Sheep 
whife. Id a he 

beautifuh. 

Clifford 
Jackson 

"Free (Bo66y 

hMarquise 
Jackson 

"Fake is the 
new reaf, so be 

yoursehf." 

"rWho hurt you?" 
"My expectations." 



Jay 
Jernigan-Cruz 

"(Do or do not, 
there is no try." 

"Whoever -wears 
#6 next year, mahje 
sure you eat up. " ' 

fly fen 

'Kemp 

"It is 6etter to 6e 
respected than it is td 

he popular. 
1Popularity ends on 
yearhooh^day, 6ut 

respect lasts forever." 
-John (Bytheway 

Zacdary 

King 

"What, you egg?" 
- Shakespeare 

McKjnCey 

%ir6y 

"I'm gfad this is 
over, pfain and 

simple." 

flnna 

Jenkins 

"I don't hjiow how 
you've managed 
to stay alive this 

long." 
- <Dad 

jAnne-Xfltherine 
Jimenez 

"If you 're going 
to he two-faced at 
least male one of 

them pretty." 
-IMarilyn IMonroe 

Cdarita 

Jimetio 
"(promise me you'll 
always remem6er: 
Sou 're 6raver than 

you Selieve, stronger 
than you seem, and 
smarter than you 

thinly " 
-Winnie The Pooh 



•'M±sZ 
Isaac 
Letz 

Charles 

Kjiotts 
'Norm a City is Lik e a 

paved road. 
Comforta6Ce to 
walfjon 6ut no 
flowers gorw." 
-Vincent Van 

d°Bfl 

(Diamond ^ 
r Levi 

"I would rather % 
stand with (jod andj 

he judged hy the ( 
world than stand 

with the world and 
he judged hy Cjod." 

suspense. 

CM a Lis on 

Lightfoot 

Dante 

Lapitan 

"(Being challenged 
in life is inevitable, 

being defeated is 
optional." 

- (Roger Crawford 

"I don t want to 
befriends, I want 

JL udis." 
- SmoleVurpp 1 

L than 

Lei6I 
Jlshley 

Lom6era 

'(Be good to 
people." 



(DeCaney 
Longmuir 

"I'm selfish, impatient 
and a fit the insecure. I 
mamis takes . . .  Hut  
if you can't handCe 

me at my worst, then 
you sure as hed don't 

deserve me at my 
6est." 

-'Marilyn Monroe 

Conner 
Looney 

"When you can't 
m a k e  t f i e m  s e e  t f e  
fig fit, mafe tfiem 
feef tfie fieat." 
-Ronafd 'Regan 

Cafe6 
Cove 

"What you 're not 
a6out to do is 
disrespect me." 

- Cafeh Love 

"Onceyou've hit 
rock^hottom, you 
can't sinf any 

Cower." 

CPreparation 
cPrevents (Poor 
(Performance." 

rfficftoCas 
Lowe 

"Lou 're never ready. 
Lou go when you 're 
ready enough. These 

years have been 
enjoy a She, but now's 

the time when we 
head out on our own 

adventures." 

CMacfcfie 
Cuhinskg 

XDon't practice 
untifyou get it 
right, (practice 

untifyou can't get 
it wrong." 
-Vnkjiown 

rflfeyamfra 



fifyfa 
bMcCasf f i f f  

Isaac 

"Life is life a boy 
of chocolates, 
overpriced and 

sometimes full of 
crap." 

"I don't need to be 
in the mi\. That's 

how you lose 
flavor." 

JLCeyantfer 
ficCracfy 

fiLspyn 
IMarts 

'Carter I found 
your 6eats!" 
- <Everyone 

Igot snacfs in my 
bag, I ain't gotta 

worry!!" 

Cfieyenne 
(McCa[[ougfi 

"didyour dreams 
can come true 
if you have the 

courage to pursue 
them." 

Walt'Disney 

bMayfieCcC 

"Though my soul 
may set in darfness, 
it will rise in pefiect 

light; I have lov ed the 
stars too fondly to he 
fearful of the night." 

-Sarah "Williams 

i\iif{aefa 
IM eft room 

'"Each one of us is a 
brain... and an 
athlete... and a 
haslet case...a 
princess...and a 

criminal." 
-'•Breaffast Club 

Jessica 
JdcCuf fouf f i  
You must not let 

anyone define your 
limits because of 

where you come from. 
i dour only limit is 

your soul." 
-pataloudle 



Tfiatferine 

iMc<DonaCcf 

"'When fife gives 
you femons, you 

pro6a6fy just found 
femons." 

-(Bo Burnham 

CBaiCeigfi 

fMcTafC 

"If you were 6orn 
with the 

weakness to faff, 
you were horn with 
the strength to get 

hacfup" 

Cjregory 

McMillan 

"One day or day 
one, 'YO'V decide." 

Joseph 

vLedina-fMontanez 

"I hope with aff my 
soufthat 

everyone finds their 
peifiect hafance and 
the confidence that 

comes with it." 
-'EarfSweatshirt 

Ceisef 

fMendenftatf 

"We're aff 6rave 
untifwe reafize 

the cockroach has 
wings. 

Owen 

fMenchenhatt 

m 

"In order to find 
yourself, who you 
reaffy are, you got 

to 6e with yourself; 
you got to hang out 

with yourself." 
-dost (Mafone 

i fie 6ehah 

iMichef 

"No prohfem is 
worth your tears." 

fiaren Campheff 

Christian 

MiCey 

"Life is whatever 
you ma he it, just 
thanfjtjod that 
you made it." 
-Chance the 

dapper 



Kjndra %iara 

Nangauta 

'(Don't cry becausel 
it's over, smife 

because it 
fiappenecf." 

^2 
Cfcirf\C 

hMiCey 

"Sometimes the 
best stance is not 
stanching at aff." 

#Bhach{Lvves 
iMatter 

Trevor 

hMider 

"I pfan to eat with 
the peopfe I starvech 

with." 

Samara-Jade 

hMof^ 

"forget the 
mistakes and 
remember the 

hesson, because I d 
rather say oops 

than say what if." 

"No, I d o not do 
Minecraft." 

-A hey 

hMunroe 

"None of my 
assignments are 
done, but I sure 

am. 

hMicfieaC 

hMurguia 

""The onhy tim e I set 
the bar how is for I 

him bo." 
-'Micheah Scott 

Chai-iMecca 
IMorahes-Trankg 

Nou are who you 
choose to be." 
-Iron Cjiant 



Wiffiam 

NettCes 

"'There are no sa fe 
paths in this part of the I 
wortd. cRemem6eryou 

are over the <Edge of the 
'WiCd now, and in for ! 

a[[ sorts of fun wherevert 

you go." L 
-J.'R.'R. Tolkien, 

The Tfohhit 

"What we do does 
not define who we 
are. What defines 
us is how wed we 
rise after fading." 

didzaSetfi 

Noef 

Alexander 

Os6orne 
"What, so everyone's 

supposed to sheep , 
every single night 

nou>? d-you re alize 
nighttime males up 
half of all time?" 
—(RicpSanchez 

'(Be your own 
anchor." 

Cedes 

Oswatd 

<Denae 

Norman 

'What the what?!" 
(fumhall Watteron someone s 

ntner 

Paddock^ 
"No one ready has 
any idea what they 
are doing. The most 

successful people 
are those who wing 

it the 6est." 

"(Before you say 
I'm "extra"and 
"too much," asp 

yourself... are you 
even "enough?" 



Jeiveff 

(Parii 
"Toil just gotta 

keep fivin' Macf 
L-I-T-I-% " 
-'Matthew 

McConaugfiey, 
(Dazed and 
Confused 

Cifiana 

farmer 

"I'm trapped in the 
year6oohfactory! 
SEND WELT!!" 

fiaCacfii 

(Patton 
"'You 're off to (jreat 

CPlaces! Today is yourJ 
day! Your mountains 
is waiting, so... get 

on your way!" . 
- (Dr. Seuss, Oh, Theme 

(pfaces You 'ftGo! V 

HU 49*4BL0 
Justin 

(Parvizi 
"I helieve afieti fife is 
quite common in the 
universe, akhough 

inteffigent fife is fess : 
so. Some say it has yen 

to appear on planet 
'Earth." 

-Stephen 'Jfawhing 

flnge fouis 

CPaucar 
"Two things are 

infinite: the 
universe andhuman\ 
stupidity; and I'm 
not sure a6out the 

universe." 
—JA Chert'Einstein 

* <4̂  5 

(Rjta 

(Patterson 

"Just [ike Katsukj\ 
Yuri,I was 6orn 

to make history. "• 

fAsfiton 

(Par[s 
"<Be strong a nd 

courageous. Do not 
he afraid; do not 6e 
discouraged, for the 

LOUD your  ( jod  wi f f  
6e with you wherever 
you go." - Joshua 1:9 

2 
f)a [[in 

(Paris [ 

Or 

"Thrift me." 



"Sic Tarms Magna, 
greatness from 

smaff 6eginmngs." 
-Sir1Francis (Drake 

(Mc%enzie 
(Perthes 

"Never foof 6acf 
If Cincferefba went 
to pickup Her shoe, 
she would not Have 
6ecome a princess." 

Lisania 
(perry man 

"Imagination is 
more important 

than knowledge. 
Tor fnowfedge is 

limited." 

ffeaven 
Pofite 

"doitCootfifeim 
comingbacfhere?" 

Andrew 
(Porter 

In tHree words 
can sum up 

everything I've 
[earneda6out fife; 

It goes on." 
- (Robert Trost 

a? 

Anna 
Postma 

"I thinfl'm quite 
ready for another 

adventure." 
- (Bifbo (Baggins 

"Toof me once, 
strike one. Toof me 
twice, strife three." 

- MicheafScott 

%evin 
Petidergrass 



va m±Am\ 
JAnna 

Rabfis 
"%eep'em mad and f' 

that's how you fhiow ^ 
you doin 'good. "Keep 

emharrassin' them } 
with racks that foofp i 

k hike hoofp s." 
- 'Young Thug 

Isabeffa 

(Priest 

"'Experience is 
simpfy the name we 
give our mistakes." 

- Oscar 'Wifde 

(Efiecer 

Quintero 
"I am the punishment 
ofCjod. If you had not 
committedgreat sins, 
Qodwoukdnot have 

sent a punishment hike 
me upon you." 
-Cjenghus %han 

LiCfieanna 

Ratfi 
"One day, the 

peopfe that didn 11 
Behieve in you wiff\ 
teff everyone how 

they met you." 
-Johnny 'Depp 

jdicofe 

Racfebf 

"Whether you 
thinf^you can or 
you can't, you 're 

It atways seems 
impossiBfe untif it's 

done." 
- Nelson 'Maude fa 

JAaCiyafi 

Reecf 
"y\ [ways expect 
the worst, then 
the Best in fife. 

It'[[ save you from 
disappointment in 

fife." 
- ylafiyah I{eed 

Sfiacfafin 

Rahim 

\Keep Your Heart 
3 Stacks <333" 



So [onion 
Richynan 

"Come correct when 
you approach me." 

Jonas 
Rivera 

"I've noticed i 
J women are natural 

6orn artists from 
drawing on 
eyebrows to 
draxving to 

conclusions." 
w^T M 

Of 

Raifeigh 
Reeve 

"'When you pass 
through the waters 
I will he with you. 

Jindwhen you 
pass through the 
rivers, 7'fiey shad 
overwhelm you." 

- Isaiah 43:2 

Cristeana 
Reyes 

"'When you 6efieve 
in a thing, Believe 
in it aff the way 
implicitly and 

unquestiona6fe." 
-Walt (Disney 

have a 
number 2, animal 

style." 

J-fannafi 
Risf{o 

"Dideveryone see 
that because I w i[[\ 
not be doing that 

again." 
-Captain Jach^ 

Sparrow 

Jdriana 
Rivera 

BMacfison 
Richardson 
"94any eyes go 

through the mead
ows, but few see 
the flowers in it." 
-(Ralph (Emerson 

"(Re yourself; 
everyone else is 
already tahgn." 
— Oscar Wilde 



JLnthony 

Safcicfo 

1EfijaF 
(T{p6erts 

"'Blood, sweat, and 
respect. First two 
you give, last one 

you earn." 

1EmmaCyn 

(Roberts 

Jazfyn 

(Robinson 

"Never be 
ashamed of 
yourself..." 

"It's never too 
early for ice 

cream." 
-IMichealScott 

"_A tout le monde, 
a tous mes amis, je 
vous aime, je dois 

pertir." 
- <Dave 'Mustaine 

Serrano 
"Shoot for the moon, 

even if you miss you 'IC I 
[andamong the stars." 

"TaCse. The nearest star, 
is 93 miCfion miles from 

the moon." 
Dunght Schrute 

flriana 

Shaw 

"It's been one b lur 
of fun!" 

(Danieh 

Shin 

"We're not here to i " ,  

tahe part, we 're I 
here to tahe over. " j 

-Conor IMcgregor 

,7 m 

m 
R OJ , 



%im6a[[ 
Smith 

"(Brockfiampton 
is the greatest 6oy 
band of ad time." 

Jfannah 
Stine6urg 

"(Don't ta£e fife too 
seriousfy, no one 

makes it out afive." 

£* y • 

Jennifer 
Shoup 

"...(Befieve in 
yourseff. If you can't 
do that... Ho matter 

flow much tafent 
y o u  p o s s e s s ,  y o u  w i f f  
never be confident in 

yourseff" 
- Chiaki Hanami 

Jfannah 
Simons 

"Life'sa cfitnb 6ut 
the view's great." 
-'Mi fey Cyrus as 

Hannah Montana 

divan 
Sonha 

"There is a fine fine 
between wrong 
and visionary. 

Vnfortunatefy, 
you have to be a 

visionary to see it." 
- Shefdon Cooper 

Savannah 
Sparrow 

"Anything is 
possibfe when you 
sound educated on 

the phone." 

(Regan 

Sweeney 

"Aspire to be worth 
knowing, instead 
of wed known." 

Carofine 
Sohczafc 

"(Don't worry 
Toasty. Soon you 'ff 
be backhand butter 

than ever." 
-Spencer (I Carfy) 



Jason 
Thomas 

Jovianne 
Ta6raham 

\ i 
"Not again, i 

6etter." 
-JA rt u ro To sea nini ^ 

Tfendreaunna 
Tayfor 

"I cfon't cfaim 
y'aff." 

Cjahrief 

Tedricti 

',(Wfien 's tfiis 
due?" 

Janti 

Tduard Tomas 

"Life is what you 
ma he of it, 6ut it is' 
up to you to taf{e 
what you deserve. 
Let's go for hrohy." 

- (Davids. 

-< ^  i i  \ L & -

Josephine 
Szworc 

"'May the Szworc 
6e with you and 

may you he 6fessed 
with chic hen 

nuggets." 

iMatthew 
Thompson 

"Try to 6e a rainbow in 
someone's cToud." 
-tMaya JlngeCou 

"The future is 
predetermined hy 
the character of 
those who shape 

it." 
-JAmanda Tapping \ 

%atie 
Thompson 

"That's what." 
-She 



"You never [earn 
anytFling 6y doing 

it right." 

(jarai 

To rre nee 
"SchooFis a6out 

getting from point 
J4 to point (8. 

Where point jA is 
cFeFusion and point 
$ is the hospitaF." 

- (j Yorrence 

JAfexis 

Tuson 

"Tor with Cjod 
nothing shaFF 6e 

impossi6Fe." 
-Luke 1:37 

X JAaron 

Vafcntine 

1 1Fiese stoFen seconds 
tFiey w ere never mine. 
Tf you 6eFieve some-" 
how you kiFFedyour 

dream, just Fisten 
cFose to mine." 
- Nine Lashes 

Livia 

Van Jdumheecf 

"I have my mind, J 
and a mind needs 
6ooks Fiky a sword 

needs a 
whetstone." 

- Yyrion Lannister 

"Just do you and 
don't FooF^6ack^" 

Justin 

Vaccaro 

JA6igai[ 

iVafher 

"JAFFyou n eed is: 
Fove." 

'The (BeatFes 4! 

"... was re [eased 
from his 4year 

sentence." 

Stephanie 

Vri6e 



Cfifoe 
eWa-peffiorst 

"Chair is what mahys 
the difference 

6etween artistry and 
mere competence." 
-ODF{yWd[iam T. 

(Riher, StarTrefj The 
Kept generation 

Mifagro 
WeifeC 

"It's noon-thirty 
people are trying to 

sleep!!!" 
-(Blue Madame 

Foster's 'Koine for 
Imaginary <Friends 

Mason 
Wiffiams 

"'Without a fitter, 
a man is just chaos 

leafing." 
- (VatrichfNess 

Sir Ma [com 
Wifson 

"The choseryou get 
to the Light... the 

greater your 
shadow becomes." 

~ Tetsuya 
Nomura 

"I'm not Jesus 
Christ but I can \_ 
turn water into 

%pof-j4 id." 
-(jeorge 'Watshy 

finais 
Won 

§0) 

"(Bye y 'ad, I have M f9 
to go *gags* to the* 

aduft world." 

. \ 
fasmin 

Woodard 

"The most aduriri 
thing a women cant 
have is confidence, j ^ 

- Beyonce 

<David 
Wortdington / 

Mathematics is | 
the gate and hey 
of the sciences."1 

- Trancis %Bacon 



"I 'tn a good 
noodfe." 

-SpongeHob 
Squarepants 

%ate 

Yosfncfa 

"It's nice to be 
important, but it's 

important to be 
tice." - 'Big Hear in 
be nig Hbue "House 

Imani 

Young 

"If no one comes 
from tbefuture to 
stop you bou> bad 
of a decision coubd 

it ready be?" 

fm!} 
Ecfuarfo 

fhiefvas 
Our greatest 
weakness is giving 
up. Tbe most 
certain way to 
succeed is afways 

^ to try just one more 
time. 

-Thomas 'Edison 

(Benjamin 

Janes 

"Tbe onfy reason 
you 're bere is to 

escape your 
probfems at borne!" 

"Ho, you 're rigbt 
bere." 

(partner 

Young 

"Courage is being 
scared to deatb... 
andsaddfing up 

anyway." 



- fit 

Vfittiam 
Kjr6y 

'We cannot change 
the cards we are 
deaft, just how we 
pfay the hand 

-(Randy Pause h 

Lucia 
Varro 

"I may not have 
gone where I 

intended to go, 
hut I thin f I have 
ended up where I 

needed to he." 

J ay (fen 
Wrought 

"'When fife gives 
you femons, 

make grape juice, 
then sit bacf 

and fet the w ofd 
wonder how you 

did it." 

© 

A 

Jessica 
fLerner 
"(Doesn't 

expecting the 
unexpected makp 
the unexpected 

expected?" 

Vanessa 
Largonio 

"(Betyou didn't 
notice the the word 
'the' has heen said 

twice. :)" 

To the Cfass of 20IS, 

Jjfter 284 days of our fast year of high 
schoof, wefnaffy made it! JLs senior 
comes to an end we start to see our fives 
6eginning to tahpform and our dreams 
become a r eafity. The sudden memory 
of high schoof wiff soon fade away as 
our fives take us down different paths. 
'Whife many of us frequentfy mutter the 
phrases, "I can't wait to get out of here, 
or "coffege can't come soon enough," 
deep down we fief a sense of comfort 
and safety where we are. 'When the day 
comes for us to waff across the stage and 
be handed our dipfoma, we wiff thin f of 
aff the friends we've fost, aff the friends 
we've made, aff the faughs we've 
and aff the tears we've cried. The time 
has come for us to go our separate ways, 
wish you aff the best on your journeys and 
adventures in fife. 

(Best wishes, 

%acey (Diaz 
Senior Learboof Editor 

t. J 



Christian 

Most Likely to 
Sleep in Class 

Most Likely to be a 
College Athlete 

.setn t-tam s t, 
Alwssa < qlem/v Stephanie w.rlbe 

htaitlyiA, Lom.ber« Parteer yowi/vg £ j 
.sarviara M ote owe^ £>eTLi/i0o 

searv Elliott £j 
Arlarua Ri vera 

Dressed to 
Impress 

Class 
Clown 

Contagious 
Laugh 

Biggest 
Flirt 

Cutest 
Couple 

Most Likely to 
Brighten Your Day 

Caleb Love 
v>eLaMij Lot/vgi/wmr § 

Terry Wright Aalltjah R£ed 
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IN DIOUS 
OPCNS t JAN 2018 

Russias's 
Siberian 
Tiger • i 
populaton hasn°w r *v P'JL 
gone \,V*J 
from 40 
- 500. Taking them off the 
endangered species list. 

fcjfcir"* Hi 
Yellowstone wolves 

have returned to the national 
park since possible extinct 

in 1926. 
'Scientist have ' KwMij 
.genetically enginered 
blue chrysanthemums. 

White Rino's 
have regained 
their population 
over 85 years. 
There are now 
20,000. 

Nicole Kiddman won 
Film Actress of the 

Year at the 14th Annual 
Glamour Awrds.. 

Stars Wars: The Last 
Jedi was released on 

December 14th, 2017, 

Beyonce performs at the 
59th Grammy Awards 

on February 12th, 2017, 
pregnant with twins. 

GQ's Citizen of 
the Year, football 

player, Collin 
Kaepernick.. According to Newsday, 2017 

was the year with the most 
horror movies : "It", "Happy 
Death Day", and "Annabelle 

Creation". 

Ed Sheeran 
announced his 
engagement to 

Cherry Seaborn 
in Jnauary. 

,ABOVE & BE 

Love & Hip-
Hop star/rapper 
Cardi B, made 
her mark with 
her hit single 

Bodak Yellow. 

Chance the Rapper, 
an unsigned hip-hop 

artist, won three 
Grammy awards. 

Current Events 



Peggy Whitson broke the US 
record for the most cumulative 

days spent in orbit 
Britain's Prince 

Harry gets 
engaged and 
married to 

Meghan Markle 
(American 
Actress/ ji 

Princess). 
Australia, 25th country to 
achieve marriage equality. 

SPORTS 
The New England 
the SuperBowl 34-28^again«^the 
Atlanta Falcons. 

Chris Fro^fne 

' jTour de France 
I -. •.? C on July 23rd. 

•rwii ;  
January 20, 2017 Inauguration Day. 
President Donald Trump was sworn 
into office. 

Mattel released a 
hijab-wearing Barbie of, 

Olympic fencer, 
Ibtihaj Muhammad. 

On January 17th The stock market 
reached up to 26,11.65 points and 
has broken 70 records since 1992. 

#MeToo 
Movement March 
on October 15, 
2017, promoting 
the fight against 
sexual abuse in 
the workforce. 

The War on ISIS 
is almost over. 

Iraq declared 
over half of the 
ISIS territory is 
now eradicated. 

The U.S. National 
unemployment rate is at 
4.1 % from 5% in 2016. 
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IIY so much! <vMomma 

"Far better is if to dare mighty things, to win glorious triumphs, 
even though checked by failure...than to rank with those poor 
spirits who neither enjoy much nor suffer much, because they live 
in a gray twilight that knows not victory nor defeat." 

-Theodore Roosevelt 

The world awaits, Ryan- make a difference. We'll always be 

(Ryan (Bad Dent 31:61 

You truly are my sunshine. 
On the day you were born, you stood tall, 
held your head up, and looked at me. I 

knew at that moment that we were going 
on a wild ride in a new chapter of life. 

Through the years, in times of struggle 
and challenges, you stood tall, held your 

head up, and looked at me ... then made a 
decision, took action, and got through it. 
Growing and maturing with each step. 

On to the next chapter! 
Believe in yourself, and know that I wil l 

always be there for you. 
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Royal Ascot, London^ 

Cannstatter Volksfest, Germany 

Hans, 
We are so very proud of you and everything you've accomplished! 

You've turned into a wonderful young man and we are blessed to have 
you as a son and brother. We know you'll succeed in whatever you 1 

pursue. There will be both challenges and opportunities, rise^J 
above one and make the most out of the other... and Jjfm 

» remember, keep your eyes on the stars and 
your feet on the ground. 

'k7 -Mama, Papa, & Your Sisters 

I&K I A 

Three wishes we have for you today 

Courage. Courage to make mistakes, learn from 
them and grow beyond them. Courage to face, 

embrace and conquer the unknown. 

Humility. Humility to notice those around you 
who need your help. Humility to know when it's 

time to ask for help, yourself. 

Happiness. The happiness, contentment and peace 
of knowing that you are a child of God and that He 

will always love you, as will we. 

Ill 
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Our Dear Aleyna, 

•ou were 

inside andout, we knowyou wiffmake your dreams come true! 'We are so 
truly proudof your achievements, accomplishments, and dedicationyou have 

made andsacrificedin these past 4years. 

'We fnow that you wiff move on to achieve yourqoals as theyreatest 
Handler, detective, Criminal 'Profiler, or whichever career you choose to 

pursue worhjny in law enforcement. 

No matter how hardthinqs mau come in fulftllinq wur dreams, never qive 
A A . RR̂  A A A A . A AA A  ̂

thy, Happy andStrom, 
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Dear Nicholas, 

There is not enough ink to tell, 

Wou're leaving high 
school a different person than 

what you entered and even 

though there is no true 

measurement of success, the 

way you lead your life, the 

way you treat others, and the 
drive you possess will help 

determine your future. You are 
stronger for those tough 

moments you experienced 
along the way, you knew your 

boundaries and yet still had 

fun while staying humble and 
grounded. We love YOU and 

can't wait to see what this 
next chapter holds!! 

Life is like a camera... 
Toxwon what's important, 

Capture'lhe good times, 
Develop from the negatives, 
And if things don't work out, 

Tah& a*\AtHer bhot. 
Love, Mom and Dad 
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From the time that we found out we were expecting 
a baby boy, we began to dream and plan your life 

"Itisonly God that knows your every step." 

We could not have known or seen the amazing young man 
that you would've become. As parents you pray and do 

your best to help guide your child to the next journy as a 
young adult. But when they surpass what you have 
dreamed or planned for them, it is one of the most 

amazing feelings a parent can have. 
"You are amazing GeVaughnl" 

We can remember the baby who was eager to eat regulaP 
food, who also wanted to walk and run so that he could 
keep up with his sister. Nothing was an obstacle because 

you were determined to do it. 
"Stay amazing and determined on your next journey!" 

CONGRATULATIONS, WE LOVE YOU!! r 
- Bracy and Richard Family ( 
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DE10N 
BOCAGE 

The future belongs to those who believe in the beauty of their 
dreams. 

-Eleanor Roosevelt 

Raven, 
We are so proud of the young lady you are 
growing into and a huge congratulations 

to you on the significant milestone of your 
high school graduation! We know how 

hard you have worked to get to this point 
and we are extremely proud of you for 
this achievement. You have so much 

potential, so embrace what opportunities 
for knowledge and growth as they present 
to you. Remember, keep reaching for your 

goals and dreams and never forget your 
ability to achieve them. We love you! 

Congratulations, 

Dad, Mrs. Sam, Savannah & Skylar 
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Raven, I don t know how we got here so fast, it seems so unreal! Well, the time has 
come for us to let you go into the world to keep growing into a beautiful, smart and 

brilliant young woman. 1 m s o very proud of you and 1 couldn't have asked for a more 
loving niece. Keep striving tor nothing but the best and never settle, my princess. 

Love one Proud Aunt c/o 2018! 

Love Aunt April 

Step confidently into the world and always 
remember you are braver than you believe, 

stronger than you seem, smarter than you 
thought and loved more than you know. 

Love Uncle Ulysses 

I am ver y proud of you. You have accomplished 
a lot and now that you are about to embark on a 
new journey in your life I know you will make 

us proud. 1 love you Ray! 

Love Aunt Tammy 

I had the opportunity to sit back and watch 
how much you've grown from being a crying 

baby to a big girl, and now to a beautiful 
young lady. Your mom has taught 

you that nothing is easy in th is 
world and you must work hard in 

order to have a wonderful life. 
I kn ow you will continue to 

make your Mother, 
Grandmother and Uncles & 

Aunts VERY PROUD. 

I L ove You Ray Ray! 

Love Uncle 
Donnie 
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From the day you were horn, you • 
have brought so much joy, love ^ 
and meaning to my life. Thanks 

for being a perfect example of 
what a big sister and 
daughter should be. I M 

couldn't be more proud of ™ 
the mature young woman 

you have gown up to be. As 
you take this journey into 
the next chapter of your A 

life, I wish you will explore :" 
all that life has to offer, Sjj 
Your future is so bright, M 
continue to follow your 

dreams and never give up. I 
know this will be your first A 

of many successes and ^ 
achievements. I feel so I 

blessed to call myself your ^ 
Mom! We all Love you very 

much... 
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pabrina, We are so proud of the young lady you have become! It 
is a blessing to us that we were chosen as your parents. We mm! 

Jmany fond memories of your various "first" moments in m 
Your graduation marks yet another milestone and it's just the , 

•beginning of more adventure to come. We hope you seize everv 
fnoment and stay true to all that you love, valvue and hold dear ii 

life. We love you always. v-
Mom, Dad, Luke, Dominic, Sebastian, & Zeke./***^^^ 
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arcelo Tabtan ûttra^o-Carevic 
Mi Marche, 
'Pronto estirara's (us a fas para volar muy afto para c.umptir (us suenos. IPesde 
(us comienzos tie tenido un tazo muyyrande facia (i, cjue nunca se rompera. 
Ni fa disfancia ni e(tiempo to romperdn. Estoy muy oryulfosa de tiy de todos 

'Ijou'rc a (ready maturing andyrowiny up so 
mucf, so fast. 9'myoiny to miss you fife crazy 
(utyou'((doyreat tfiinys. 0 (now it and 
0 felieve in you so mucf. 0 foveyou. 

- your favorite (if sis. 

231 

'Words car)'(beam to express flow proud 0 am of you and 
your accompfisfiments. Ot fas teen a pleasure to seeyou 
transform from tfe creative fittfe toy wto (ovedliyfitsaters 
dressiny up as a supertero, and fuifdiny Leyos; to seeiny yo 
tccome a find, cariny andamazinyyouny man. Continue 
succeediny in fife as you fave done so far. 



Each day is a blessing, every moment a ' 
gift. We thank god for you every day and 

for the wonderful times we have shared. As 
you move on to the next chapter of your 

life, seize every opportunity to be the best 
version of yourself regardless of 

circumstance or obstacle. We will always 
love you and are proud to call you our 

daughter. Reach for the stars! 

Love, Mom, Dad and Spencer 
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Roy, 
We watched you grow from a precious baby to a very handsome and talented young man. Your 
heart, your drive, and your determination will n ever cease to amaze us. Your musical talents 
started as a young trumpet player, then you excelled into a skilled DJ. The soccer techniques that 
you have developed are amazing. It was so awesome watching you teach, and share your talent 
with the youth as a YS Soccer Coach.You have played football for the Royals, and you have played 
a Rugby Forward for the Kaiserslautern Rugby Club. You a re fearless.There is nothing that you 
can't do! You a re a wonderful person, and a great son, and an awesome big brother!! We Love 
you, and are so very proud of you!! 

Love Always, 
Dad, Mom, & Angela 

Plus Dewey and Shadow 
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[Congratulations Pickle we're so proud | 
of you Love you. Mema and Grampa 9 

Nicholas Scott Clinton...what an amazing young man 
you are! Look who just graduated and is getting 

ready to take the next steps into your story. So 
many options. What are you going to do first? 

Your family couldn't be more proud of you. You 
are a gifted kid in both football and track, and 

still kickin' butt in the academics. We can't 
wait to see what you're gonna do with all that 

awesome! 

You can be a "pickle" sometimes, but your 
sense of humor makes up for it. And your 

^Hsmile. And your laugh. And your beard. It's a 
yjfly good thing your handsome face makes up for 

all the feistiness. Good grief! 

f Yoc 
P you ai 

When You finally made it through high school 
ou are out in the world and on your own, always 
remember you've got us at home. You're family 

has got your back. 

Nick Clinton...the Heart of the Lion...RHS 
Class of 2018. 
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Camryn Nicole Carsivel! 
^ - creative, considerate, confident, cheerful, 
w curious, competent, co mpassionate 

m. a i 

awesome, adventurous, athletic, artistic, 
adorable 

M- motivated, modest, mindful, mature, 
(messy:-) 

• radiant, resilient, risb-tabing, real 

- Vahoo Vippee Veah for Cami! Vou are loved! 

er could we be prouder of our girl! 

' v -•:*« 
•? •. r.X 

ar, New adventure, No doubt you will 
long your path of m abing the best 

every situation, and thriving in 
your new environment. 

We love you Cami! 
XOXO Mom and Dad 

We are so proud of... 

Jonathan Nark Ciero 

r i How you stopped sucking your th' 
and then learned to play d: 

How tall you grow; 
strikes you throw; 

'right' club you know; 
How far you will gmH 

How you serve God and lead man 

(humble, approachable, credible) 

We are proud of you; love always your 
biggest fan ... 243 Mom and Dad 
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Vichy, H| 
Shiauyhout the yexxtis you have definitely tested us as patients. We can say that ute atie puuui 
of the sma.it, Beautiful woman you have turned out to he. Slememheti to follow yowt passion, 
stay, tuie to yowiself, nevett follow someone else s path unless you'ie in the woods and you'ie 

tost and you see a path then hy all means you should follow that...lo£! We love you, 

Jllom & "Stavmite" Dad 
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ERIN CRUZ 

Pride does not come close to describe how we 
feel about you reaching this significant 
milestone. Through all yo ur accomplishments, 
of which there have been many, what we are 
most in awe of is your empathy, kindness and 
compassion for others. You have continued to 
grow and develop, showing strength of 
character, independent thinking and courage. 
It is these qualities that have helped you in 
becoming the strong and independent person 
you are today. As you prepare to venture into 
the world on your own, we know th at with 
these qualities you will achieve your heart's 
desire. 

With love and pride always, 
- Mommy and Daddy -
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% Collins 
'Ryan, 
iValchinyy ougrow into whoyou are has been 
a remarhfjmlejourney. Thanffyou for fitting 
our hives with happiness joy, andfond 
memories. Congraduhations ongraduating! "We 
hoofforwardto seeing the adventures that are 
aheadof you! 

-Love Jdom "Dad 

A uig-ii f,tyiv C ranes 
Congratulations Augustyn*1. 

We- have- always- been* proud* 
m of you-. Your hard* work* ha*s paid* 

jSk off and* now you can enjoy the* 
rewardy We* have no- doubt you 
wCLLgo-far in life* and* fulfill your 

II dreams-. Vf e* are* exacted* for you as 
IVH you begin* your next adventure*. 

We* can't watt to- see* what the* 

S;future* brings- for you. 
PowodgentaA 

Lcrve*, 
Mom*, Vad*, and* Natalia* 

* 
O 



We remember you as the little girl, dressing up, playing all your sports, 
loving the beach and just enjoying life as it comes. Then watching you grow 
from that little girl to the wonderful, beautiful, caring young lady that you 
are today has been one of our greatest joys of our lives. We are so very proud 
of you as you begin the next chapter of your life. Congratulations! 

Love always, Mom and Dad. 

Jillian (Ryn) Dees 
_ J tLUa n, 

it's hard to belleve that you're already graduating and] 
heading out Into the world', we are so proud o f y ou, jfl 

i the Stuart, self-assured, talented person yo u have rW 
y become, and the fact that you can truly do au.ytht.rL0] 
- you set yo ur mind to. remember, you're off to great 

Iplaces! Today Is yo ur day. your mountain Is 
waltlu,0... so 0et on your way'. 

Lo\/t always from your 'nice, normal' family, . 

Mommy, t>addy, Cameron, and Patch # 
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Tiny hands. 'Bigger heart. Chase your dreams! 
Love Connor 

#hestsister #proud#DehC\VaCherisgoingtocoCCege 
#tennis #champion #M'Uff #MDSS 
#'USCspringhreak #threehedrooms #Mip#TicfcCes 
#Coveyou #S\udrey 

'With your headfuCC of curCs and your 
infectious Caugh y ou have given us a miCCion 
wonderfuCmoments, from the minute you couCd 
waCh, you hegan to cdmh and you have never 
stopped 'Enjoy Cooking hack on aCCof yo ur great 
Ramstein adventures. It has heen aprivilege to 
see how our creative, original thinker has grown 
into a heautifuCyoung woman. IVe have enjoyed 
watching everything you do, especiaCCy those i 
great tennis seasons. Indeed you have the heart i 
of a champion. Congratulations! JAs yo u prepare B 
for coCCege, remember we wiCCaCways be with M* 
you. Our pride and Cove for you are forever, 

'Do great things! 
Love Mom and Dad 
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My beautiful Kacey, 
You have reached the end of a very 

important milestone. You have done so with 
poise and grace that one as a mother can 

only admire. It's been a joy watching you 
grow as you have a 

pleasant, kind, and humble spirit. You have 
graciously achieved new goals every year. It 

was not always easy. But your hard work 
and determination did not go 

unnoticed, which makes your graduation 
even more so rewarding. You've made your 

family proud! May God 
continue to guide and lead you through your 

future endeavors and show you that with 
His loving grace you will be 

courageous and prosperous in life. Ilove 
you... to infinity and beyond! 

We wish you the best in your next adventure and are 
extremely proud of you. Always stay true to your heart 

and believe in yourself Remember that every 
> dream in life begins with a dreamer. You have 

fjj^ the strength, patience, and passion to do 
dfr anything that you set your mind to. You are 
_ __ special to us and have brought joy to our 

lives. You have become a role model to many 
and you are a wonderful older sister to your 
siblings. This is your last year in Germany, 

your last year with us. How do you want it to 
be? How do you want to be 

remembered? Now you're off to bigger 
and better things. Mahe it happen!!! 

We Love You. Daddy, Krishna, 
Amber, Kody, andJ] 
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Isabel Marie Dillon 

Bel/, 
You/have/broughtay 17 yearyofjoy ay we/ 
have/ watched/you/ grow from/ a/ yhy little/ 

princely into- the/ confidentyoung/ woman/ 
you/are/today. Vote are/ beautifuL, ymart, 
amazing/ and/ we/ are/ yo proud/ to be/your 

parenty. We/can/'t watt to yee/what the/ 
future/holdy for you/. Vf e/ lov e/ yow to the/ 

moorc and/ba-ck/. m 
Love/, Mom/amd/Vads \ % , 

Love, 
Mom, Dad & Kadi 

Words can t express how proud we are of you. \ou are an amazing young man with a 
kind spirit, we can't wait to see what your future brings. Our family isn't one without the 

other, you are the glue that keeps us together. Your journey in life begins now. We are 
confident we have taught you right from wrong and you will us'c those lessons in whatever 

life throws your way in the future. You have and will always make us proud of you no 

matter which path in life you take. 
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Sean Patrick, 
Congratulations! We are extremely proud of 
you son! Now its time for you to chase your 
dreams, follow your heart, and trust in your 
abilities to make a difference in the world. Be 
the hands and feet of kindness, love, and mercy. 
May God always keep you safe, happy, healthy, 
together, and provided for in His love. The best 
is yet to come! We love you! 

Momma, Pop, 
Christian & Brenan 

ean 
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Jt's been our privilege to watch you 
grow from a little boy in Japanese 
school into such a good and bind *-
man. We're so very proud of you/: . 
Joshy-wash, and we're looking 
forward to seeing what Cod has 

planned for you in tfietutureT^ ' 
r'"* Love alwaySJflSL. 

; Mom, Dad, McKenna, Jabe 
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Do our dardng Idriana (JAJfor short), 
j [  I V M / I  f j  

We can't 6eCieve this day has come 
so quickly. "We've heen truCy hCessecC 
that QocC thought enough of us to 
give us... you. you truCy are 
JAMlAZINfg and it's heen such a 
pleasure seeing you grow in to the 
young woman you are today, 

you've given us many Caughs, even 
heing at # 3 or 4. you wid always he our 

favorite youngest daughter. 

I "faith is taking the first step, even 
when you can't see the whoCe 

' staircase." - M£X Don't ever he 
afraid to take that step. Trust in the 
(godthat's in you that he wiCChead 
andguide you in every situation and 
decision you need to make. 

fJe're so proud of you and excited 
for what's to come. Now go and 
He-yOU- tifuC because you are more 
than enough. CongratuCations... 
yOV. DID ID! 

Love, 
Mom, Dad, and Uriana 
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And as for you, brothers and sisters, never 
tire of doing what is good. 

2 Thessalonians 3:13 

\J\lords cannot describe the joy and sadness as you move 

on to another phase of life far away from your family. 

Although there may be a great distance between us, you 

are always close to our hearts and ever-present in our 

thoughts. We love you and are so proud of you. Giod 

has blessed us with an amazingly gifted and intelligent 

daughter. May HE. always protect you and may your life 

always be for HI5 will. 

Daddy, Mommv. Esti and Fliana 

%aeta (Rose Qattaglier 

You continuously set 
your own bar higher 

than you think you can 
reach, and then 

exceed it. We are so 
proud of you and know 
that you will continue 

to do just that. You 
were truly the best 
Christmas present 

anyone could receive! 
Thank you for being 
you - an, intelligent, 

kind, caring, 
organized, dedicated 

determined, and loving 
person. The world is 

yours! 
Love Mom and Dad 
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4 DearAmbie^W 

I'm so super excited to see where you go in life" I c ouldn't] 
have asked for a more caring and loving daughter to join in mjS 
journey in the Air Force. You make me so proud every single! 

day. I am confident that you are well prepared to handle^ 
anything that life throws your way. I ju st want you toll 

remember one important thing that I th ink took you a very long 
time to realize. You are very smart. There is nothing in this life 
you cannot accomplish if you set your mind to it. I'm always 1 

here for you no matter wM^Mc^^ou with all my heart^j 

Love forever and always, 
mm Mamacita 

For my beautiful daughter Amber Enos 
I am the proudest father in this world to have you as my 

daughter! You have always amazed me by your heart, your 
kindness, your energy, your smile, your laughter, your 

silliness, your seriousness, and everything that makes you 
who you are! I kn ow without a doubt you will achieve all you 

ever want in life and there is nothing that can ever stop you. I 
am excited for you to experience life full of love, wonder, 

excitement, and a world full of new experiences just waiting 
for you. I will always love you and support you no matter what. 

You are an amazing wonder, a beautiful young woman, and 
someone purely and uniquely special! I am the proudest and 
happiest father and wish and pray nothing but the absolute 

best for you as you start this new journey. Congratulations on 
your graduation! Always and forever, I lo ve you! Dad 



Richie, 

It's crazy to think that I 
won't have a nice, but 
annoying, brother in the 
house. Have fun in college! 

Love, Katie 

Richie, 

I'm proud of you for 
finishing thirteen years of 
school! That must've been 
tiring. 

Love, Lauren 

It's hard to believe your senior year is here. 
Watching you grow, learn, and become the man you 
are today has been so much fun. We could not be 
more proud of you and all that you have accomplished. 
You amaze us every day. We are excited to see you start 
the next chapter of your life. Your future will be all that 
you dream of it if you continue to stay focused and 
workhard. With Christ in your heart and your drive to 
learn, your possibilities are endless. We are looking 
forward to supporting you as you work to meet your life 
goals. 

Love Always, 
Mom & Dad 

Richie, 



Ian, » 
You are a kind and caring person. I love you dearly, ar 
Df|you. May you achieve all your dreams but mostly have 

1,^-* •'! Grammie 

a art 'So prouc 
a happy life 
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Conyratulations on allof your achievement! 
Asyou start this new chapter inyour (ife, always remember fha tYOlJ ARE IN CHARGE OF YOUR 
DESTINY. Hryoy every moment and keep that smile on your face. your eff ort, motivation, and dedication milt 
atmaysyiveyou the result thatyou are seekjny. rK)e are proudof you andwe loveyou always! 

'With allthe hest wishes, 
Oad, IMom, Keke, "Map, andCookie 

ft 
e 
if 
a 

j f  
e 
r 
ft 
a 
n 
if 
e 
z 
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Trinity Prtsdwah 
A fioos 
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What a blessing it has been to watch you grow up into an amazing young man. Words 
cannot express the love and pride we have for you. May the rest of your journey continue 
to bring you happiness and success. Always stay true to your heart, believe in yourself, 
be open to new experiences and keep God close to your heart. Remember to take pride in 
how far you have come and have faith in how far you can go. We love you very much 
and know that we are always proud of you! 

Your biggest fans and supporters!! 
Mom, Dad, Xavier and Jayden 

"Be strong and courageous. Do not be afraid or troubled, the Lord your God is with you 
wherever you go." Joshua 1:9 

"For I know the plans I have for you," declares the Lord, "plans to prosper you and not 
to harm you, plans to give you hope and a future." Jeremiah 29:11 



§enicw 2018 

"The endis never the end. 
It's always the beginning of 

something." 
-Xate Lord Brown, The Terfume 

garden 
' Si Beginnings and continuations—your 

fife sto ry 
-Beginning fife in a twinkfing and 

continuing through hirth as an 
unimaginabfy wonderfuf Christmas 

gift. 
-Beginning fife as a mifitary chifd 

ana continuing 
through muftipfe haifs andfareweffs. 

-Beginning a fife w ithout your hig 
brother and 

continuing as the joy in a home 
wrought with sadness. 

-Beginning a traveling fife young and 
continuing with 

an appreciation of different cultures. 

tNow, you begin aduft fife continuing on whife facing chaffenges and 
relishing successes. 

Someday, you'ff begin an eternity in Tfeaven continuing as a child of God. 

Ourprecious Jenna, you are the fove and the joy of our hearts. 
~We hav e cherished nurturing you through your beginnings and 

continuations. 

We are so proud of you. 

With aff our fove, 
Mama andTapa 
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Seth' T 9 A * 
we are so proud of the young man you have 
become. You have always had the kindest 

heart and showed this from a very young age. 
Your ability to extend friendship and kindness 

to others without hesitation is a very rare 
virtue. We treasure memories of first words 
like "spoosh" as a little boy to the medical 

terms you now use daily that we don't even . 
understand. It went too fast and we wish we$ 
could do it all over again. We will always be 

here for you. Follow your heart, find 
^something you love to do, give it everything 
you got awyoffwlfbewha^elif^^^Pr 

for you...Happy! ijjN^ 
Love you Little Man • Mom, Oad, Tanner, and 4 

Devyn 
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Our sweet little posita, you grew up so fast ancf 
now you are ready to build your future. 

CPlease re mem6er, your future does not Cay in 
front of you, it lies inside you! 

Life is not about finding yourself it is about 
creating yourself 

'When life becomes a rollercoster, climb in to PRj 
the front seat, 

Throw your arms in the air and enjoy 

Jdnd if life gets too normal, fo • 
y^spmwthmfcrazy. 

^^wdysbc nice. Life is all about fl 
(Plan <8. (Practice the art of \ 
listening. --•*# 

'Find the joy in all choices you male and 
remember, at the end, goodgirls always win. 

Never forget.... "We will love you forever, for always and no 
matter what! 

Love, (Mom, (Dad and your sister Tina. 
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Do we love your personality "after all this time? Always!" We don't ever want you to 
"turn it off" to please others. Paving your own path you have discovered and 

defined the new "popular" and we couldn't be more proud of you! 
We are excited for you as you continue to pursue your passions as though 

"you will never be satisfied!" Congratulations on this accomplishment! 
We love you! XOXO Mom and Dad 
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ŷoenjamin c% 
Ben and Sabs, 

You've enriched our lives from the second you were 
born• You've made us extremely proud these past 
eighteen years• De're going to miss you like crazy 
for the rest of our lives but know you'll do great 

things with all of your opportunities- Stay true to 
yourselves and make the best of every situation-

Continue to love each other with all of your hearts-
Remember, we're your biggest fans! 

Love, /Y\om, Dad, and fflariah 
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ftransforfffed and groltfh into such a Strong 
willed, lovinf young rhan. As you move into j 
four next chapter in life, keep your head up, 
^^stay posits and most Of all have fun! 

iber, there 

To our son Antonio, 
I can't believe this day has'arrived so quickly, We are 
very proud of what you have accomplished thus far 

and look,forward to your future adventures. The 
path you take will be ever-changing and challShging 

you got this! Looking forward to seeing you}ulfill 
V ^ your dreams. 

^J^Mgfflgratulations on gradi/tmn^ygC/' A 
' Love, Mom, Dave, andJj\selfi^mkL^/< 

a&tetittfeitiSiii 
ijifcliifrM 

Lcr.i.iiTkit 

MilfliHH'H'ilWl'i'HIJ 

•V- - CRWKATtmilM?SnBWnrK£H 
HfRCl A TOUS N05 PAflTFfUtn 
THAN«5 TO AU 009 PASTNtRS 

/ -

— 

, M>1 »• * 



Anna Jenkins 
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aeriann 
imeno 

Wisdom/or Our Daughter 

Yourjuture does not (ay injront ofyou..it lies deep inside you. 

Life is not aboutjinding yourself..it's ahout creatingyourself 

When life becomes a rollercoaster, climh into the jront seat, throw your arms in the air and enjoy the ride. 

Rise by lifting others. 

When life gets crazy, do something normal and if life gets too normal, do something crazy. 

Always be nice. Life is all about how you handle Plan B. 

Practice the art 0/listening 

Play with wild abandon no matter how old you get. 

Find joy in all the choices you mahe 

Remember, in the end, good girls always win. 

Neverjorget./we will love youjorever and no matter what. 

Congratulations! Love, Mom, Dad, Logen and the cats 
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J 
"For I know the plans I T? 
have for you," says the 
Lord. "Plans to prosper F 
you, and not for evil, to -i-i 
give you a future and a 
hope." 
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GBE WHO GOD MEANT 
|T6U TOJBE^AND YOU > 

WILL SET,THE WORLD J[  
FL»U § ON FLRE!'J^*SR-S 

ST. CATHERINE OF.SIENA 

CONGRATULATIONS,  
WE ARE SO VERY PROUD OF YOU FOR ALL 

YOUR HARD WORK AND D ETERMINATION! 

LOVE,  
MOM, D AD 

& ANNIE 



iSuperman has nothing on you. You 
fare my hero. It has been a privilege 
fto have raised you these past 18 
years. I am so proud of the man you 
Jiave become. Your future has no 
himits. You have set goal after goal 
^and succeeded in everything you I 
jhave set your mind to. I look 
forward to watching you become the 
man I know you will be. I will always 
be checking your status. 
||i Love," Mom and family!̂  m 
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JJubinski 

Maddie. 

Our left-and right-brained beauty with a heart 
the size of Arkansas. We are so proud of 
everything you've accomplished with your fun, 
intelligent, and determined personality. You 
have learned so much with the open-minded 
approach you've demonstrated for so many 
opportunities not available to the average 
citizen, and we know that will take you far in 
life. Just remember us "ordinary people" back I 
home - Mom, Dad, Hallie, Gretchen, Stormy, I 
and Blu. We love you to infinity! I 

wMiimM- ~Mom, <Dtuf, andIsaBeOa 
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Sun Hee, just as your 
world ever since you 
have been a joy to love, hold and watch grow from an infant to 
the young woman you are today. With all of your past and 
future adventures, you have and will continue to enrich our 
lives more than you can ever possibly know. 

-Love, Mom & Dad 
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Mikaela, 
As we go through these pictures of* you growing up, we are reminded all of 
the moments in your life that have made you who you are. From the hellos 
and goodbyes you have had to say to family and friends to tin- new schools 

and cities you have had to move to, you liavc shown us tliat you are a stroi 
and resilient young woman. It will be so liard to send you out into the worlc 

but we know that you will conquer it and change it for the l>etter. We hope you 
know how proud of you we an* and how excited we are to see you achieve 

your dreams. 

•* — - If you must go 
I w ish you love. 

You'll never walk alone) 
Take care, my love 

St Miss you, love. 

-Journey Separate Ways 



-Cheyenne and Jessica,1 

We are so proud of you two and the beautiful people you havsj 
become. May the rest of your journey in life continue to bring yoi 
happiness and success. You two are destined for greatness and w< 
are so glad that w e can be a part of it. Always stay true to your gj 
hearts, believe in yourselves, be open to new experiences, make® 
good choices, be proud of your accomplishments, embrace love,1 
accept all that you are, forgive others and yourselves, ancl : PK! 
remember that we will always be here for vou.dMHMl *y 

nknowi 

With all of our love, 
Mom, Dad, Christian Duvel 



Ros ie~ 

"We can't imagine Cife -without you. from day one, you have heen 
inteCCigent, fearCess, determined, hind and beautiful. Continue to 
foCCow your dr eams, we wiCCaCways bedeve in you andcoufdnot be 
more proud of aCCyou have accompdshed. "We know you wiCC change 
the worCd! 

"Vance the skies on Caughter-sdveredwings..." 
-John QdCespie Magee J r. 

Love, Mom, VcuC, ChCoe & Mama's boys 

Gregory .1. McMillan, JR. 

It's hard to believe that 
the time has come for 
you to graduate from 
high school. It seems 1 
ike just yesterday you 
started Kindergarten! You Vjf 
have accomplished so 
much in 12 years. mnl 

You have great 
determination and JMHf 'A 
drive and that 
"Can do" attitude 1;-
will take you far in 
life. We are so 
proud of you and 
are excited to see 
where this next stage^^. 
in life takes you. You aref 
on your way to greatness! 

Love, 
Mom, Dad, Molly, and Gavin 
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HITA 1 
IL. M : |i ji f! ¥ W 

Loyal, Funny, Sweet, 
Strang, Helpful, 

Exacting, Spunky, 
Eager, Intuitive, 

Heartfelt, Precocious, 
Persei'ering, 

Tenacious, ana True. 
You have all left an 

indelible mark. 
I wish you well. 

î/ea*6&o/c CJcwoM 
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Weafalbee/, youive/ 
alwayy rocked/ Ufa 
with faith/and a 

imile/. 
Wore/ excited/ to- bee/ 

the/ wonderyyowll dot 
-HcMuaudellcvmme/, 
Jufw and/ Mattwo 

Yow have/ alwayy been 
and/ will alwayy be/ 

AMAZING. 
I love/yow to eternity. 
Alwayy in my heart 

and/pray ery, 
•Mom/ 

Yow inbpire/ me/ and/ 
are/ a great example/ 

and/ role/ model. 
I look/ up to yow. 

-Love/, Heldt 
Yo, Lel&eliyourBeiUe/, 
Her personality iyZeytyl 

SheJy one/ of a kind, 
Hot, kind, anda 
brilliant mlndJ. 

Love/YouA! 
- Cat£r Matthew 

Your gradey are/ 
number one-. 

Your yoccer fkllly are/ 
number one/. 

Lelfal iy number onei 
Congratulationy flying 

feet. 
Love/yow! - Taylor 

Lelfal, ithaybeenan 
honor to-be/ apart of 

your Ufa. 
Continue/ with/your 

wonderfub Spirit. 
Love/, Void 

We/'re/so excited for your 
future/LelfaU 

Keep studying/hard 
ar\dpUfaing/harid! 

Yowlbgofar:) 
Love/: Melissa, Ethan, £r 

Phillip 
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• "Bekah Boo! You are such an incredible person and we can't wait for the 
I world to see it too. So much beauty, wisdom, compassion, empathy, courage, 
f strength, and pure love is wrapped up in the unique package that is you. Yes, 
^ there are shadows but even the sun can't shine as bright as it does without the 

darkness. You are our incredible first born, the one that hroke ground on our 
E road of parenthood, you've led your siblings with a strong example. You are a 
K game changer in this world and we can't wait to see how your life changes , 
I this earth! Remember what Walt said, "Every moment of light and dark is a 
I miracle." That's you baby...you are a miracle! Also keep in mind the Mickel 
[ motto, "Non carborundum bastard us est." We love you and we are cheering 

you on every single step! - Mom, Dad, Em, Cady & Will" _ 
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Can^fOLtulatiaruyCKrLytucunCIcwhes, "Tru&t iAvtha LOKV with 
all/y&vor heowt, CMXCL lecwv not CmyOvw ow n Mxdoa^ytayidtn^. I n 
aU/thy w^yaobnawled^hiAn'Cwd/he'&haU/direct your pocth<." 

~Proverby 3:5 - 6 .  
Love-, AuvCt Olde/ 

Congratulation andajol welldone! 0 pray flat tie 
Hardwillcontinue toguide you. 

Loveya, Auntie Ashley 

The road of life is a path that is driven by the driver. Your journey through 
life will have many turns, stops, and reroutes; but always stay the on the 
course to the destination of success. It's never easy, but well worth it. 

Continue to believe in yourselves and dare to be different. We wish you 
both future success in all your endeavors. 
Love, David, Travia, Tibby, and David Jr. 

I'm so proud of everything that you have both achieved! Keep pushing 
through and continue doing what you do. Even though I'm older, I loo k to 

you both for inspiration and motivation, and I than k you for allowing me to 
be a part of your journey. 

With much love, 
Your big sis Iman 

Both of you are life's greatest treasures. You both are special blessings that fill 
my heart with pride and joy. Christian and Clarke, I pray the Lord will 

continue to bless and protect you both under his wings as you both get ready to 
venture out in a new chapter of life. 

Love, Grandma 



You've h ad so many opportunities that others can only dream of. You've matured into two well-rounded individuals ready to face the world and are 
prepared for it. Look out world here they come! 

—Auntie D enese 

Wonfs cannot express how proud we are of you both. This milestone we celebrate you. Clarbe, you are more than our Goddaughter; it has been ajoy 

watching you grow into an intelligent, beautiful, adventurous, and loving young woman. Christian.you have grown into such an amazing young man; you 

are witty, caring, full of swagger and so smart. We wish you both the very best and will always be here to help in any way we can. 

Love, 

God mommy Natasha & God daddy Dwayne 

Holdfast to dreams, for if dreams die, Life is a broken winged 6ird that cannot fly. "(Langston Hughes). Always step out on faith and 
never give up; there are no Limits to what you can achieve. <Remem6er to always put god 

first, and neverfalT asleep on your dreams. 



Graduation is one of the most important stepping stones in your life. 
Remember, you can achieve whatever you want out of life , all you have 

to do is "BELIEVE IN VOURSELF" 
Love, The Miley family 

Ydu have accomplished so much, but don't stop here. Never give up on your dreams and 
« goals that you have set for your future. 

May God continue to bless you<and direct your path. 
Love, Granny 

I am so proud of you and everything you have 
accomplished over the past eighteen years. Many have 
tried to hold you back, but your ambition has kept you 
going. Never let anyone tell you that "you can't", with 

courage and faith in God, you will overcome all 
obstacles thrown your way. Thank you for always 

having my back; I don't know how I would have made it 
this far without the laughs and support. 

I love you big bro! 
•ME, * 

We are so proud of your accomplishments and the wonderful young 
man you've become! Continue to soar high in your future endeavors! 

Love - God mo mmy Cynthia and God daddy Leo 

My best friend, my homie, my dawg! 
Man, I'm still in awe and so proud of the God 

fearing- young man that you've become! 
Never settle for less bro, 

destined for greatness. Share your God given gifts with 
the world and continue to make us proud. 

Always keep God first in all you do! 
It's only ttp from here! 
Big brother loves you! 

YOU ARE 



K' Clarke, • 
BEjit has been |i 
p blessing watching 

you grow up and 
"becoming a beautiful young J 
lady ready for the world. I J 
know Grandpa would've m 
been proud. I cou ldn't have I 
asked for anybody else to be • 
my right hand throughout • 
High School. ™ 
ktaL -Your Favorite Bro 

We are so proud 
|r of all that you have 

nV accomplished, 
m ff Remember, you can do J 
'W anything you want to do, and J 
W you can be whatever it is that you 
' desire to be, just 
"BELIEVE IN YO URSELF." 

Love, The Miley family 
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•Vb. 

Our first child, we had no idea what we were getting into with you, because we had 
nothing to compare you to, we actually thought you were normal. 

But you are not! Since the day you were born, you were exceptional. 

We have watched in awe and amazement as you developed into this fabulous young 
woman. How will this young woman who is both a hurricane and a rainbow integrate into 
society? 

You have the gifts and attributes to achieve any goal you seek. Know yourself enough to 
seek the goals that bring you peace and joy. But also remember that life isn't a race but a 
journey, with the path to the goal as much of a priority as the goal itself. 

We gift you the confidence to know your self-worth, strength to chase your dreams , 
courage to leap into the unexpected, and love to the fullest. 
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Ajmika cKhzaki 

0 DQ a m dl ® an 
Ethan we are so proud of you. The next four (or five) years alieat? of you"wiil form the foiuidation for tHe nexT^.^hoos?^, 

your friends wisely; to have good friends, you need to he a good friend. Be content and lie kind. Smile. Ixiok people in the eye. | 
Ask questions. Have a firm handshake. Keep your word. Be happy. Be quick to forgive and slow to judge. Be grateful - ^ 
everything that is good comes from gratitude. Love others and love God. And know that we love you - no matter what. 

Be good. Have fun. It's your choice. ^ 
W  X '  < i lob 

4 
Mom, Dad, Johu dan and Coghlan* 

fm 
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We weirtfo the hospital as a couple, because 
of yoftjffib'came home affamily. You gave 

; jjSjthTfcenormous title of "PSrents^, Although 
jk* chaltenging^atlihTes, it was fun to "see you 
® explore new things and see your redctidn. 
T Seeing the person you are becoming has; 

Ibeen our gift. You.are kind,- thoughtful, smart, 
M^rStecftive anCTbrayeA^We^are lucky to be 

$ur parents^apd*will continue to -
^.'watCh you ti hroug^ilhese exciting 
L years to come filled with many 
\ new endeavohs and adventure. 
\ We'Tove ydffmore^than words 
^can express and know we will 
A always be with you on your 
W journeys. 
^ Love, Mommy, Daddy, 
1 Conner & Logan (You're a 
1 pretty cool brother, too!) 
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Cedet 
Oswald/ 

r( . 

ix 

h\ E 

Cedey, 
he can/' t believe/ 
thiyiyit. It seemy 
lik& yesterday 
when/ we/fir it 
broughtyou home/, 
uyt 0/ beautiful 
little/ peanut who 
capturedour 
hearth- Well that 
beautiful little/ 
peanut, hay grown 
up to be/ 0/ ® 
beautiful young 
lady, ready to take/ on/ the/ world/, 
from/ the/ time/ you were/ born/, we/ could/ iee/how 
strong willed you were. And/ay you've/grown/, 
your wdl hay never been/ stronger. Mow 
granted/, ay u baby your strong- will  way 
displayed/ by you standing- up in your crib-
when you should have been lying- down for u 
nap! But ay you've gotten older, you've used it 
to p ush/ yourself through/ lif e's- challengey. 
You've learned to battle through circumytance 
(injuries-, work/, and tough performancey), to 
make yourself stronger. 
You have worked hard and we can't be more 
proud of you. he are going-to mlsy you so 
much. 

Love, 
Mom/nndVad 
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Dearest Lil lieanna, 

I 9P 

If you're ever in a 
tough place in life, 

i just give me a call 
and we'll eat 

tacos. 
\Love, Isabella 

Jti i V 

' of you. 
You amaze us with your 

big heart, positivity, and the . 
many talents youiha 

:yhope you contintie 'to 
big and go for ever 
life hasfo offer.* 

afraid tofailftei 
forward' '/PI? will always 

here for you. 

fay^, Mom ^D, 
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To our sweet baby girf 
It is hard to befieve that you are affgrown up. 1Vc are so 
proud of tfie woman that you Have become a nd Coo! 
forward to seeing what your future brings. (Remember 
that only you control your destiny, if you want it go get 
it! Don't Cet anyo ne or anything or anyone fiofdyou bacC 
from becoming the person that you want to be and the 
goafs you want to achieve. 

Love you butt head, 
Mom e£ Dad 

Jeweff, 
Seems fife you were tfiis cutie pie not too Cong ago. 'You Ciave grown to 6e 
a beautiful young CacCy. 'We are so prouf of you. Congratulations on your 
flight s cfiooCgraduation, go out to tfie worfd and spread your wings and 
ffy CiigCi. 

Love you forever, 
grandpa and grandma (P. 

Sweet. Jeweff 
Our fiope is tfiat you give your aduft fife w fiat you fiave given us as a 
cfiifd: hove, faugfiter, and a zest for adventure - may tfie universe be your 
brass ring! 'We are so proud of you! 

Love, 
grandma and grandpa 'Y. 
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YOU MADE IT!!! WE ARE SO EXCITED 
FOR YOU AS YOU BEGIN THIS NEXT 
CHAPTER OF LIFE. YOUR ,ujf/j 
DEDICATION, H ARD WORKAND^W 
ENDURANCE HAVE FINALLY PAID OFF 
AS YOU MOVE FORWARD. W E ARE SO 
PROUD OF YOU AND EXCITED TO SEE 
WHAT THE FUTURE BRINGS FOR YOU. 
WE LOVE YOU AND ARE SO GRATEFUL 
TO BE YOUR PARENTS. T HANK YOU 
FOR BRINGING SO MUCH JOY, < 
GOOFINESS AND HUMOR TO OUR 
LIVES. C ONGRATULATIONS! 
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MOM AND DAD XOXO 

P.S. L OOK ADAM; A BRIDGE!!:) 



Congratulations! We are so very PROUD of YOU! 
We both know that with your hard work and 

determination, you will continue 011 your padi of 
success at Texas Suite University! We are excited to 

continue to watch you reach new goals and 
experience new adventures in your life! 

WE LOVE YOU SO MUCH! 
Dad, Mom and Lydia 
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A nno/ Elites Poytma/ 
Look/ at how yow v& grow a! 

We/ do- belieA/e/ Cty time/ -for another adA/ervture/! 

from; A latka/ to- Europe/ to- exploring/ what y 
around/ the/ nert corn&r and/ reaching-your 

dreamy. 

We/ are/ yo proud/ of yow, now and/ abwayy! 

Yow have/ branny in your head/. Yow have/ feet 
in your fhoev. Yowcanyteer yourself in any 
dXrexWixmyow choye/. . . .Today iyyour day I 

Your adventure/ iy wwitieuySO . . . get on yow 
way! 

Love/ - Mama/, Katie/, and/ Lily 



i I VN'r 
Dear Anna, 

' We will miss your sharing laughs, traveling, watching movies together. 
Dad will miss embarrassing you in public! Mom will miss picking up after 
you and Angela will not have to fight for the charger, at least for a while. 
Alex and Andrea however, can still pick on you from the distance! Eddie 

and Negrita don't have to beg for another walk. 

We are so proud of your achievements and we are sure you will make 
your college and life a true success. You are set to make the difference 

in the world. Continue to be yourself and don't compromise for anything 
less than you expect. You are a smart, loving and caring young lady. You 
have all the traits to have a successful and joyous life. We love you and 

will always be there for you. The Rakas family 
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AY6u have grown into a 
thoughtful and inspiring 
young woman, who we 

have no doubt is 
destineld to do great 

things in the near future. 
Your family is proud of 
you as you embark on 
the next stages of your 

life attending college in 
the fall. We wish you 

continued success in all 
your future endeavors. 

Love, 
Mom, Dad, and MJ 
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XaiCeigfi "Reeve 

LIFEGUARD 
OFF-rv'iTY 

"-.i -uR* 

(*JK> 
tuWuaiif 

"M'e closed our eyes for but a moment, and suddenly a 
women stood where a CittCe girl used to he. TVe ma y no 

Conger carry you in our arms, hut we wiCCalways 
carry you in our hearts, you have given us so many 
reasons to he proud of th e women you're becoming. 

'But the proudest moment for us is teCfing others that 
you are our daughter. Our love will endure forever." 



Cristeana Marie Cruz Reyes 
Ramstein Varsity Libero 2016/2017 
Most Valuable Player 2016/2017 
All Europe/All Stars/All Region/ All Tournament 

First Team Libero 2016/2017 

It is hard to believe how fast time has flown and now you are 
graduating from high school! We are so proud of the young 
lady you have become, and so blessed to have you as our 
daughter. Who would have ever known our "little" girl could be 
so MIGHTY! You show how strong you are in everything you do, 

Stay true to yourself 
always! Never look 
back and never have 
regrets! As your 
parents, we will always 
be your strongest 
supporters! 

You came into the 
world with a bang and 
have truly made your 
mark in our lives! 
What a wonderful 
child and daughter you 
have been. It has been 
a joy and a blessing to 
call you our daughter. 

We love you more than words can ever say! We love you, our "Cristy." If we could turn back time, it 
would be to hug you more, kiss you more, and laugh with you more. Life will be different for us when you 
are off to college, and the house will be that much quieter. May God continue to watch over you and 
bless you in all your endeavors. Many blessings our sweet girl, our Might Little Libero! 

Mth ad our Love, Dad, Mom, Me MeCanie, Jacfyn andJon 
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/(NTHONY SALCIDO 

n/6&fLM 
Congratulations Jaz! In the blink of an eye, you've gone from being 

a pre-schooler that loved all things Elmo to what you are now- an 

intelligent, beautiful, talented and compassionate young woman. 

As you look forward to your next chapter, know that we are 

incredibly proud of you. Your independent spirit and 5 

determination will always steer you towards accomplishing your 

goals. We can't wait to see where your road leads. Mt 

Love, Mom and Dad. 

TO OUR F IRST BORN. W E A RE VERY P ROUD OF 
THE YOUNG M AN Y OU H AVE B ECOME. TIME 

HAS F LOWN B Y AND WE KN OW YOU W ILL 
CONTINUE TO GROW AND MAKE IM PORTANT 

LIFE CHOICES; GOOD OR BAD. ALWAYS 
REMEMBER YOUR DAD AND I W ILL F OREVER B E 

THERE F OR YOU NO M ATTER WHAT YOU 
CHOOSE TO DO IN L IFE. BE K IND, WORK H ARD 

AND E NJOY L IFE! 
LOVE, MOM AN D DAD 
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Ho H.dlO. it eeente lihe juet the other, day when we held, you in 
our annte, Met new you '(I he wathiny acneM the etaye. TV eve 
treasured each moment aleny the way watching you yrow into 

the beautified, yeuny lady that you one today. KJe one eo {mud 
ofi <feu! Remember to ehaee (fom dreame aud to etay humble 

aleny the way. "Be hind, reepectfiul. yeneroue and 
companionate. HJiahe a peoitioe dififierence in the twee ofi the 
people that cnoee yeun, path. Hhanh (fou fin heiny a wonderfiul 

dauyhter and oieter. Hhe world ie your pdayyround: yo 
explore, play and live tifie to the fiulleet. *Keep (fed and fiamily 

fact U your ti(fe. TJtay Hhe alwaye heep you oafie and 
healthy. 7Ve love you mere than worde tan expren! "TJtama 

and Vapa. 
Belita,, 1 nt ylad you one nty Meter. Hhanh you fin heiny there 

fin me. 1 (eve you! tZuiyue 
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Jonas Rivera 
GS7/ feels as though Gf7 ///^ but for a moment and 

suddenly a big, strong, tall man stood where my little boy used to be. 
did may not carry you in my arms but G37 will always carry you in 
my heart. Of at have given me so many reasons L o be proud of the 

man you have become, but the proudest moment for me is telling 
others that you are my son. dd can't wait to see the path you blaze, 

ddcu't let fear guide your decisions. O&e persistent. 
(5ii>c determined and tenacious. 

ddove dklways St rforever, 



DEDICATED 

uinwffl 

Cheese 
^Factory, 
olendam 

You've always had a book in 
your hand since you were little 
That's why we knew you would 
grow to reach great things. 
Profoundly blessed to have 
traveled the world, we have seen 
the independent, strong, kind-
hearted and intelligent woman, 

blossomed into. We are 
more than excited to see you 
close a fantastic chapter of your 
life and embrace new beginnings. 

Know that all of us even miles 
away, will always support you 
through all your successes 
and failures. Stay grounded 
and true to yourself, don't 
be afraid to take risks! 
We are very proud of you! 

Love, 
Tatay, Mama & Sebastian 

Solomon Family, 
Plata Family, 
Magat Family, 

& Chong Family 



« / Regan Sweeney 
Deal' Regan, 

Congratulations! We arc so 
proud of you ;UK1 all you've 
accomplished. You're ready. 
You have everything il lakes to 
succeed. Follow your passion. 
Be happy. Make (lie right 
choices. As you leave high 
school, rellect on friends and 
the wealth ol special 
opportunities you had while 
living overseas. It's a small 
world and everything is 
connected, you're not alone 
and never will be. We're 
always here for you. 

Love, Mom, Dad and Grant 
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To our amazing son, 

We don't have words to express how proud 
we are of you and all that you have 
accomplished. We have many hopes, dreams, 
and expectations that we know you will 
achieve. We can't wait to see what the next 
chapter of your life holds. We are blessed to 
be your parents. 

Love, 
y Mom and Dad 

Thanks for all die 
wonderful memories 

and good luck in college. 

Love, 
Samandia 
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D a v i d  W o r t h i n g t o n  
" S h o o t  f o r  t he  m o o n .  E v e n  i f  y o u  
m i s s ,  y o u ' l l  l a n d  a m o n g  th e  s t a r s "  

- L e s  B r o w n  
W i r  s i n d  s t o l z  a u f  D i c h !  

-  ' M a m a ,  P a p a  u n d  D a n i e l  

WORTHINGTON 
ELEMENTARY SCHOOL 

[THUR SEPT 29 OUT 2 30. 
• TIIUR SEPT 29 
PARENT CONFERENCES. 

Tl IROUGIIOIJT TL IE YEARS YOU 11 AVE FACED MANY 
OBSTACLES AND ALWAYS HAVE HANDLED THEM WISELY. 
THESE OBSTACLES ARE WHAT HAVE SHAPED YOU INTO THE 
KIND AND GENEROUS MAN YOU ARE TODAY. DON'T CHANGE 
FOR ANYONE. 

LOVE, KAYLA 

To OUR SON JUSTIN, 

NEVER FORGET THAT WE LOVE YOUI 
LIFE IS FILLED WITH HA RD TIMES AND 
GOOD TIMES. LEARN FROM EVE RYTHING 
THAT YOU CAN BE THE MAN WE KN OW 
YOU CAN BE. 

LOVE, MOM AND DAD 
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I have watched from afar a/ you have 
grouin. Throughout the year/, when our 

parent/ have talked about your 
achievement/, the pride and /acrifice 

they have made ha/ molded you into 
an out/tanding individual. Thi/ i/ a 

/hout-out to you my younger /i/ ter. the 
athlete, the intellectual, the weirdo. 

you are going to be awe/ome and 
eHtraordinary! love. Your Big Brother 

We are so proud of the 
woman you have 

become. You are 
beautiful, intelligent, 

driven, strong, tolerant 
and the kindest person 

we have ever known. 
We are so lucky to be 
your parents and we 
can't wait to see the 

great things you will do. 
. "H_ove, Mom and Dad 

I'm so proud of you 
Abby! I can't believe 
the little girl with the 

big smile is graduating 
from high school! I 

wish you success and 
happiness in 

everything you do. 
Love, Grandma Tribu / 
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Whatever life has in store for you, we know that you will meet every challenge with 
tenacity and every win with grace. On that note, congratulations on achieving this 
milestone. Take a moment to be proud — we certainly are. 

All our love ~ 

Dear Chloe, 

It has truly been an amazing journey witnessing your transition into adulthood. It's as 
though one day we're heading home from Landstuhl with a precious, tiny bundle and 
in the blink of an eye we're watching a dedicated, driven teenager earn ist place in her 
latest karate tournament. Before our eyes you transformed from a precocious, bubbly, 
little girl into a beautiful, intelligent young woman with a big heart and strong 
convictions. As you prepare for this next phase of your life, remember that everyone 
stumbles.... And for every stumble you overcome you will rise up to become stronger, 
wiser, ready to take on all that comes your way. 
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JAKOB WOLFF 
kind, Coving, sweet. 
Have great success in your future. 'You workhardTltvve^tltm^oKfSti 

untiCyou master it. We are so proud of you, for aCCyou are. 
Congratulations on graduating, take a moment to ceCe6rate. °Cou diditl 

We Hope throughout your [ife you stop and enjoy your victories, no matter 
how smaCC, th at you take your 6irthday off and do something fun, that you 

enjoy each step in your journey, tou are a wondeifuCperson Jake, a gift. 
*" We are so Cucky to have you as our son. 

?? Love Mom and (Dad 

it giji lb urn jiuu&yt tlii patnou wliv lioliii at atlioguliu 
ciid a liciijiicudji'i youi liivUiu cudtitlu. 'tint L'liug LmgU iia aud'j'uu 

ciuLiidjiht aud'am-gaiug u> 
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Yasmin Christina 

To my little Egg - Proverbs 3:5-6 
Congratulations Grandaughter! - Love Grandma Sandra 

Felicidades y muchos exitos en esta nueva etapa de tu vida. Dios te bendiga - Salmos 121 
^•" Su familia hispana extendida 

t  SMiMi  
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Dearest Imani. Since the day you were born, and we held you / \ VYB BPW /FLW L | 
in our arms it was clear that you navigate through life bringing 
joy to those who were lucky enough to call you friend. 
We raised you to do your best, be your best, and never quit. • •jUM 
We may not have all the answers, but well always be here for xVfl 
your questions. We do know that the beautiful and happy child JL 
we were blessed with seventeen years ago is destined for success. Keep gracing the world 
with your wonderful heart and smile. Know the love of God and your family will always 
keep you through any obstacles youH face. Remember the road to success is filled with 
obstacles and that you don't have to it alone. We are so proud of you and look forward to 
celebrating and congratulating the many life accomplishments that lie ahead. 

Your Loving Parents 
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Cable television is the most 
popular form of entertainment. 

)isney Channel goes live on cable 
elevision as a premium channel. 

Star Wars: The Last Jedi blows 
up the box office making over 
$520 million, over 16 times 
more than the movie budget. 

Motorola DynaTAC is the first 
Commercial mobile phone and 

J revolutionizes communication. 

Chris Hemsworth, Carrie Underwood and Amy 
Winehouse born in 1983. 

Micheal Jackson breaks 
records with his sixth 
album "Thriller", 
receives Grammy Award 
and Album of the Year. 

Tom Sneva wins 
the Indy 500 and 
breaks 200 mph 
limit for the first 
time in history. 

Guion Stewart 
Bluford Jr. (left) and 
Sally Ride (right) 
are the first of their 
ethnicity and gender 
to go into space. 

Nintendo releases their first 
console in Japan know as 
"the Famicom" and starts the 
fanatic of home consoles. 

Chrysler starts 
production of the first 
mini-van know as the 
Dodge Grand Caravan. 

McDonalds McNuggets are made 
available worldwide to 
McDonalds locations. 

ROSE BOW L • PASAD ENA. CALIFORNIA • JAN UARY 30, 1983 

Washington Redskin beat 
Miami Dolphins 27-17. 

The third 
installment of 
the Superman 
cinematic series 
comes to theaters. 

A Christmas 
Story. #1 holiday 
classic warning 
us not to shoot 
an eye out, 
leg lamps are 
cool and soap 
is a tool for 
modifying word 
choices. 

Walt Disney Parks 
expands to Japan 
and opens their 
fourth park 
Disneyland Tokyo. 

World Leaders in 1983: (Left to Right) Margret Thatcher (United 
Kingdom), Ronald Regan (United States), Yuri Andropov (Soviet Union) & 
Deng Xiaoping (China). 

Microsoft releases the very 
first version of Microsoft 
word for MS DOS 1.0. 

Hit shows of 1983: The A Team (top left), He-man 
& the Master of the Universe (top right), M.A.S.H 
(bottom left) and Fraggle Rock (bottom right). 

Pig 

1983: Chinese year 
of the Pig. 

Conondale Gastric-
Brooding Frog of 
Australia goes extinct. 



At the 2018 CES (Consumer 
Electronics Show) Volkswagen 
announces the return of the 
Volkswagen Bus. 

The Star Wars series looks 
backs on one of it's fan 
favorite character, Han Solo, 
and will share his story in 
"Solo: A Star Wars Story. 

Takuma Sato becomes the first Japanese 
to win the Indy 500 in 2017. 

Streaming shows and movies has become 
the ideal for Entertainment through services 
such as Netflix, Hulu and Apple TV. 

Super Bowl 52 The Philadelphia Eagles Win 
over the New England Patriots 41-33 with 
Justin Timberlake performing at halfiime. 

Bruno Mars takes us back to the to 
the 70s, 80s and 90s with newest, 
Grammy winning album "24k 
Magic". This throwback album tops 
the charts with song such as "24k 
Magic", "That's what I like" and 
"Finesse." 

AUGUST.21.2017 

Dog 

2018: Chinese Year 
of the Dog 

Apple releases the iphone X, the first smart-phone to 
use fully functional facial recognition technology. 

The 2010's mark the decade of superheroes. The Heroes of the Marvel 
Cinematic Universe now go to war for the fate of the universe. Disney 
brings back the beloved super family to the big screen afterl4 years. 

Down in Disney California Adventure Park, the 
Pixar Pier is getting a makeover featuring 
characters from films like "The Incredibles", "Toy 
Story" and "Inside Out". 

World Leaders in 2018: (Left to Right) Theresa May (United 
Kingdom), Xi Jinping (China) & Donald Trump (United States). 

American citizens look to the sky 
as America experiences a total solar 
eclipses August 21st 2017. NASA 
predicts that another will occur and 
cross our paths in seven years. Disney revisits the beloved 

Winnie the Pooh series and 
ChRStoplvC transitions into 2018 with a 

live action film. Rpbin 

Disney Channel has now expanded their broadcast 
towards different age groups. Disney XD started 
in the 2009 and was for the older audience. Disney 
Junior started 2012 and was geared toward the 
younger audience. 

Nintendo Switch is the fastest selling 
console of 2017 and The Legend of 
Zelda: Breathe of the Wild 
Receives Game of the Year. 
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